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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The village community has always been identified as the social 

foundation of the peasant economy in the Asian countries. The 

village communitie~ were conceived as a 'closed corporate 

formation' depending on small scale production in a subsistence 

economy. This 'system' was to repeat or reproduce itself through 

centuries with no change affecting it whatsoever. Villages were 

considered mere ~enclaves' in which the undifferentiated peasantry 

led an insulated existence. The local unit was said to be stable 

till the colonial times and then evolved into an open, hetrogeneous 

and dynamic rural society. 

Such a formulation is found scattered in various 

administrative and other writings by colonial administration in 

Asia. Analyses arising out of such a formulation were not based 

on the variety :in types of social organisation. It was postulated 

rather that the village community was characterised by political 

autonomy, economic autarchy, social homogenity and a certain 

changelessness of the closed formation. 

The principle of self-government or political autonomy meant 

that articulation with the outside world was almost non-existent 

as Metcalfe had revealed in his 'Report of the Select Committee of 

the House of Commons 1832'. (Dumont 1966: 73). The interference 

with the village autonomy was through the obligation on its part 

to transfer a considerable part of the produce to the State. Yet 

the power of the State did not penetrate the village beyond its 



boundaries. (Ibid: 2}. For example, Colonel Munro in 1806 wrote 

that the Indian village was an independent political unit 

unaffected by the dissolution of the Empire of which it was a part. 

He referred to the village as a tiny 'republic'. (Ibid. 3} 

The early qualitative models had an evolutionary or historical 

framework which postulated a transition from the stage of community 

to'some other entity. Community and society were perceived as two 

different forms of social organisation, the former being associated 

with intrinsic and non-logical values and later with more 

rationally organised social forms. (Tennies 096~ quoted in Kemp 

1988: 5}. 

In Joseph Gusfield ( 197 5) the object of study was 

'territorial' whether it be a village or any othe entity and the 

goal is to comprehend the dynamics of the communal .entity. Along 

these lines a lot .of work was done concentrating on three aspects 

- territory, interaction and common ties. Co~trarily, despite an 

overt concentration on the peasant village, a lot of 

anthropological literature have taken a qualitative approach which 

sees the community as a set of human relationships rather than a 

well defined group. Gusfield points out [for Ferdinand Tennies, 

Emile Durkheim and certain sociologists] that organisations based 

on kinship, friendship, neighbourhood and "folk" were communal. 

Social transition in such situations was characterised by Durkheim 

as one from a mechanical to an organic solidarity. It was 

'mechanical as a result of the similarity in tradition, beliefs and 

activities which characterised small agricultural villages and in 

addition they were similar in skills ideals and functions. (Ibid}. 
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These ideals lapsed for some time in favour of diffusionist 

and functionalist theories and then later made a reappearance with 

the anthropological discourse in the work of Robert Redfield. His 

was a major influence on American and British anthropologists. 

Redfield (1955} in his 'The little community' explained the manner 

in which the community was woven into a total system of inter

related and complementary relationships. In his later work (1960}, 

The little Community and Peasant society and culture he argued that 

the village should be seen as integrated into a wider whole, the 

State. (Ibid}. 

Peasants cultivating land on a collective basis usually 

involved reciprocity during harvesting or certain other forms of 

labour exchange. Marx pointed out to this lack of private property 

in British India as the root cause for 'Oriental despotism'. 

According to J.R. Boeke, the village community was integrated 

not by economic cohesion but by a social solidarity which meant 

that priority rested on the group interests (Breman 1988}. In the 

rural South Asia, for example, agriculture, crafts and services 

were distinctly caste based activities and the members of the 

society who provided non-agricultural commodities received a share 

of the agricultural produce in exchange. 

The village community was also considered to be socially 

undifferentiated. This meant that social positions which were few 

did not crystallize into a class structure. Scholars including 

Marxists seem to have failed to consider caste as a principle of 
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social stratification. (Breman 1988: 5}. Boeke, the propounder of 

colonial dualism owed the integrative character of the village to 

the 'all embracing community ethos'. Ofcourse, there have been 

criticisms against this articulation of the concept of 

collectivity. Marx had also expressed this a century back. Marx 

commented on the absence of dynamics in such a system and found the 

Asiatic mode of production inflexible. The peasant community 

reproduced itself to maintain a stationary state and was considered 

incapable of structural reform. He felt that it was like ripples 

on the surface in the form of making and breaking dynasties and 

leaving the bottom untouched and calm. It did not bear in it the 

seeds of development. (Ibid: 7}. 

The village was considered immutable which also implied that 

its members were immobile. The village was considered self

sufficient and of no interest to the people outside and the 

inhabitants had absolutely no incentive to leave it. {Ibid.} 

'Peasant societies {~re only part societies'. (Kroeber 1948} 

The treatment of peasant or village systems as a whole 

incorporating rural and urban areas or the analyses of political 

economy of these units attempted by authors like Karl Polanyi also 

tended to be in the dark. 

Expecting 'organised villages', attempts were also made to 

discover the integrating structure or the centre of a village, in 

Thailand. But it did not seem like a community at all and 

individualism seemed to reign (Kemp 1988: 7}. There could also be 

situations where there were physical centres and 'permanent 
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corporate groups' like lineages, temples, water associations and 

so forth. (Geertz 1959: 991 - 1012}. 

Is there any difference between 'village' and 'community' or 

do they fuse together in certain societies could be a question that 

would arise in one's mind. In the Thai village it was found that 

'village' was different from the· 'community' . Village merely 

referred to a formal administrative division in which could exist 

many communities. Some major studies designate a village community 

without describing the administrative order (or the community 

approach). Each has its limitations. The definition of the village 

as a territorial group is based on the European image of settlement 

which may not be applicable to Asian situations. One can even have 

a main village and satellite villages or hamlets. There can be a 

situation where the physical centres like the temple could relate 

and integrate one village and parts of so many other villages in 

some kind of a 'temple domain' (this is what one can see viewing 

the s·· ·.ri Subrama:r,lia Swami K~: .etram [Temple] of the· village of our 

study as a physical centre of integration}. Here the 'community' 

extends far beyond the geographical limits of the village. 

So, on empirical grounds, the ideas of community via 

association with a designation like the 'village' becomes highly 

contestable. Various spheres of social activity which generate a 

sense of community may not be linked with physical arrangements 

like hamlets, villages, neighbourhood etc. (Kemp 1988: 11}. 

Field work as an anthropological technique of research fast 

became popular in the post-colonial era. Its shape in an 
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geographical and demographic dimension did not imply that the 

village was a sufficient unit of research comprising a sociological 

reality. There was a reappraisal of the original source materials. 

The first notion that was discarded was that the village had 

a certain political autonomy. Dumont (1966: 74) feels that this· 

cannot be reconciled with the fact that the surplus had to be 

handed over to the 'State' . Marx had attributed control over 

irrigation by the precolonial rulers which implied that the 

authority of the state had made itself felt down to the peasant 

level. 

Secondly, the assumption that the peasant economy was communal 

and enjoyed economic autarchy was criticized. The nature of 

landownership and claims to produce is based on opposition between 

land and peasant as the rightful claimants. This interpretation of 

the agrarian structure is opposed to both the notion of a village 

community managed from above and owing existence to local 

solidarity (Breman 1988: 11). 

The unequal distribution of power and property within the 

rural system manifested itself 

population being denied any 

administrators looked at such 

in the form of a great part of the 

access to land. The colonial 

inequality as a normal state of 

affairs. They concentrated primarily on the landowning classes so 

that a large surplus could be claimed (Dumont 1966: 74). Depending 

upon the land owning classes alone would not guarantee a large 

surplus. The colonial administrative system gave a free hand to the 

land owners to intensify exploitation by not interfering with the 
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social functions of subordination and dependency at the bottom 

level of the rural society. 

It is known now that landlessness was not the result of the 

imperialist rule during the nineteenth and,the first half of the 

twentieth century but was an inherent factor in pre-colonial 

production relations. Dharma Kumar was one of the first to point 

ollt t.hat. landlessness Wi'lS i'l significant social phenomenon in 

Southern India in early nineteenth century. (Kumar 1965). These 

landless labourers tilled the land while the members of the land 

owning class (like the Namboodiris of the village of our study) who 

were the leisure class avoided doing it considering it inferior 

and unclean. Irfan Habib feels that the presence of rural 

proletariat of such magnitude before the capitalist mode of 

production in agriculture was unique to Indian civilizationt (Habib 

1982: 249). 

hierarchy. 

Exclusion from land rights was based on the caste 

In short, new research in this area has helped in replacing 

the dull and drab image of the 'traditional' Asiatic village as a 

closed, stationary and strongly collectivist social formation. It 

is now conceived as an open political and economic structure 

characterised by class divisions, social conflict, contacts with 

extra-village institutions, state interference and economic 

dynamism. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century the urge to 

extract surplus by the Europeans at the local level in terms of 

labour, kind or money and to by-pass the persons representing the 
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ancien regime' made them organize peasant economy on a territorial 

basis. The village became the most important unit in taxation 

levies. This was well seen in the ryotwari system of South India 

which Raffles called the 'village system' (Breman 1988: 14}. 

Spatial reproduction without any social dynamism was the 

predominant picture that the colonial administrators and 

theoreticians saw of the Asian peasant order based on a 

'sedimentation model' which meant that the society consisted of a 

permanent and immobile foundation with a loosely attached erosive 

upper layer. 

This was just not conducive for any sort of 'self propelled 

transformation process'. So dynamism had to be introduced 

exogenously which would be possible only if the village 'opened

up' and gained the quality of allowing progressive penetration of 

the state and the market forces. According to this view only a 

downward expansion of the external institutions could liberate this 

internal resistance of change at the village level. 

Here in our context one is viewing the village as a self

sufficient unit based on simple division of labour (i.e. showing 

simple functional interdependence) and with one of the oldest and 

most·traditional institution of Kerala society- the temple as the 

focal point of the village system serving to integrate the 

'village' into a 'whole'. The village here is not the territorial 

or geographical region but includes all the lands (in other 

villages) that the temple holds under its control in the De~avalis. 

One can call it the 'temple domain'. The village is seen not as 
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a closed unit but as a unit articulating with the extra-village (in 

terms of the De~avali-temple articulation) . .. The temple at the 

centre of the village acts as the political 1 economic 1 ritual/ 

cultural (religious) edifice and as a manifestation of the State 

or local government. The temple institution can be seen as an 

expression of a decentralised structure of power. The integration 

at the temple level could be a part of the macro integration aimed 

by the administrative State. 

The transition in this Kerala village in the late colonial and 

post-colonial period has been studied by focussing attention on its 

most predominant institution or viewing the village from an 

institutional perspective (which includes institutions like the 

caste) . 

The problem: 

The objective of the study is to capture the integration of 

the agrarian village economy during the 20th century and also 

trying to construct a picture of the 'temple domain' in the earlier 

periods on the basis of the remnants or vestiges that one notices 

on perusal of certain data sources of the early twentieth century. 

The village is Kidangoor 1 eighteen kilometres north of 

Kottayam town in central Kerala on the banks of the river 

Meenachil, in the Meenachil taluk. It is one of the thirty-two 

original Brahmin settlements mentioned in the sixteenth century 

Brahmin chronicle, Keralolpathi. 
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Looking at the anatomy of the village, one is able to identify 

' or isolate three structures that serve in 'integrating' the village 

into a 'whole' - the temple, the river and the caste structure (it 

is also a temple nucleated village as every other Brahmin 

settlement). 

Traditionally, the Brahmins were believed to have established 

sixty-four villages in the land between Gokarnam and Kanyakum§ri, 

which was Kerala then. Thirty-two of them, to the north of 

Perumputa river in Kerala proper were identified by B.A. Saletore. 

Out of the remaining thirty-two Brahmin settlements to the south 

of Perumpu~a, thirty-one have been identified using various 

sources. The Brahmin settlement Kalutanad is yet to be identified. .. . 
It was the period between the eighth and twelfth centuries th~t saw 

a proliferation of temple-nucl~ated Brahmin settlements through out 

the fertile areas of Kerala. (See Table 1.1} 

Rajan Gurukkal (1980} says that one the major characteristics 

of this period was the formation of a new society consequent on the 

socio-economic functions of the institution called the temple. 

One can classify the thirty-two Brahmin settlements according 

to the sources of identification epigraphical, literary, 

archeological or customary and place the Brahmin settlement of 

Kidangoor in the classification. (See Table 1.1) 
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Table 1.1 

Listing and Classification of Brahain Settleaents rith their sources of identification 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------------------
SUo. !ate of Settleaentttt Deity of the Settleaent Sources of identification 

Gmaksbetra extinct/ --------------------------------------------------------------
non-extinct eivence froa evidence evidence froa evidence fro1 

epigraphs fro a literary sources continuing 
records traditions and 

existence of 
structuraletple 

-------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------
(1) (2) {3) (4) {5) {6) {7) (8) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. hyyanniir (Payyanniir) sainte non-extinct continuing tradi-. 

ditions and 
structuraleaple 

2. Cellur (TaJipa}aaba) Saivite non-extinct 3 inscriptions sangaa literature, 
aushatavaasakavya, structural teaple 
(13th century! 
cellurnathodayaa 
caapu (16th century) 

3. Alattur (Alathiyur) Vai~~avite non-extinct Chand rot sam Teaple buildings 
(15th century) 

4. lirantoJa {Urattlir) Vai~qnite extinct Cadj an Teaple ruins 
leaf 
records 

5. ~Ol:iral'li !lukapum) Saivite non-extinct 5 inscriptions Chandrotsavaa, Teaple buildings 
lokasandesaa, 
Unniccirutevi 
cari taa 

6. Pantiyiir (Panniyir) Vai~~avite non-extinct 2 inscriptions Cbandrotsam, Structural Teaple 
Unniccirutevi 
caritu 

7. rarikkat~ {Iaritka~ul Saivite non-extinct 5 inscriptions Teaple buildings 

8. I['imangalu Sai vite extinct 3 inscriptions Chandrotsavu Teaple not located 
onmabgdaa) 

9. Tr1tivaperur (Tricbur) Saivite non-extinct 2 inscriptions Chand rot sam Tetple buildings 

10. Peruvana• (Peruaanaa) Saivite non-extinct 3 inscriptions Chandrotsam Teaple buildings 

11. ~aaunda (Ceaaaqtal Saivite extinct 2 inscriptions Structural Teaple 

12. Iringatimtal Vai~qavite non-extinct 4 inscriptions Chandrotsavaa, Structural teaple 
f.Irinj~lakuda) lokilamdem 

13. 1va\tiputt1r Saivite non-extinct 5 inscriptions Structural teaple 
I hi Hathiir! 

14. Paravur (Korth Parur) Saivite non-extinct 3 inscriptions Cilappatikam Structural teaple 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
{1) !21 (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (8) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15. Airi~ikkaja Saivite non-extinct 4 inscriptioas Structural Teaple 
{lira~ikkujaa) 

16. !Ulittala• (Knliktujaa) Vaisnavite non-extinct 3 inscriptions Tiruvayaoli, Structural Teaple .. 
Chandrotsam 

17. Iu.J.aviir (IuJ.iir] Saivite extinct 2 inscriptions Structural teaple 

18. Atmr !Afur) Sai vi te extinct Structural teaple 
and contiuing 
'tradition 

19. Cengnitu (Cengaaanaty] Saivite non-extinct 1 inscription Teaple ruins 

20. Ilibbyaa {Tiruaupattu) Saivite extinct lohsandesaa, 
Suhsandem 

21. upyannur {U}iyannur) Saivite extinct 1 inscription Teaple buildings 

22. tt IaJ_utana~ {unidentified) extinct 

23. 'i?fmur [Ethannrl Saivite non-exitinct lnninilisandesaa Structural Teaple 

24. Inaamalliir Saivite? IOD-extinct 1 inscription Structural Teaple 
(Iuiaranellur) (Durga at 

present) 

25. ~~~aaaruku (I}~aiU~i) Saivite non-extinct Structural Teaple 

26. 1~anvqa (iranau!al iai~~avite non-extinct 1 inscription Tirmyaoli Structural Teaple 

21. Tiruvallaval {Tiruvallal Vai~~avite non-extinct 4 inscriptions Thiruvayaoli Structural Teaple .. 
Periya Thimoli 

21.* Iitaigur {litaigar! SaiYite toa-utiad Stracttral tetple 
ua coatialiag 
tra4itions 

29. Ce~kuirur (Cengannurl Saivite non-extinct 3 ioscriptons 

30. Kaviyur I.Iaviyur) Saivite non-extinct 2 inscriptions lock-cut teaple 
and Structural 
teaple 

31. Ve~•a!i (Venaanil Vai~~avite non-extinct Teaple buildings 
and continuing 
traditions 

32. Kiraao~a (Kiraa~karal Vai~~avite extinct Teaple ruins 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: Adapted froa Velutbat (1918: 96-100) 
* tillage auaer stnay 
u unidentified settle1ent 
ttt naaes in parentheses are the present naaes of the settleaents. 
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Eighteen settlements yielded inscriptions from the locality 

mentioning the village, four have been identified from inscriptions 

in other places. Four could be identified predominantly through 

literary sources. Some had more than one source of identification. 

Four have existed to this day with their continuing Brahminical 

traditions and structural temple of which category village 

Kidangoor falls in. This is its only source of identification. 

Out of these thirty-one settlements twenty-three have survived to 

the present. 

Reasons for choosing village Kidanqoor for the case study 

Kidangoor being a Brahmin·settlement with a structural temple 

and continuing traditions, one can perceive the crucial role the 

temple played in the village economy. 

The temples in Kerala can be broadly classified into two 

categories2 viz., - {a} those under the direct administration of 

the State and (b) those managed by a council of Namboodiris called 

the Ural}ma. The Kidangoor S.xi Subrcnnat.:tia Swami Temple belongs to 

the second category. The Uranma here consists of the heads of the 

fourteen Namboodiri families (Illams) living in areas around the 

temple. The temple even after the enactment of Land Reforms 

(implemented in 1969-70) continues to be managed privately. This 

helps a comparison of the periods before and after the Land 

Reforms. There has been an unchanging management throughout the 

period of study. 
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This temple is actually a temple 'complex' for the ~;:·:ri 

Subrama~i~ Sw~mi Temple has seventeen subsidiary temples under its 

direct control and administration in the different Desavalis. The 

central control or the 'temple domain' extends even beyond the 

geographical area of the village Kidangoor which serves in 

explaining the temple's role in village-extra village articulation. 

Access to the data sources like Devaswom Land Register, 

Settlement Register, Devaswom 

Account Registers (Na~va~is} , 

Jenmikaram Register, the Daily 

Festival RegisterLs (Thirutsava 

Agiyantira Register) was another important reason for choosing this 

temple for the case study. 

The Village structure 

Kidangoor identified as showing continuing traditions, one can 

justly see the temple playing a crucial role in the village economy 

of Kidangoor in the twentieth century too. It becomes a major 

institution 'integrating' the society: One can so view the temple 

as the nucleus of the village. The village (the nearest equivalent 

to what is called a 'de~am') is a 'system' with its subsistence of 

the power structure (the political subsystem [G]) validated by the 

institutionalised values in the form of the temple functioning as 

[L] the legitimizing institution and supported by its sanctions 

which is the basis of inter~ction and hence integration. The 

It is economic subsystem [E] is intertwined with the above. 

interesting to see that these four subsystems emerged from the 

temple in the traditional Kerala village society which would become 

clear after an analysis of the village structure is done. 
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The fundamental concepts of the Polanyian school with its 

central idea that in pre-capitalists societies the economy is 

'embedded' in the social fabric and that economic behaviour 

responded more to social relations than to economic ones 

(satisfaction of material needs}. It is when the economy becomes 

'disemhedded' from the social fabric that does it become the 

determining force in the development of the society, which we would 

then call a capitalist society. The embedded economic subsystem 

manifests itself in certain forms of transaction like reciprocity 

and redistributio; and the economic structure derives its 

definition from the specific dominant form of transaction. 

To study the transitional society it suits one to choose a 

blend of the System-Subsystem approach and the substativist 

approach, the reasons for which would be discussed in the chapter 

on the 'Conceptual Framework'. {Chapter 2} 

The institutionalist position is related to the structure of 

power which is in term related to the legal rights of economic 

significance, thereby influencing the allocation of resources, 

level of income and the distribution of wealth. This is the 

position we take when we consider the temple as the major 

institutional village society. 

The subsystems interact with each 

environment of nature (symbolised in the 

other and with the 

river here) and send 

centripetal forces towards the temple, integrating it and making 

'it a 'system'. The disembeddedness of the economic substratrum 

from the village's social fabric would mean a 'disintegration' or 



'disarticulation' of the village system. This is our hypothesis. 

The 'system' is not a closed one and is affected by 

articulation with the outside world. We are viewing the village 

society as an open, dynamic and autonomic system interacting with 

the natural environment. Its structure consists of a caste 

hierarchy: joint ownership of land (different tenurial relations) 

and of other socio-economic relations. It maintains an economic 

social and ecological equilibrium reproducing itself to attain a 

stationary state.a 

One can decipher three sets of relationships, an anaylsis of 

which would give us a structural-functional picture of the village 

economy -

(a) the temple-people (caste hierarchy) relationship; 

{b) the river-people relationship; 

(c) the village-extra village relationship. 

However, an analysis of the above relationships boils down to 

an analysis of the role of the temple as an institution in the 

village economy during the period because it was under the aegis 

of the temple that the Kerala society performed these functions 

including the economic. All these relationships have the temple as 

the point of origin and basis for their perpetuation which will be 

elucidated in the analysis that follows in the later chapters. 



Review of Literature 

There have been various studies on the role of the temple in 

different regions of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Orissa etc. Social 

scientists like Burton Stein (1960, 1961, 1978, 1980), George W 

Spencer (1968), David Hudson (1978), Arjun Appadurai (1976, 1981), 

Carol Appadurai Breckenbridge (1976, 1981) and Cynthia Talbot 

(1991) have done work in this area albeit with different 

objectives. 

To Burton Stein (1978) temples are a complex and transitory 

consequence of an extraordinary range of. relationships 

interactions and transactions; He says, "temple is a statement 

about its consitutent social groupings". Stein's main focus was 

on the temple configuration in the Vijayanagara period. For example 

in his article 'Temples in Tamil country, 1300 - 1750 AD the main 

quest was to discover the factors that accounted for a particular 

configuration of more than 2000 temples during the Vijayanagara 

period of the fourteenth to the eighteenth centuries. He found that 

the temples devoted to the Shiva deities declined relatively, at 

about the same rate the temples devoted to independent Goddesses 

increased and why this happened was another one of his objectives. 

Stein used inscriptions among other data sources to understand 'the 

economic functions of the Medieval South Indian temple' - Shri 

Venketeswara at Thirupati. The inscriptions dealt with endowments 

of land and money which provided a key to the analysis of the 

utilisation of land and money by the temple. There is a section 

on the tenure system on the temple lands. The lands donated to the 

temple had two main functions: (a) to provide an income with which 
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a specific ritual was performed in the name of the donor, (b) and 

to provide a fertile space to invest money for the performance of 

services in the name of the donor. 

There were three or four basic forms of land tenure like the 

crown and service tenure (Bhandaravada) which was under the direct 

revenue administration of the government, Eleemosynary tenure 

(Brahmadaya), service tenures (like Amaram - military service) and 

certain peasant proprietor tenures. Burton Stein's analysis using 

almost thousand inscriptions had the main objectives of studying 

the nature of endowments - land and money, nature of the donors and 

nature of utilisation of these endowments. (Stein 1961: 164-5). 

Arjun Appadurai (1976, 1981) central question is that of 

dominance, and authority. His study is based on administration 

reports, censuses and legal documents. Appadurai worked on the 

Shri Parthasarathi Swami Temple at Madras and Carol Appadurai on 

the Shri Meenakshi Sundareswar Temple on the same question arriving 

at certain principles crucial to an understanding of the South 

Indian temple. 

George W Spencer ( 1968) studying early Tanjore, analyses 

money-lending and livestock redistribution. He talks of how 

investment by the temple authorities in the property of the 

agrarian community placed the recipients in a service relationship 

to the temple. These he says served as a means of redistributing 

economic resources without potenti~l disrupting inequalities. This 

is similar to Manning Nash concept of the 'levelling mechanism' 

(Nash 1964: 239). Spencer has relied on epigraphic evidence in his 
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work. 

Summing up other literature on various aspects of the temple -

Brown P (1956), Fergusson J (1910), Gravely F H (1936), Stella 

Kramrisch (1946) have worked on temple ritual and administration. 

There have been studies that have shown that division of labour in 

the jajmani structure of agrarian society as the basis of the 

division of ceremonial tasks in the temple. (Beck 1972: 44-7) . 

Studies have been made showing that economic functions of the 

temple relate with the ideas of gift and land tenure as in Dumont 

(1957: 318, 340). Stein has himself shown that the temple served 

redistributive and developmental functions coexisting with the 

political system (1960: 163-76). Beck (1972) and Dumont (1957) 

have shown that temples provide links between caste, lineage 

organisation and territorial segmentation. There are works that 

have shown the temple in the modern period have provided space for 

social mobilisations of low caste (Galanter 1972: 227-314 and 

Hardgrave 1969: 120-9) and incipient political elites (Baker 1975). 

The relevance of the present study rests on the facts that 

(1) A transitional society4 like the Kerala village has not been 

studied before with an institutionalist perspective by taking the 

temple as the focal point of analysis. {2) There has not been any 

$tudy that carefully examines the constituents of the temple's 

social and material catchment area since temples depend on constant 

participation of certain groups for specific activities including 

production of of agrarian produce and periodic participation of 

certain others during specific occasions. (3) This study invites 

attention to as yet unused data sources like Devaswom Na~va;J;ls 
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(daily account registers), T~irutsavam A~iyantira Registers 

(festival registers), Devaswom Land Registers etc .. in situations 

where conventional data sources are not available. This particular 

Brahmin settlement of Kidangoor (as seen in the listing of Brahmin 

settlements in Table 1.1) with the Gra:mak~~·etra as its source of 

identification has only the structural temple with continuing 

traditions as its evidence. Here, there are neither epigraphic 

evidences, literary evidences or any other records in existence for 

use. (4) The study helps point out areas of temple study which are 

still under researched and the infancy of the field of·temple study 

with respect to Kerala. 

Objectives 

The major objective of the study is to trace the role of the 

temple as a major institution in community articulation or in other 

words to analyse the temple-society (economy} .articulation in a 

transitional society. One is attempting to view the changing 

economy or society through its major institution, here the temple 

for the pre-Land Reform and the post-Land Reform periods i.e. 1903-

1969-70 and 1970-1985 respectively. 

The above objective has as its components the objectives 

listed below: 

(I) the temple's role in the agrarian production: 

Land and hence agrarian produce being the chief resource base 

of the temple and the possibility of integration being through land 

and labour in any society it is essential to study the distribution 
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of land and rights over land among the various castes/communities 

of the society (caste structure being a dominant feature of this 

society) . This would give us an idea about who the producing 

classes or castes are and on whom the temple depends for its chief 

resource base. This objective deals with questions as -

(a) tenants of which caste dominate the Devaswom (temple) lands; 

(b) estimating the total acreage of the temple lands and the caste 

that has the highest number of land holdings; 

{c) the relationship between acreage and caste of the tenants; 

(d) the relationship between the tenure under which the land is 

held and the caste of the tenant; 

(e) the relationship between the type of land (there are 13 types 

depending on the fertility of the land) and the caste of the 

tenant; 

(f) finding the dominant tenure on the Devaswom lands and its 

significance; and 

(g) relationship between the tenure and the land type. 

(II) Role of temple in the redistribution of the agrarian produce 

The agrarian produce (a fixed proportion) reaches the temple 

annually from the tenants in the different De~ava!ls~:~ and gets 

redistributed among the non-producers the sterile class 

(artisans and craftsmen) and the leisure class (the temple 

management or the Ura~ma) . 

(III) An analysis of the budgetary position in terms 

and expenditure for various years before and after the Land 

Reforms. An income and expenditure decomposition analysis is done 

to find out the sources of income accruing to the temple and the 
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items of expenditure to find out if there was a shift in the main 

source of income after the Land Reforms and also to find out the 

changes in the items on which paddy or money was expended. Since 

income in terms of paddy and money, on doing the analysis 

separatelyr for paddy and money for the different years, will tell 

us about the greater incorporation into the monetary system. This 

is manifested in an increasing substitution of paddy for money. 

This analysis helps us in capturing the temple's response to the 

Land Reforms and its survival strategy to sustain its integrative 

role as one of the major institutions in the village economy. 

The methodology adopted is discussed in the chapter II titled 

'Understanding the Temple centred Village Economy· - Towards a 

Conceptual Framework'. 

Data sources and Organization of the Chapters 

Chapter II describes the conceptual framework or the 

methodology used to fulfil the objectives of the study. 

Chapter III deals with the temple's role in integrating the 

economy in terms of distribution of Devaswom land and landrights 

among the different castes of the society (or tenurial relations). 

This informs us about its role in integrati_on through land and 

labour. 

The chapter uses primary data found in the Devaswom Settlement 

Register, Devaswom Land Register (Old i.e. uptil 1969-70) and the 

Devaswom Jenmikaram Register~ 
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Chnpter IV is an attempt in understanding the role of the 

temple in the redistribution of agrarian produce and estimating the 

share acruing to the recipients (sterile classes and the leisure 

class). The 'redistribution' has been captured during the annual 

festival held in Feb./March (~ irutsavam) for two particular years 

1903 and 1919. For this purpose another set of registers called the 

'Tirutsavam A9iyantira Registers' have been used. These are 

registers maintained annually to keep an account of paddy and money 

transactions during this festival. On Perusal of these registers 

one settles down on the register of 1903 (the oldest existing) and 

1919 because they complement each other in giving us a vivid 

picture of the whole redistributive process. 

Chapter V is a comparison of the integrative role of the 

temple in the village economy before and after the Land Reforms 

i.e. from 1903 to 1969-70 and 1969-70 to 1985. Land Reforms have 

been used as a benchmark for the analysis because with the 

implementation of tbe Land Reforms the temple lost its lands (lands 

that are included in the Jenmikaram Register) to the tenants and 

thereafter was paid a paltry Jenrnikararn Compensation allowance and 

as interim annuity. The lands included in the Land Register were 

lost to the actual cultivators of the lands through an earlier 

regulation6. The analysis used in this chapter uses data largely 

from the N~lvalls beginning 1925 (the oldest Nilvali existing) for . .. . .. 
various years till 1985. 

Chapter VI which is the last chapter is the summary and a 

consolidation of the major conclusions of the study. 
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NOTES 
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l. Some authors point out that although the cultural background 
might vary, landlessness as a stuctural element was found in 
the majority of the ancient regimes in Asia. (See for example 
Breman 1988). 

2. One can say that there exists a third category of temples 
which is neither under the State nor under an Uranma. There 
exist small structures of worship built by people of the lo~er 
caste like the Nairs for example. 

3. A Self-contained and Ecologically balanced society is 
considered to be in a stationary state. Self-containment·means 
development independent of any exogenous structure, control 
of energy and information inputs from surroundings. There is 
a maintenance of an internal functional balance or 
homoeostasis. (See Jan Kieniewicz 1984:7.} 

4. A society is said to be transitional when it evolves from one 
mode of production to another. 

5. See Appendix III and IV for list of D~~avalls where the ~1~ri 
Subramania Swami Temple held lands. 

6. The Jenmi and Kudiyan Act was passed in 1896, incorporating 
in detail all "the provisions enunciated in the Royal 
Proclamation of 1867. This Regulation secured permanent 
occupancy rights and other reliefs in the form of fixation of 
rent and fees for the Ka~am-Ku~iyans. 
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CHAPTER 2 

UNDERSTANDING THE TEMPLE CENTERED VILLAGE ECONOMY 
TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Social structures refer to the mix of institutions, role 

structures and values, which we otherwise call 'society'. To 

understand how the economy is positioned to determine the social 

structure depends on two things - (a) the definitions of 'economy' 

and social structure used, the properties of 'concepts' and the 

conceptual boundaries, (b) and whether these definitions applied 

to all social structures or only to a particular one. (Clammer 

( ed . ) 19 8 7 : 1 0 ) . 

The System-Subsystem methodology and the Substantivist 

methodology appear to be complementary in understanding the village 

dynamics with the temple as its focal point. A detailed 

elucidation of the concepts and tools used by these approaches 

would become necessary to construct a conceptual framework required 

for the study. In this context the concepts of Surplus, 

Reciprocity and Redistribution and the Complementarity of the 

System-Subsystem and Substantivist approaches are examined. 

The temple considered as one of the major institutions of the 

Kerala village and the focal point in the present study, it becomes 

necessary to unravel the determinants of evolution of institutions, 

social and ecnomic. 

Harry W. Pearson {1957) feels that economic institutions are 

a result of an oversufficiency of means {surplus). The contrasting 

situation is that of a scarcity of means which is the root of 



economic formalism whose logic is that of economic choice. (Polanyi 

et.al.(ed.) 1957: 321). 

The Methodological Concepts 

The concept of Surplus 

First of all it is useful to define the conditions of a 

specific surplus. When the surplus theorem is used as an indicator 

of evolutionary change it has two parts to it. The first one 

relates to the meaning of surplus. It equals the quantity of . 

material resources existing over and above the subsistence 

requirements of the society. These surpluses would appear with 

advanced technology and productivity. The second part of the 

surplus theorem is its anabolic effects in bringing about certain 

social and economic developments like the markets, cities, social 

classes, civilization etc. (Ibid.} 

. 
The level of subsistence becomes the crucial point and one can 

hypothesise that it is the surplus which becomes the critical 

variable in the creation of complex social and economic 

institutions. The surplus produced could be used for trading 

abroad, for supporting craftsmen, leisure class or certain other 

non-productive members of the society. (Polahyi et.al. (ed.} 1957: 

322} . 

The level of subsistence now requires to be defined. It can 

be defined in two ways (a} as biologically determined i.e. 

minimal requirement for human existence and (b) and as socially 

determined. {Ibid.} 
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If the subsistence level is biologically determined, the 

surplus resulting would be an absolute surplus which is not a very 

useful concept in our present study. It is the socially derived 

surplus that becomes important. This would be a relative surplus. 

Here goods and services would be considered surplus only if the 

society using some mechanism decides to keep them aside and use 

them for specific purposes like ceremonial feasts or in 

anticipation of scarcity, or war. This can occur along with an 

increase in productivity but it can also occur with no such change 

by just reallocating goods and services from one use to another and 

also for example, consumption being denied to a section of the 

society. So, the creation of relative surpluses would depend on 

the attitude towards resources. (Ibid: 323). 

In this particular context, the temple is the institution that 

undertakes the reallocation of resources by physical appropriation 

creating a surplus and by way of redistribution reaching it to the 

leisure class (the Ura~ma) and the classes performing non

agricultural activities like the carpenter, blacksmiths etc. The 

reallocatory process can only take place under the aegis of an 

institution or an organisation to avoid conflicts and maintain 

stability of the system, which is the temple domain here. It is 

the institution whether it be a chief, a temple that sanctions the 

locational and appropriational movements. These sanctions 

(translated into the cultural subsystem) are the basis of 

integration of the system and so is considered superordinate to 

the other three subsystems - the economic, political and legal in 

precapitalist societies. 
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Economy as an instituted process 

The economy being an instituted process, an analysis oi 

economy means an analysis in terms of motion. The movements are 

either changes in location or in appropriation or both. The 

locational movements include production and transportation. The 

appropriative movements governs both the circulation of goods ana 

their administration. Circulation of goods is a result of 

transactions which Polanyi crystalises into three types 

Reciprocity, Redistribution and Exchange. The administration 

derives itself from dispositions which is one sided unlike 

transactions and it is determined by custom or law. (Ibid: 248). 

In this village economy, the temple overseas production of 

agrarian produce by first redistributing its lands to peasants and 

then transporting the surplus to the temple Nelpura (granary) . It 

undertakes -the redistribution of the surplus (which explains its 

role in the circulation of goods} and depending on the position in 

the power structure, the surplus share was determined. The members 

of the Urar;tma getting the highest share of the surplus. (See 

Chapter 4) 

The institutions of power may demand tribute, or levy 

assessments etc. and Polanyi cites examples of corvee, boon days, 

tithes, auctions etc. as 'paraphernalia' for surplus mobilisation 

in redistributive economies. {Ibid: 336). In our context 

Onakkal~~at, Pan~~aphalam2, Jenmibhogam3 , Lelam4 etc. . .. 

Another means of institutionalising surpluses in societies 

integrated through reciprocities rather than market exchange is the 
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'prestige factor'. The functions of prestige take their own 

cultural patterns to stimulate these movements. The function could 

be destructive or constructive. It has a function of destruction 

of wealth for example, in the Kwakiutl potlach ceremonies and a 

constructive function in the Trobriander' s red suluwa necklace 

'trade game'. The prestige wealth may be in the form of copper 

plates of the Kwakiutl or in the white umwala armbands of the 

Trobrianders which circulate only in the highest structure of power 

- Gods, Kings and Chiefs. Cora Dubois calls this a 'prestige 

economy 1 
• (Ibid: 337) . 

Though prestige involves an accumulation of 'symbolic wealth 1 , 

it also helps mobilise relative/surpluses indirectly. Because when 

prestige is gained, honorific duties would result for example, in 

public functions which is nothing but a manifestation of 

redistribution of resources especially food and money and so serves 

in integrating the whole community. But one should note that 

prestige institutions are not the effects of surplus above 

subsistence means. (Ibid: 338). 

The instituting of the economic process vests the system with 

unity and stability. Unity in terms of interdependence through a 

division of labour and stability through sanctions legitimised by 

the relevant in~titutions, here the temple. The end result is a 

structure with definite function in society which possesses history 

and concentrates interest on values, motives and policy (Dalton 

(ed.) 1968: 148). 
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Marshall Sahlins (1974) says that no social relation or 

institution is. itself economic. Any institution whether it be a 

family, lineage or temple, if it has material consequences for the 

society can be placed in an economic context and hence treated as 

part of an economic process. If it has political consequences, it 

can be placed in a political context and so on. There is no 

socially distinct economy or government or a well-defined 

infrastructure but only social groups or relations with multiple 

functions - economic, political etc. (Sahlins 1974: 185-86 fn.) 

This holds goods for the temple in this village economy and should 

be viewed taking such a stance. 

Understanding how the empirical economies become instituted 

or integrated should begin with how the economy acquires unity and 

stability. Unity meaning functional interdependence and stability 

in the sense of reproduction of the parts. This leads us to the 

'forms of integration' as Polanyi terms it. Each system can be 

viewed as a mosaic of situations where alternative modes of 

transaction operate. This was acknowledged by Dalton and Polanyi. 

(Polanyi et.al. (ed.) 1957: 250). 

The place of transactions in the total economy in a primitive 

(precapitalist) economy is more detached from production. Sahlins 

feels that it is less involved in the acquisition of means of 

production and more involved with the redistribution of finished 

goods. It is an economy in which food holds a commanding position 

and where output depends on a simple division of labour based on 

a corresponding level of technology. It is a social order which 

has a power hierarchy with the rights to control returns moving 
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along with the rights to use means of production. There are very 

limited titles or income privileges in resources.(Sahlins 1974: 

187) . 

In the context of the village Kidangoor with the ~ri. 

Subrama:r:tia Swami Temple as the focal point, one can see such a 

social order existing with a power hierarchy in which the Ura~a 

is at the highest level and the lowest level occupied by the bonded 

labourers. The means of production are totally under the control 

of the Ura~ma and redistributed shares of the agrarian produce (or 

rights to control returns) are also determined by the Uranma. 

Lands are distributed only under three titles (as in the Devaswom 

Land Register) - Devaswamvaka (of the temple), Nambfc)Odirivaka (of 

the Brahmin), and Ma~ampivaka (of the local 'baron'). Only these 

three control the means of production. 

Recriprocity 

Polanyi had deciphered three forms of integration in any 

society and they were Recriprocity, Redistribution and Exchange. 

(Polanyi et.al. (ed.) 1957: 250). 

Polanyi defined reciprocity as the circulation of goods and 

services on the basis of familial or political obligation, 

reinforced by ritualistic or religious principles. (Stanfield 1979: 

20). Reciprocity based on political obligation rooted in 

ritualistic or religious principles seems to hold good in our 

context too. 
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The land when leased out to the tenant brings a return in the 

form of a tribute or assessment~. This reciprocal act is partly 

political (by virtue of the land under the control of Ura~ma} and 

partly ritual/religious since the land belongs to the deity even 

if the actual control was with the Uranma. 

Dalton defines reciprocity as the obligatory gift and counter 

gift-giving between persons who stand in some socially defined 

relationships to one another. This definition seems to hold best 

in the cases of two types of land tenure - A~ima and Anubhogam. 

Aqima is the land tenure based on gifting of land from a 'higher 

up' in the social hierarchy to a 'lower' positioned person. This 

subordinate in turn periodically returns the gift in terms of parts 

of the produce of the land he cultivates as 'k~ll!~a· (tribute} . .. 
Anubhogam is similar but between two members of equal social 

standing. 

Sahlins calls reciprocity as 'vice-versa' movements between 

two parties (A B). (Sahlins 1974: 188}. Marcel Mauss decomposes 

the process of reciprocity into the obligation to give in the first 

place and secondly the obligation to receive. Studying the Maori 

tribe, Mauss talks of 'hau' that forces the recipient to make a 

return. Gifting involves the spirit of the donor and so seeks to 

return to its origin. Unless replaced it gives the donor a mystic 

and dangerous power over the recipient. To Mauss 'Hau' explains why 

gifts have to be returned. (Mauss, 1966: 159). 

To Polanyi, reciprocity requires symmetrically arranged 

goupings. A group which undertakes to organise its economic 
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relationshi-ps on a reciprocal fashion splits into sub groups with 

members of each sub group having a one to one~correspondence with 

the other sub group like trade in the 'Kula ring'.6 (Dalton (ed.) 

1968: 12). There can be more than two sub groups and it could also 

happen that members of two groups may not reciprocate with each 

other but may do so with corresponding members of the third group 

maintaining analogous relations. Taking an example from 

Malinowski's (1922) Trobriand Island, the man's responsibility is 

towards his sister's family but he in return is not assisted by his 

wife's brother (who is of course a member of a third family. 

(Polanyi et.al. (ed.) 1957: 253). 

Sahlins added. and refined Polanyi 's position and remained 

consistent with Polanyi 's argument that there ·was a difference 

between saying that the economy is an instituted process and that 

of the economy being a logic of choice. But Sahlins criticises the 

viewing of reciprocity as a balanced and an unconditional one to 

one exchange. In fact, he says that it is in the deviation from 

balanced exchanges that one is able to capture the interaction 

between reciprocity, social relation and the rna terial fabric. 

There can be many variations of reciprocity. One one end of the 

spectrum there is the 'pure gift' as Malinowski called it where 

stipulating an open condition of return would be improper and 

unsociable. The other end is seizure, forcible appropriation, 

theft etc. which could be counteracted by an equal and opposite 

effort termed 'negative reciprocity'. In between are the various 

conditional reciprocities. [In our context it is these conditional 

reciprocities which get translated into the different land 

tenures.] Malinowski in 'Argonauts of the Western Pacific' 
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developed a taxonomy of reciprocity based on balance and 

equivalents of exchanges. He saw that the spirit of exchange 

shifted from insouciance to materialism. {Sahlins 1974: 191). 

Barter or trade is different from gifting. To know the 

difference between the two, one must make a complete survey of all 

forms of payment. On one end will be the extreme case of pure gift 

which is an offering without conditions of return. Then comes forms 

of gift or payment for which return is conditional and after which 

comes a form of exchange where almost strict equivalencies are 

observed. This is when one arrives at real barter. (Malinowski 

1922: 176). Based on this there are three kinds of reciprocities, 

general reciprocity, balanced reciprocity and negative reciprocity. 

Balanced reciprocity can be called Barter. 

Redistribution 

Quoting J.R. Stanfield's definition of redistribution - 'It 

is the primarily obligatory delivery of goods and services to a 

central authority from whence they are reallocated towards public 

functions, defence or relief'. 
' ,_ 

(Stanfield 1979: 20). 
( 

Malinowski, Raymond Firth, Gluckman; Richards and Polanyi have 

made ethnographic studies which have depicted the material and 

social concomitants of pooling. (Sahlins 1974: 189). To Sahlins 

pooling is a system of reciprocities and this works out to be the 

apt definition for use in the present study. It is in a 'chiefly' 

model that one sees the power {rights) vested in one body to 

cont.rol the produce of the underlying population and have the 

obligations of generosity in return. The organised exercise of 
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these rights and objectives is redistribution. (Ibid.) One finds 

the chiefly model useful for our purposes in the study. 

According to Sahlins the redistribution can have two 

functions. One is the logistic function and the other is the 

instrumental function. These functions can coexist or exist as 

alternatives to one another. The former is the function of 

sustaining the community in a 'material sense' or in an 'economic 

sense'. The latter is a function related to a 'ritual of 

communion' and 'of subordination to a central authority' or in 

otherwords sustaining the community in a social sense. (Ibid.: 

190) . The temple in our context performs both these functions. 

Actually the first function ge~s subsumed in the second because the 

economic substratum is embedded in the social fabric of our society 

in study. 

One finds an example of this in Raymond Firth's Tikopia. 

Every person who takes part in the feast organised by the Tikopia 

chief called the 'ala' is forced to cooperate forgetting his 

personal interests and that in terms of the whole community. Even 

rival chiefs come together with an outward show of cooperative 

friendship and amity. To be present at the 'a~a' and participate 

in the economic contributions helped sustain the authority of the 

Tikopia system. (Ibid.} The same can be seen during the temple 

festivals - especially the grand festival of ten days (Tnirutsavam} 

in the temple of our village economy. 

Reciprocity can be called a 'between' relationship just as 

redistribution is a 'within' relationship. (Ibid: 188) • 
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Redistribution could consist of payments of obligation in terms of 

material items, money or services of labour to a socially 

acknowledged centre (which could be a king, a chief or priest) 

which provides services by a reallocation of whatever he receives 

and these services could be for defence, public feasts etc. 

{Stanfield 1979: 70). In our particular context the redistribution 

consists of payments of obligation in terms of paddy, produce of 

the garden lands {like vegetables, plantains, coconuts, pepper 

etc.), money and also in terms of services of labour (performance 

of kutt~7 , scavenging in the temple premises, making flower 

garlands, dehusking paddy etc.). 

Redistribution consists of two movements. One in which the 

produce to be allocated is collected either physically or by 

appropriation through custom or law. The second consists of the 

goods collected and parcelled out among the members of the system. 

{Ibid.) Pooling becomes a sign of social unity and Polanyian 

centricity.& Reciprocity is social duality and symmetry. It is a 

relationship involving two sides with distinct socio-economic 

interests. It establishes cohesiveness {solidarity) to the extent 

of mutual assistance and benefit, but there is also a duality which 

cannot be ignored. 

For Sahlins, reciprocity and redistribution can merge because 

he says 'pooling is an organisation of reciprocities, a system of 

reciprocities'. {Sahlins 1974: 188). 

The social consequence of redistribution can be crucial when 

the society is not as democratic as a primitive tribe. If the 
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redistribution is organised through an influencial family or a 

ruling aristocracy or an oligarchic caste council like the Ura~ma 

that we have in our context, the motive will be to promote their 

political power through the redistribution. For example, in the 

Kwakiutl tribe it is considered an honour by the chief to show his 

wealth of skins and hides and so d'istributes them. This has 

another motivation behind it. This placed the recipients 'under an 

oblj gati.on' making them his debtors or slaves. One can spot 

instances of centralised despotism in the Kingdoms of Hammurabi, 

Babylonia and the New Kingdom of Egypt. (Dalton (ed.) 1968: 13-4). 

Redistribution was practiced not only in civilizations which 

did not use money but also in archaic societies which used metal 

currencies for payments in terms of taxes and salaries. Part of 

the payments were in kind from the granaries. These were 

distributed as means of consumption especially to the non

productive part of the society like officials, defence and the 

revenue class. Examples are seen in Ancient China and the Inca 

Empire in ancient India.9 (Ibid: 14). 

In the ethnically stratified Africa, there are two strata in 

society - the superior stratum consisting of herdsmen and the 

inferior consisting of agriculturists only using a digging stick 

or a hoe. The gifts received by the superior stratum are 

agricultural produce like beer, grain etc. and the gifts they 

distribute would be livestock. There is an unequal division of 

labour between the two strata. D,epending on which is more 

previlegedr land or cattle, politically such societies would live 

under feudalism. (Ibid: 15). 
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Richard Thurnwald, an authority on redistribution says that 

a system of redistribution was always found under feudalism 

everywhere in the world. His explanation is that the distributive 

function expands the increase in political power of a 'few people' 

and would give rise to despots. Gifts later changed their form 

into taxes. Thurnwald feels that since most transactions are in 

kind and the fact that the superior stratum claims the privileged 

resource, (like land under control of the superior caste in our 

context) feudalism is bound to occur. The pattern of production 

(here, in terms of distribution of rights over land to the 

different ca.!=:tes) and distribution of produce thro.ugh collection, 

storage and redistribution is generally focussed on the chief, the 

despot, the lord or the temple. (Ibid). Here, in our case all lands 

(Devaswom) are vested on the 'lord' while the actual control is 

done by the 'Ura~ma' which is a corporate and acts as the 'chief'. 

Exchange 

The last form of integration is exchange or what is called 

' market exchange. This needs the prop of price-making markets. 

Three kinds of exchanges can be distinguished: 

(a) operational exchange which is the locational movements between 

hands. 

{b) decisional exchange which is appropriational movements or 

exchange at a set rate. 

(c) integrative exchange which is the appropriation movement at 

a bargained rate. 

For the exchange at a set rate, the rate is fixed by factors 

such as an authority rather than by the market mechanism. This is 
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in contrast with the integrative exchange which is more com~on in 

precapitalist societies. The partners here produced a price that 

is favourable to each of them as one can make it. This integrates 

rather than disintegrates the economy. An exchange at fluctuating 

prices requires an antagonistic relationship between the two 

people. Primitive societies generally do not allow hostility to 

develop with respect to exchanges of things as vital as food. So 

here, price making markets do not exist. When markets become the 

ruling force, land and food get mobilised through exchange with 

labour becoming a commodity having a price. (Polanyi et.al.(ed.) 

1957: 255-56). 

Complementary use of the System7Subsystem Approach and the 
Substantive Approach in the Analysis of the Transitional Village 
Economy of our Study 

Having examined the concepts and tools of the two approaches 

and their applicability to our particular situation one can arrive 

at the methodology that would suit our particular context. 

The methodology adopted would be a fusion of these two 

approaches System-Subsystem of Parsons and Smelser and the 

Substantive Approach supported by Polanyi, Dalton, Sahlins et.al. 

The methodology is that of eoconomic anthropology' with a 

structural-functional stance. 

Based on the unnatural exchange aimed at money making rather 

than reproducing community and sustaining unity does one find the 

root of Polanyi's concept of the 'disembedded economy'. 
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Polanyi's central idea is that market economy remakes society 

and in the process destroys solidarity leading to social 

disintegration. But there would be a counter response to this 

social disintegration which could occur in different forms in 

different societies. The question as to how this village economy 

in terms of its major institution (the temple) responded to such 

a threat would arise. Polanyi finds formalistic or the bourgeois 

attitude of reducing economy to its logical choice very restrictive 

when analysing precapitalistic societies. The method that he chose 

was that of concrete empirical consciousness. 

Polanyi 's hypothesis have influenced scholars in various 

fields. 1 o His work was said to have been motivated by two basic 

concerns. One with the general problem of methodology and the other 

with the historical problem of political economy. He believed that 

the theory of economic anthropology becomes possible only when 

primitive and archaic economies are considered part of comparative 

economic systems. And he says that it is a limitation of formal 

economics to neglect history and the cultural totality of human 

behavour. (Dalton (ed.) 1968: 31). 

Formalist definition of social value would just be a sum of 

private values. This has been the predominant approach used. by 

mainstream economists especially in the post-world war II period. 

The perspective is ahistorical and hence extremely limited in its 
. 

psychological and empirical achievements. The most dangerous defect 

is its ignorance of social change. (Stanfield 1979: 154 fn.) 
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The Substantivist views the economy as a component of culture 

rather than a need satisfying process of individual behaviour. 

Polanyi feels terms like supply, demand and price should be 

replaced by resources, requirements and equivalencies to understand 

t~e society better. (Ibid: 38): 

In the System-Subsystem approach there is the premise that 

social systems are never perfectly integrated and that some 

mechanism must exist to integrate it and sustain integration. This 

is the same concern for the substantivist and so one finds that one 

can see the temple as that factor which serves to integrate the 

village society or economy. This satisfies both approaches. The 

substantivist assumes self-sufficiency of society and the System

Subsystem approach qualifies this self-sufficiency. According to 

this self-sufficiency is achieved through fulfilling four functions 

in terms of the four subsystems already explained. Our analysis of 

the 'temple economy' in the forthcoming chapter (Chapter 4) would 

be helpful in showing the self-sufficiency of the village system 

and the temple's role in it. The village treated as a 'system' has 

the temple playing the roles of the economic, political, legal and 

cultural subsystems. 

Analysing or unravelling the political subsystem would mean 

searching for the situations that manifest the power of the temple 

in terms of authority and dominance or 'goal attainment' as the 

propounders of the system-subsystem approach call it. This would 

be in terms of levelling conflicts and overseeing redistribution 

to maintain unity and stability. This can be seen clearly when one 

analyses the role of the temple in the redistribution of the 
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agrarian produce. To explain the political subsystem one uses 

substantive concepts like reciprocity, redistribution and 

disembeddedness. The data that. one would look into would be data 

on collection or pooling of agrarian produce, its administration 

and the shares of agrarian produce decided by the authority 

(Ura~ma) for the beneficiaries of the redistribution. This gives 

us an account of the order of beneficiaries and the number of non

productive (in terms of agricultural produce) members of the 

society. It was their decision that mattered most in this 

undemocratic set up. Actually the political and legal subsystems 

fuse together here. The political subsystem depends on the legal 

and cultural subsystems for its definition. Legal subsystem refers 

to the institutionalised values. For example reciprocity and 

redistribution becomes institutionalised by the temple in the 

village economy. The temple legitimizes it. Actually this 

legitimation could have been influenced by earlier Vedic-Brahmanic 

and later Hindu-Brahmanic world view which legitimised the temple 

itself and thereby legitimising everything else. 

One is able to see three levels of temple influence in this 

temple domain. On the top most level is the main Gramaks(tetra 

(S1j.ri Subrama1,1ia Swami Temple). This is the centre of the village. 

(The village here is not used in the territorial sense but extends 

itself beyond the geographical limits to the Desams where the 

Gramak~· .etra holds lands) . Below this level is the 'subsidiary 

temple level'. These subsidary temples are situated in the 

different Desava!Is and these incorporate the members who are 

actually already incorporated under the influence of the main 

temple. They relate to the main temple indirectly through these 
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subsidiary temples and directly on some occasions like during the 

annual grand festival (~~irutsavam} of the main temple. The bottom 

level is that of the family temples or lineage temples of whatever 

form incorporating members of a smaller unit like the 'family'. The 

margins differentiating the three levels are not clear and definite 

and could overlap each other . 

. Aidan Southall studying an East African society, Alur devised 

a new concept of State formation - a State (political order} 

different from the 'Unitary State' but still a 'State'. This he 

calls the 'Segmentary State' (Stein 1980: 265). There are certain 

characteristics of the segmentary state but can be applied to the 

temple institution of our village society -

(a) It is a political situation i.e. highly centralised ritually 

than political. (He equates ritual hegemony and authority and 

states that 'Authority is the legitimate exercise of 

imperative control (Ibid: 266 fn.) i.e. the probability that 

a command will be obeyed'. 

(b) In a segmentary system 'tribute' is received in direct return 

for ritual and jural services rather than in recognition of 

any regular fiscal obligation. Only a certain 'legitimacy' can 

make this happen. There is a "belief in legitimacy" of the 

segmentary state. Central political control may not be 

important at all. Here political control is appropriately 

distributed among many throughout the system but ritual 

supremacy is legitimately conceded to a single centre. (Ibid: 

268) . 

(c) There is a joint recognition by the segments (the three levels 

described above referring to our contex.t) of· the ritual 
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sovereignity of the highest office or personage considered as 

the authorited source of ritual cohesiveness for the state as 

the whole. (Ibid: 272). 

{d) It is based on a ritual and not administrative incorporation. 

Segmentary forms can exist only under ritually incorporative 

leadership. {Ibid: 277). The leader has a morality of his own. 

This ethical aspect is checked through the norms of each 

Ganamll of the temple administration. 

A segmentary state is a 'flexible state', fluid with many 

overlappings of power and authority - ritually and politically. One 

is not intending to draw sharp lines between the different segments 

or zones, (or the three levels that we had described) but one is 

only applying the concept to such a 'situation of flux of ritual 

power and authority' as seen in the temple domain. 

The temple is also the cultural subsystem of the Village. The 

daily rituals and temple festivals are a proof to this. Each pooja 

as Arjun Appadurai (Appadurai 1981: 35) calls it is an act of 

redistribution. Therefore each of the rituals incorporates a few 

members of the society. Greater the ritual in terms of duration and 

gravity, greater the number of people incorporated. The annual 

grand festival incorporates not only the village that the temp~e 

is situated in but also villages where the temple holds lands. 

The temple is also the economic subsystem of the village 

svstem. This is clear from the role of the temole in the production 
~ . . . . 

of agrarian produce. An analysis of the distribution of land and 

rights over land to the different members of the society, its 
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administration and its role in pooling the agrarian produce by 

physical appropriation and redistribution again makes clear the 

role of the temple as the economic subsystem of the village economy 

(See Chapter 4}. 

The temple so becomes an unique institution being a fusion 

of all the four subsystems. Therefore, studying the role of the 

temple in 

of land 

production of agrarian produce (by w~y of distribution 

and land-rights the production movements of the 

substantive approach), redistribution of the agrarian produce (or 

the appropriative movements of the substantive approach) and lastly 

an attempt to study the respons~ of the temple to a threat in the 

form of the Land Reforms in order to survive disintegration of the 

village system becomes important. 

All the above are being analysed in terms of transactions or 

forms of integration like reciprocity and redistribution which are 

concepts essentially substantive. 
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NOTES 

1. 200 'Padattukai' or plantains and 0.25 Edangali cow's ghee 
given t~ the jenmi during the onam festival. (which is just 
after the harvest) 

2. This consists of freshly cut fronds of the coconut palm, 
jackfruit and a bunch of coconuts as tribute to the jenmi on 
certain occasions. 

3. This is an offering of a share of the produce of garden lands 
(mostly) by a tenant in terms of a bunch of plantains or 
vegetables or tender coconuts etc. 

4. Auction. This involves auctioning articles coming to the 
temple in terms of offerings to the deity (mainly through the 
ritual of Thulabharam) and also livestock offered. 

5. It can be called 'rent'. But 'rent' in the substantive sense. 
because some of the returns were more in the character of 
tributes like Jenmibh5~am and less of an assessment. 

6. The Kula ring in Western Melanesia bases itself on reciprocity 
and is one of the detailed trading transactions known. The 
Trobriand Island is a ring shaped Archipelago where the 
population spends time in the activities of a Kula trade. It 
is trade despite a lack of money of any kind or profits. No 
goods are hoarded or possessed eternally. Goods are enjoyed 
by giving them away. Large expeditions are undertaken 
periodically by natives in order to carry valuable objects to 
people living on islands situated clockwise while other 
expeditions are arranged to islands lying anticlockwise. In 
the longrun which may be even ten years, two sets of objects-
white shell armbands and red shell necklaces move around the 

Archipelago. (Dalton (ed.} 1968: 12}. 

7. An ancient theatrical art form performed in the temples of 
Kerala by the male members of the Chakyar caste. 

8. Polanyi says that for a society to based itself on 
redistribution requires a socially acknowledged centre. 

9. See Walter Neale, Reciprocity and redistribution in the Indian 
village, in Karl Polanyi et.al. (ed.} Trade and Market in the 
early empires, 1957, the Free press, New York. 

10. Moses Finlay in the 
in Oriental history, 
economic history. 
influence is seen in 
the market mentality 

11. See Glossary 

field of ancient history. A.L. Openheim 
Douglas North and E.L. Jones in western 

In intellectual history, Polanyi's 
Joyce Appleby's study of the origin of 
and culture. (Stanfield 1979: 20}. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TENURIAL RELATIONS AND DYNAMICS OF AGRARIAN INTEGRATION 

The temple of ~ri Subramania Swami is situated in the heart 

of the village Kidangoor. Its domain is not lind ted to this 

village but spread out into 19 villages in 8 Taluks according to 

the Devaswom Land Register (ending 1969-70) [see Appendix] and 25 

villages in 9 taluks according to the Devaswom Jenmikaram Register 

{ending 1955) [See Appendix]. It administered these lands from its 

situat~on in Kidangoor through its corporate! management - the 

Ura~ma consisting of the heads of the 14 Illams of Kidangoor. 

For getting a picture of the usufructory rights on the temple 

lands, the Devaswam Land Register which records the 

specifications of lands {under the classification ofgarden, wet and 

Cherikka1)2 until 1969-70 (the pre-Land Reform period), the 

Devaswom Jenmikaram Register and the Devaswom Settlement Register 

{of the Settlement of 1833-1911) have been used. In this study most 

use has been made of the Devaswom Settlement Register for 

understanding the distribution of land and rights over land, the 

reasons for which will be explained shortly. 

The jenmi-kudiyan sampradayam was the traditional land system 

in Kerala which denoted a land system based on land lord-tenant 

relations. Jenmam right literally means birth right and this also 

means that the Jenmi does not owe anything either in services or 

dues to a higherup in physically holding this right. It is a 

'customary' right over soil. The Jenmi loses this right only when 

this land gets alienated either by transfer or sale, called 
'7\ \ ..... 
/at;.t;.iper'/ (absolute alienation of Jenm4lm land). 



Sri Subrama~ia Swam~ temple (~aivite} is actually a temple 

complex. This temple has subsidiary temples (Upak/;: 1etras} in 

different De~avali. The process by which these seventeen temples .. 
and lands came under the administration of the main temple is not 

clear. In any case this does not lie within the purview of this 

study. Some of these upakshetras have Sa i vi te deities, some 

Vaisnavite and some folk deities. (See Table 3.1} The management 

of the ~ri Subrama~ia Swamj temple designates persons to each of 

these temples for its supervision and financial management. 1It 

appoints the priests and the other temple functionaries. There is 

direct interaction with the upak~etras. No decisions are taken in 

these minor temples without the sanction of the parent temple. 

Until 1969-70 it had an over-powering force over these upaksetras. 

Immediately after the Land Reforms, with the consequent decline of 

control over land holding of the Sri Subrama~ia Swami temple, the 

relationship between the main temple and the subsidiary temples has 

reduced to becoming a nominal one. This is because a major portion 

of the expenditure incurred with regard to these minor temples was 

taken care of by the local people. Temples that were managed from 

very early t.imes by the Kidangoor Devaswom are Uttama~ivapuram 

(Uttame~waram), Ayyank~ikkal, Murt~ d t tukavu, 
• • 0 

Pariyaramangalatbv 

Trikka, Parakattil Sivaksetra, .. Kariyur 

(Kavalam} Bhagavati K~Jetram, E~avetty Krisnaswami Ksetram, 

T~e-aravattatlhu Subramal}ia Swami Ksetrarn, Mevaqa Bhagavati Kl;etrarn, 

Elannikarayil Elannima?om (total 11 nos.). Six (Nambudiri family 

and lineage temples} were later incorporated because they could not 

be managed by the respective Illams. It could be that the rest 

were also incorporated for the same reasons. This is just a 

possibility. The main temple had a special right over the 
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subsidiary temples which was called the Kilitu - literally meaning 
•• • 0 

subsidiary and which also means the revenue cum tenancy right over 

the subsidiary temples and its lands.3 

Sl.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Table 3.1 

List of Subsidiary Temples* 

Name of the Temple 

Uttame~waram, Kidangoor 

Pariyaramangalattiu Murti.:ittukavu 
Bhagavathy K~etram and 

Murt~ittu K~vu Kri~na Swimi K~~tram 
. •• lb 'D 

Kuma~~ur, Na~akkankunnel kavu 

Kumatti)Ur, Kri~i':~aswami K~~tram 

Chempliv~ 1~iva K~~tram 

Ki}; T'.;rikkayil Kritnaswami 
Ksetram 
Chemplav},l, t>asthamkovil K~etram 

Mevaqa Bhagavati K~~tram 
(with a Kut!~ambalam) 

Ne, rika~~, Ayyankoikkal K&etram 

Kiavilam Bhagavathy K~etram 

Edavetti Kri~:maswimi Kletram 

T .. aravattatf;.u Subramania Swami 
• • 0 • 

K~etram 
Elanji karayil Elanji Ma~tom 

Ravamanaalam Kootumattom 
Subrama~ia Swami·K~et;am 

- .:1 • ':1-Paraka!-!M Sh1va Ksetram 

Rayamangalam Kritna Swami K~etram 

Taluk 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Meenachil 

Kottayam 

Kuttanad 

Thodupuzha 

Thodupuzha 

Deity 

~ .. Sa1v1te 

Mother Goddess 
(folk deity) & 

Vai~1~avite deity 

Mother Goddess 
{folk deity) 

vaUnavite 
· ... ) 

~aivite 

Vai~navite 

Folk deity 

Sumbol of the 
Mother ~oddess 
{no deity) 
Folk deity 

Mother Goddess 
Folk deity 

Vai~navite 
'..._.'r 

~aivite 

Moovattupuzha 

Kunnathunadu 

Kunnathunadu 

Kunnathunadu 

-1 
Saivite 

~ .. Sa1v1te 

Vai~navite 
" -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Compiled from the Oral Communication with the head of the present Ura?ma, 
Shri Nellipula Padmanabhan Nambudiri. 
As already'stated, understanding the Jenmi-t<u?iyan land system 

means an understanding the landlord-tenant relationship. The 
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landlord here is the temple represented by the 'Uranma'. The 

tenants are of different castes Hindus and Non-Hindus. 

Understanding the temple-tenant relationship dictated by the 

conditions of lease, (or the type of tenure) helps us comprehend 

the role of the temple in agrarian integration and its role in the 

reproduction of the relations of production. Analysing the 

distribution of rights over land reflects a major facet of the 

temple-village society4 articulation. 

A perusal of the Devaswom Land Register, Devaswom Settlement 

Register and the Devaswom Jenmikaram register raises questions 

vital for understanding the temple-society articulation with 

respect to land distribution. One of the most important economic 

roles of the temple -- the redistribution of the agrarian produce 

bases itself on the produce (analysed in Chapter 4) of these lands 

and hence the importance. 

Questions for which attempts to answer have been made are 

listed below. These questions are important because they express 

the landlord-tenant relationship through different variables. 

(a) Is there a relationship between the size of holding/acreage 

of land held and caste of the tenant? 

(b) Is there a relationship between the land tenure type and the 

cast of the tenant? Is there any preference for a particular 

caste? 

(c) Is there a relationship between land type (there are 13 types 

depending on soil fertility or on whether it is reclaimed 

land) and the caste of the tenant? 

(d) Which tenure was most predominant on the garden lands and wet-
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lands respectively? 

{e) Was there a relationship between land tenure and a particular 

land type? 

The Devaswom Settlement Register has been found to be more 

useful for our purposes. The Devaswom Jenmikaram register~ give us 

no information about tenures other than Ra~apa~~am while the 

Devaswom Settlement Registers in addition to providing the required 

data like type of tenure, number of taxable trees if garden, land 

type etc. also indicates whether the land-holding is liable for 

Jenmikaram extraction. The land registers do not give the land type 

{Tara Taram) . 

Fourteen castes/communities have been identified among the 

tenants on the Devaswam lands. They are Syrian Christians (C), 

Nairs {N), E!avas {E), Nambudiris (0), Ambalavasis {Z) [Pisharody, 

Varrier, Muttad, Elayad, takkyar, Marar), Iyer (I), Artisan Caste 

(X) [Kalla~ari, Asari, Ta~~an, Kollan], K~atriya {R), Vella~a 

Pillai {VP) , Che~ti Pillai (Ch) , Dhobi (D) , Barber (B) , Paravan (P) 

and even Muslims{M) (4 Nos. on lands in village Vijayapuram). 

Relationship between Size of Landholding and Caste 

The first question would give us answers relating to the cast~ 

with the greatest number of land holdings and acreage of land, {we 

get the average size of landholding from these two informations for 

the different castes) dominance of tenants belonging to a 

particular caste on large holdings. 
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The Devaswom Settlement Register accounts 11 villages 

(Pakuthies)6 Kidangoor, Ramapuram, Piravam, Meenachil, 

Puliyanoor, Manakkad, Kumaramangalam, Thodupuzha, Akalakunnam, 

Karikkode and Vijayapuram. The register gives us information about 

the name of the tenant (which help us identify the caste with near 

accuracy), acreage details, details of classification of land into 

wet, garden and cherikkal, type of tenure on which it is held, the 

number of coconut trees, arecanut trees and Jack trees on land if 

garden (these are the only taxable trees according to the Final 

Settlement) and another column specifying the coconut 'tree type' 

(there are 8 types). There is a column showing the amount of 

settlement pattam obtained from the land holdings and a remarks 

column specifying the liability of Jenmikaram extraction. 

Table 3.2 has been formed by working on the details of the 

number of holdings under lease and the information on the caste of 

the tenants deduced from the register. 
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C'.aste 
Size of holding 

(in acres) 

N c 

TABLE 3.2 
Size of holdings-Caste 

E 0 z I S* R Vp M 'lbtal 

0 - .25 19 73 3 5 8 1 109 

.25 - .5 

.5 - .75 

0.75- 1 

1- 1.5 

1.5- 2 

2 - 2.5 

2.5 - 3 

3- 4 

4- 5 

4- 10 
1Q-20 

20 < 

43 

60 

53 

66 

45 

31 

18 

19 

7 

9 
5 

3 

121 

106 

128 

132 

70 

55 

34 

49 

20 

13 
11 

17 

3 

14 

20 

18 

5 

5 

.6 

1 

3 18 

5 16 

5 11 

2 8 

5 

1 7 

2 4 

1 2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

4 
5 

4 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 1 

2 

2 1 

2 

1 

193 

202 

222 

230 

127 

99 

59 

75 

34 

30 
14 

28 

378 829 75 19 79 15 18 13 2 4 1422 
C:ompH:a l"~'om 

Source: Devaswan Settlement Register 
* Unregistered land under the Devaswan. 

N - Nair· C -christian· E -Elava· 0 - Namliidiri • Z -Arnbalavasi • I I •• , I I I 

I - Iyer; R -~triya; Vp - VelUla Pillai; M - Muslim .. . . . 
Total acreage held by Nair Tenants = 
Total acreage held by Christian Tenants = 
Total acreage held by the rest of the tenants = 
Average size of holding of Nair Tenants = 
Average size of holding of Christian Tenants = 
Average size of holding of the rest of the = 
tenants 
Percentage share of land held by Nair Tenants = 
Percentage share of land held by Christian = 

Tenants 
Percentage share of land held by the 

rest of the castes 
= 

714.83 acres 
812.69 acres 
391.16 acres 

2.04 acres 
0.94 acres 
1.73 acres 

37.26 
42.36 

20.39 

Total acreage of Devasworn lands 
(Land Register) 

= 1918.68 acres 

Note: Worked out from the Devaswom Land Register. 
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Almost 51% of the landholdings are of size class less than 1 

acre. Around 24% fall in the size class of 1-2 acres. The rest 

together would fall within 25% of the total land holdings. Only 

1. 6% of holdings ( 28 nos.) fall in the '20 and above acres' 

category of tenants, 14% (4 nos.) of which falls under the 

unregistered category and only 10% (3 nos.) of it are under Nair 

tenants. Almost 61% of the landholdings (17 nos.) under the '20 and 

above' category are held by Christian tenants. The table shows 19 

holdings with Nambudiris as tenants of which 13 fall below 1 acre. 

Nambudiris held · these small sized holdings only as means of 

rendering certain services to the temple. They had their jenmam 

lands for private requirements. Maximum number of holdings (230 

nos.) fell in the size class of 1-1.5 acres. For ever~ size class 

Christian tenants were more in number than the Nair tenants (who 

had the highest number of land holdings) . For 378 Nair tenants 

there were 829 Christian tenants. The Christians dominated both 

the lower extreme (0-0.25 acres) of the land size category and in 

the upper extreme (20 and above acares). The Nair tenants totalled 

to 26% of the total number of tenants and the Christian tenants to 

58% and the tenants of the remaining castes came 16%. It is 

interesting to note that a Hindu institution like the temple 

depended on a non-Hindu community (Christian) to get most of the 

required agricultural produce so important for its ritual cycles. 

The very basis of the redistributive role of the temple (which is 

a crucial factor governing the temple society articulation) . 

Incorporation of the Christian tenants on the temple lands shows 

the pragmatism on the part of the Urar;tma in exploiting their 

cultivating skills. 
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Relationship between Tenure and Caste 

The second exercise is an attempt to find out the relationship 

if any between the type of tenure and caste of the tenant on the 

Devaswom lands. 

Caste 
Type of Tenore 

1. Iid. Dev. Vaka Thl~to• 

2. lid. Dev. Vaka Kl~ap'lt~n 

3. Pa~4iravaka Pf\~o• 

4. lid. Dev Vakayua 
laaboodiri Vaka Tbettaa 

5. lid Dev Vaka lnubh~gaa 

6. Iid Dev. Vaka Thanatbu 

7. hdiienm .. 
8. rid. Dev Vah Ve'ruaplHu 

9. laaboodiri Vaka Thettaa 

10. laaboodiri Vaka Iananattaa .... 

11. tid. Devas1aa Vaiayua 
laaboodiri Vaka raqapatta• 

12. Iootbu Virutbi 

13. tid Dev Vaka Anobhava• 

14. Iid Dev Vaka Karinitta• . .. 
15. lid Dev Vaka Jeraapa~ta• 

16. lid Dev Vaka Pa~taa 

17. Pa9~aravaka Otti 

18. lid Dev Vakayua 
Kadaabi Vaka Ia~apa!ta• 

C I 0 g 

354 202 11 55 

464 107 13 18 

14 

1 

16 

21 

TABLE 3.3 
Tenre-Cute 

I B Z 

17 17 

10 12 

55 

P Cb D l Vp B Total 

20 4 681 

u 

20 

17 

18 

22 

30 



Caste c I 0 X B z p Ch D Vp K Total 
Type of Tenure 

19. rid Dev Vakayua 11 
Kadaabi Vaka The~ta• 

20. lid Sabhayogaa Vata 8 10 

21. Pa~~iravaka Kudijenaaa j 

22. lid Dev Vata A~iaa ' ' 
~./ 

1482 

--------,c;n.picea·:;;;o~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
source: Devasroa Settleaent iegister 

The numbers represent the number of land holdings under each 

of the tenures. 46.3% of the land holdings were held under 

Kidangoor Devaswom vaka Thettam tenure. Next comes Kidangoor 

Devaswom vaka Ka~apat~om with 44.11%. The rest come to less than 

10% of the total land holdings. There was one instance of Viruthi7 

(0.29 cents) held by the ~akkyar tenant in Kidangoor. This is a 

caste based service tenure. (It is possible that the takkyar could 

have lands on other tenures too as has been found on perusal of the 

land registers). 

Of the total holdings (681 no.) held under the Thet~am tenure, 

the Christians come to hold 52% of them while the Nairs held only 

30% of it. But the Nair tenants held more land under Thet:tam 

tenure than under the Kanapattom tenure. . . . 

Lands were held in mortgage/from 12 years to 30 years on 

payment of a certain amount in cash or kind called artham 

(ka~artham) and the interest on the artham was deducted from the 

rent paid to the temple. This tenure is called kanapattom. . .. 



Kanam is a usufructory mortgage. The consideration for the 

mortgage could be a real or constructive loan i.e. it might have 

been capital actually borrowed at the time or it might have been 

money admitted as due for improvements effected on reclaiming land. 

The Ka~ap~ttom tenure was predominantly among the Christian 

land holdings {72%). This becomes very significant. The Nairs came 

to only 16% of the total Ka~apattom numbered 18 which is an 

appreciable number relative to the rest. There were more land 

holdings with Christian tenants on Ka~apa~tom tenure (464 nos. than 

on any other tenure though the number of Christian tenants on 

Thettam tenure was also sufficiently high . . {354) . Holding land 

under Kanapattom by the Christian; showed their access to wealth. . . . 

The authority exercised by landlords remained cutsomary while 

the actual controlling rights were in the hands of these tenants. 

This was the dichotomy seen in the relationship between the jenmi 

and the ka~am holder (Ganesh 1991). The artham paid indicated 

previously accumulated wealth or their attaining land by other 

means which qualified them for becoming Ka~apattom tenants of the 

temple. The interest in the Devaswom lands for the Ura~ma was 

limited to merely providing for the upkeep of the temples and their 

daily consumption. 

After Thettam and Kanapattom tenures, Marapattom tenure seems . . . . . . . 
to ba dominant relative to the rest of the tenures. Holdings on 

Ma~apattom tenure, would seem to be restricted to the Ramapuram .. 
Pakuthy only. The simple lease holder occupied only a low economic 

position compared to holders of marapattorn who generally were 
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weal thy landholders. {Travancore Land Rev~~ue Manual, Vol. 4, 

Trivandrum, 1916: 93-6). 

The tenure Anubhogam comes next, with 18 holdings and is a 

kind of Inam like Adima. These tenures which are inalienable, are . 
not totally tax free, for a portion of the tax is remitted and this 

constitutes the Inam. It is a favourable tenure for it is not 

assessed in full. o If the land granted by the temple as Znam, 

sells or mortgages the land it becomes liable for full assessment 

or kandapa t tom . . . Anubhogam is a Karam o1iv'l land tenure. The 

difference between Anubhogam and A~ima are not definite. 

When the donor in this type of tenure of the Inam kind, has 

a status in society superior to that of the donee, it can be called 

Aqima. When they are equals it is called Anubhogam according to one 

source. 9 There is another explanation given for the origin of 

these two tenures. When the Inam is given to a man it is called 

Anubhogam, when it is to a woman it is Adima.to 

Otti is also a mortgage like kanam but differs from it in that 

in the latter a balance {Mi~tavaram)tt is reserved to the Sirkar/ 

temple after deducting the interest but no such mictavaram is left 

to the Sirkar/temple under Otti.12 The tax payable to the 

Government is the residue of the full assessment after deduction 

of interest and a Rajabhogamta and where a Naguv~koor14 remission 

is allowed, this is also deducted from the assessment. Naduvakoor 

was an incentive given by the Travancore Government to promote 

expansion of agriculture of and on . 

.. 
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Kidangoor Devaswom Vaka verumpa'!=-tom is a 'simple lease where 

the tenant holds the lands at the will of the temple and is liable 

to be evicted, with only payment of the value of improvements if 

any made by him during his occupancy. He has no other right on the 

land. He is an 'inferior' tenant with respect to the Ka~apattam 

holders. This is predominantly absent on the Devaswom lands meaning 

that 'superior tenancy' rights prevailed amongst the Devaswom 

lands. 

The dominant tenures are the Kanapattom and Thettam among . .. . . . 
Devaswom land tenures of the ~~ .ri Kidangoor Subrama~ia Swam:t. 

Temple. The favourable tenures and the inferior tenures like 

' -Verumpattom are almost non-existent on these Devaswom lands. 

Christians are the main K~~apa~tom tenure holders implying their 

superior right over land and their access to accumulated wealth or 

their need for land so that they could become wealthy and a logical 

proclivity for the Devaswom to lease out lands to them. They could 

be assured of their daily 'conspicuous consumption' but this was 

blinding them from the fact that the actual controlling rights of 

the land1o were with these persevering Christian tenants and that 

they held just a customary 'birth right' over these lands. The 

relationship between the jenmi-ku?-iyan on the Devaswom lands was 

a mortagager-mortgagee relationship. 

It would be interesting to find out the percentage share of 

these tenures on the garden lands and the wet lands respectively. 

The total garden lantls of the Kidangoor Dev~~pread out in 

these 11 villages came upto 1727.83 acres, and wet lands 368.43 



acres, totalling upto 2096.26 acres (based on the Devaswom 

Settlement Register) . One thing to note is that in the settlement 

register only 11 villages have been considered. (Why this is so is 

not clear though) and the rice bowls of the Devaswom, Rayamangalam, 

Elanji and Neelur have not been considered in this register. So 

the figure for wet lands is a highly deflated one and not to be 

taken seriously. 

TABLE 3.4 
Percentage of each tenure in the garden lands 

Sl.No. Name of Tenure 

1. Kid. Dev. Vaka KaJ?-apattom 
2. Kid. Dev. Vaka Thettam 
3. Pandaravaka Pat tom 
4. Kidangoor Dev. vaka Anubhogam 

5. Kid. Dev. Vaka Thanathu 
0 

6. KudiJenmam 
7. Kid. Dev. Vaka Verumpattom 

8 . Kid. Dev. Vakayum 
Namboori Vaka Thettam .. 

9. Kid. Dev. Vakayum 
Namboori vaka Kanapat;.~om 

10. Namboori vaka Kfn}apa t; t;.om 

11. Namboori Vaka Thet;.tam 

12. Koothuviruthi 

13. Kid. Dev. Vaka _,- -Marapat;t;om 

14. Kid. Dev. Vaka Nermapattom . . 
15. PaJ?.daravaka Otti 

16. Kid. Dev. Vaka Aqima 
17. Kid Yogathile Vaka Thet:t;am 
18. Madampi Vaka Thettam . . 

Total 

Area 
(acres) 

178.65 
897.52 
321.58 
17.91 

203.07 

7.20 
3.27 

17.65 

4.01 
1.82 

1.14 

0.29 

46.10 

6.63 

15.31 

0.93 
1.04 
3.70 

1727.83 

% of tenure 

10.35 
51.94 
18.61 
1.04 

11.75 

0.41* 
0.19* 

1.02 

0.23* 
0.11* 

0.07* 

0.02* 

2.67 

0.38* 

0.89* 

0.05* 
0.06* 
0.21* 

100 
--------eo~~~d-~m----------------------------------------------
source: Devaswo~ Settlement Register 
* 11 tenures less than 1%. 
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The most dominant tenure on the Devaswom Garden lands was the 

Kidangoor Devaswom vaka Thet_tam with Pa~~aravaka pat tom a poor 

second (18.6%}. The Kanapattom tenure is only found among 10% of . . . 
the total garden land holdings. 

TABLE 3.5 

Percentage of Garden Lands in the 9 Pakuthies 

Pakuthy 

1. Kidangoor 

2. Ramapuram 

3. Piravam 

4. Pulayannoor 

5. Manacaud 

6. Meenachil 

7. Vijayapuram 

8. Akalakunnam 

9. Pulinkunnu 

Total 

Area(acres) 

368.68 

239.69 

98.20 

10.10 

89.75 

1012.61 

120.71 

7.28 

'16.89 

1963.91 

Percentage in 
each Pakuthy 

18.78 

12.20 

5.00 

0.51 

4.57 

51.56 

6.15 

0.37 

0.86 

100 
--------~~~~iJrTO~-----------------------------------------------
Source: Devaswom Settlement Register 

There is a deficit to the tune of 236.08 acres in Table 3.4 

as compared to total area in Table 3.5. The Table 3.4 was prepared 

with respect to the type of tenure alone on the Devaswom Garden 

lands. Slight inconsistencies are seen with regard to some entries 

where the tenure is not specified (due to reasons unknown) and so 

these entries have been ignored. 
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The Meenachil Pakuthi, {according to the land register}, as 

seen from the Table 3.5 has the highest area of garden lands 

leased out by the Devaswom. The number of tenants in the Meenachil 

Pakuti are 69 with 77 percent of the tenants being Christians {53 

nos.). The shares of produce in terms of pepper, coconut, arecanut, 

etc. were paid in kind to the temple but most of it was converted 

into money for the payment. Table 3.2 on Size of Landholding-Caste 

showed Christian~ holding 61% of the land in the category '20 acres 

and above' most of which are Cherikkals. There is an entry showing 

that one 'Rosa Matt;:u' tenant holding lands to almost 1500 acres of 

Cherikkal in Meenachil and Thodupuzha. 11. 7 5% of tot a 1 garden 

lands was cultivated under Kidangoor Devaswom Vaka Thanathu.1s 
0 

203.07 acres were cultivated by the Devaswom through hired labour 

to meet the requirements of the temple and for consumption of the 

Uranma members. 

Table 3.6 
Percentage of Wet lands in the 9 Pakuthies 

Pakuthy 

1. Kidangoor 

2. Ramapuram 

3. Piravam 

4. Pulayannoor 

5. Manacaud 

6. Meenachil 

7 . Vijayapuram 

8. Akalakunnu 

9. Pulinkunnu 

Total 

Area{acres) 

131.20 

15.30 

54.79 

9.49 

39.11 

38.87 

31.77 

3.71 

44.16 

368.40 

Percentage in 
each Pakuthy 

35.61 

4.15 

14.87 

2.58 

10.62 

10.55 

8.62 

1.01 

11.99 

100.00 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Cott~plled Jrom 
Source: Devaswom Settlement Register 
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The temple had large areas of wet lands under its control in 

other places like Rayamangalam, Elanji, Kariyoor etc. as mentioned 

earlier. But Devaswom settlement register gives data only with 

regard to these 9 villages for wet lands. Table 3. 6 is just 

indicative and not to be taken as a conclusive one. 

Table 3.7 is compiled from the Devaswom Land Register showing 

Pattom, Mi~~avaram and Jenmibhogam which gives a clear picture of . . 
the paddy producing lands of the Devaswom - villages Vazhappalli, 

Chennankari, Pulinkunnu, Rayamangalam and Kanayannoor in erstwhile 

Cochin state {now in Ernakulam District}. The 'Pa~~om' coming to 

the temple is 92% of the total revenue. Jenmibhogam and Mi~cavaram 

only came to 8% of the total revenue of the temple. Rayamangalam 

alone provides 35% of the paddy to the temple. Pattom and .. 
Mi~~avaram from Chennankari come to 20% of the total paddy as 

pat tom. 13% from Pulinkunnu and 13% from Kanayannoor, this was 

remitted by the two tenants of the Devaswom lands, entered in the 

Land Register as 'Dis .athu Pi~akkal Nas~iryi Ko~tu Paulose Chacko 

Cheriyat tum Anujan Yohann~n Peril'. Total land under their 

cultivation by them came up to 26 acres and 74 cents. 



Village 

1. Kidangoor 

2. Elakkad 

3. Pulayannoor 

4. Pirava11 

5. Akalakunnam 

6. Ramapuru 

7. Meenachil 

8. Karikkode 

46 

37 

31 

140 

16 

41 

8 

p 

9. Kumaramangalam 37 

10. Kanacaud 

11. Kottayam 40 

12. Kumarakom 

13. Nattakam 174 

14. Vazhappalli 825 

15. Chennankari 1526 

16. Pulinkunnu 921 

17. Rayamangalam 2516 

18. Kanayannoor 900 

19. Vijayapuram 

Total 7267 3 

TABLE 3. 7 
*Inco•e froa Pattoa, Wiclavira1 and JenJibhoga• 

B 

9 

2 

2 

3 

Pat tom 

v 

8 

8 

Rs. Ch. Ka. 

13 

2 1 12 

5 19 

18 17 12 

8 23 

8 618 2 12 

8 11 

10 26 

4 3 17 24 8 

8 20 

8 16 

2 7 21 

2 8 25 12 8 

4 27 5 6 

6 14 205 23 3 

10 5 

16 13 8 

9 1009 19 

Michavara111 

p E v Rs. Ch. Ra. 

10 22 26 2 

57 7 8 26 1 

99 1 4 22 24 4 

27 4 147 12 

32 5 

26 8 4 31 4 6 

253 12 249 4 . 8 

Jen1ibhogaa 

p B 

41 6 

127 

209 7 

378 3 

v 

4 

11 

15 
------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------

Pat tom 
Mi~rtavaram 
Jenmibh7lgam 

7267 
253 
378 

7899 

3 9 1009 19 1 
3 12 24 9 4 8 
3 15 

1258 23 9 

or 7899.12 para & Rs.1258.83 
===================================== 

*This is based on the statement given on 5.7.1958 to the Kidangoor Village Office. 
P - Para; E:ldannali; V-V[sh; Rs. Rupees; Ch-Chakra•; Ka-Rashu 
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TABLE 3.8 

Percentage of Christian Tenants in Each Pakuthy 

Pakuthy Total No. of 
Tenants 

Christian 
Tenants· 

Percentage of 
Total 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Kidangoor 33 19 57.58 

2. Elakkad 18 10 55.55 

3. Puliyannoor 9 .4 44.44 

4. Vijayapuram 34 8 23.52 

5. Piravam 40 28 70.00 

6. Akalakunnu 5 

7. Ramapuram 97 36 37.11 

8. Meenachil 69 53 76.81 

9. Karikkodu 13 

10. Manacaud 7 5 71.43 

11. Kottayam 8 4 50.00 

12. Vazhappalli east 6 2 33.00 

13. Pulinkunnu 124 30 24.19 

14. Rayamangalam 722 414 57.34 

15. Cochi Kanayannoor 1 1 100.00 
----------------------------------------------~------------------

Total 1186 616 51.93 

Source: Compiled from Devaswom Land Register (ending 1969-70) 

52% or more than half of the tenants under Devaswom lands were 

Christians. This is so because the temple did not possess the skill 

to manage to execute cultivation. They exploiterl these skills from 

the Christians. All the rest together come to 48% showing that 

Christian tenants had a strong hold on the Devaswom lands. The 

land reforms worked in favour·of these tenants and made them the 

land holders. The Christians held land as already seen more under 

the Kal).apattom tenure. The 1896 Jenmi-Ku<;Hyan Regulation gave more 

power to the Kal).apa~m tenants over the land and with the enactment 

of the Land Reforms, they had full proprietorship over the lands. 

The lands included in the Land Register were totally lost to the 
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temple after the enactment of the Land Reforms. 

Relationship between Landtype and Caste 

TABLE 3.9 
Land type and Caste 

Caste c N 0 E X B Z P Ch I D · R Vp 
Land type 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Total 

7 . 

9 

14 

14 

96 

57 

176 

160 

143 

54 

3 

11 

747 

2 

18 

9 

41 7 1 1 

16 3 

117 - 12 

71 1 1 

73 2 

5 1 

352 8 4 18 

Source: Compiled from Devaswom Settleaent Reqis~r 

1 

1 1 12 

1 1 14 11 - 28 3 

1 59 

6 55 1 

19 

1 

8 2 16 11 1 174 4 

M 

1 

1 

c - Christian; N - Nair; 0 - Hambudiri; E - Elava; X - Artisans; B - Barber; Z - Ambalavasi 
P - Paravan; Ch - Chetty; I - Iyer; D -Dhabi;·· R - K"fatriya; Vp - Vellala Pillai; M - Musli1 
K - Kidangoor Devaswom. · · · · · 

K Total 

3 

7 

11 

33 

24 

160 

78 

4 368 

293 

281 

79 

4 

11 

4 1351 

Of the thirteen land types (Land Revenue Manual, Vol. 4) found 

among the Devaswom lands the most fertile land is land type 1 which 

was cultivated by only three tenants all of whom are Christians. 

The second most fertile land type 2 had seven tenants all of whom 

are again Christians. The most common land type was land type 8 

among the Devaswam lands. 27% of the land holdings were of type 

8. 22% of land holdings were of type 9 and 21% were of type 10. 

Land types 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 together come to 93% of the total 

land holdings. The cluster is within this bracket. Only 6% of 
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land holdings were in the more fertile bracket of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

5. The worst type of lands 12 and 13 formed just 1% of the total. 

The most fertile lands were 0. 7% of the total land holdings. 

Christians had mostly land of the type 8, 9 and 10 forming 64% of 

total land holdings held by Christians. Since Christians were in 

an able position to bargain with the jenmies (ura~ma) with respect 

to the other t.enants they could get hold of the fertile regions. 

Relationship between Tenure and Landtype 

The next exercise shown in Table 3.10 (Tenure-land type) has 

been done to find out if a particular land type and a particular 

tenure17 were related. From this Tale one can make out that tenure 

and land type do not have any relation with respect to these lands. 

Tenure under which the land is held is irrespective of the land 

type. The caste of the tenant is related to the tenure under which 

the land is held to quite an extent as inferred from Table 3.3 

(Tenure-caste) . Land type being a geographical variable and 

exogeneously given, lands available have to get distributed among 



TABLE 3.10 
Tenure-Land type 

--------
Land type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Tenure 
-------

1. Kid. Dev. Vaka 1 16 18 15 109 8 89 62 100 34 1 454 
1\apa,.ua ~t-om 

2. Kid. Dev. Vaka 2 11 18 39 40 134 151 142 1 1 539 
Thettam 

3. Pandaravaka Pattom 1 1 1 2 5 6 8 20 22 13 79 . . . . 
4. Kid. Dev. Vaka 2 10 5 2 19 

Anubhogam 
5. Kid. Dev. Vaka 1 1 4 23 44 27 4 104 

Thanathu 

6. Ku9ijenmam 3 2 4 2 7 1 2 21 .. , 
7. Kid. Dev. Vaka 1 1 2 1 5 

Verumnattom . . . 
8. Kid. Dev. Vakayum 1 8 1 5 1 1 17 

Namboori Vaka 'I'Oettam 
' 

9. Kid. Dev. Vakayum 2 1 4 2 11 20 
Namboori vaka Kfu)apat~an 

10. Narnboori vaka 2 2 1 5 
Kananattan ..... 

11. Namboori Vaka Thettam - 5 1 6 

12. KUttuvirutti 1 1 

13. Kid. Dev. Vaka 1 8 16 5 30 
Wctran~ttan . . . 

14. Kid. Dev. Vaka 1 1 1 3 
Nenna~ttom . . . 

15. P~qaravaka Otti 1 3 5 2 1 3 15 

16. Kid. Dev. Vaka Adima 1 1 

17. Kid YO'grlthile Vaka 2 2 
Thet-t.<:~m 

18. Hadarrmi Vaka Thettam . . 1 2 3 

19. Kidangoor Devastvan 1 1 
VakaVlnn J-iadamni Vaka - . . 
'I'hett;am 

Totals 5 17 15 42 21 178 63 303 309 315 54 2 1 1325 
------------------------------------------

Source: CompilE.'<! fran Devaswan Settlement Register 
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the tenures, ofcourse the priority order in the distribution can 

be there. But here one is not seen any sort of a definite 

relationship between the two. No particular land type is held under 

a particular tenure alone. 

Rent received from different land types vary. One can see how 

the different land types are distributed among the Desava.flis. 

This only shows the geographical distribution of land types only 

serving a descriptive purpose. 

TABLE 3 .11 
Total Area (in acres) of Garden lands for each land type 

-----------------
Pakuthy Kidangoor Ramapuram Heenachil Piravam Hanacaud Vijayapuram 

Land-type 

1 0.49 

2 

3 1.33 

4 0.05 11.29 

5 

25.78 0.75 12.79 12.20 

7 0.50 18.30 

8 88.97 30.52 6.52 11.73 21.50 

9 110.27 101.77 186.92 76.28 4.40 39.80 

10 80.13 101.13 6.95 18.46 44.90 

l1 49.60 10.96 4.95 

12 

13 

Source: Compiled frm Devasworn Settlement Register 

Totals 

0.49 

1.33 

11.34 

51.52 

18.8 

159.24 

519.44 

251.57 

65.51 

The above exercise was done to see if garden lands belonged 

to the higher land types or low land types. The garden lands were 
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more 1n the 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 land type bracket. 

The wet lands at the same time, seemed dispersed among all the 

diffcr~nt land types. There wns no clustering around a few land 

types. So one cannot say that wet lands belonged to inferior land 

types and the garden lands to superior land types. But the wet 

lands were taxed less than the garden lands. 

TABLE 3.12 

Total area (acres) of wet lands for each land type 

Pakuthy Kidangoor Ramapuraa Meenachil Piravam Manacaud Pulinkunnu Vijayapuraa Akalakunnam Totals 
Land-type 

1 0.70 0.70 

2 0.19 5.54 0.25 5.98 

3 0.78 0.78 

4 4.57 12.04 5.81 13.75 6.6 42.77 

5 2.08 6.12 13.23 1.03 2.12 24.58 

6 0.62 5.26 1.92 12.39 8.66 8.25 2.48 0.24 39.82 

7 2.61 3.42 1.28 7.31 

8 19.11 4.18 12.00 9.21 9.74 4.31 58.55 

9 16.31 1. 68 5.86 4.05 6.51 34.41 

10 52.97 3.49 1.41 2.96 1. 41 0.41 62.65 

11 55.53 0.68 0.95 57.16 

12 0. 72 22.00 22.72 

13 1. 40 1.40 

Total 146.15 14.61 58.77 46.39 41.49 8.93 33.12 9.37 358.83 

Source: Compiled from Devaswom Settlement Register 

In all the Devaswam lands taken together, there were 9820 

coconut trees, 1733 arecanut trees, 1564 jack trees, (only these 
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three kinds of trees being taxable according to the 1883-1911 

Settlement) • The coconut trees were futher classified into 8 types 

of which the first second and eighth type did not exist on these 

lands. 

There were 990 coconut trees of the third type, 8372 coconut 

trees of the fourth type, 4519 trees of the fifth type, 1701 trees 

of the sixth type and 91 of the seventh type. 53% of the coconut 

trees belonged to the fourth type. Each of these types were taxed 

differently. 

A chapter on 'Tenurial Relations on the Devaswom Lands' was 

felt necessary because land as everywhere else was used as a strong 

'integrating factor' by the temple. This is not a chapter that 

gives definite answers to questions related to tenurial relations 

but it is an attempt in pointing out to as yet unresearched areas 

relating to Devaswom land and land rights distribution. It only 

attempts to make clear through the Devaswom Land Registers certain 

tendencies relating to the tenant-caste distribution on the 

Devaswom lands, the total area of Devaswom wet lands and garden 

lands, the most prevalent type of tenure on Devaswom lands, certain 

tenures specific to Devaswom lands (like the Thet;t;am tenure), about 

existence of certain caste-based service tenures (like 

Kuttuvirutti) etc. All this, with respect to the lands of just one • 
Devaswom has been looked into. Implications and significance of 

certain tenures like Devaswom vaka thanathp, Marapattorn etc. are 

still not clear. More research needs to be done in these areas 

because tenures in the context of Devaswom lands are different from 

the ones seen on Brahrnasworn and Pand-~ravaka lands. 
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NOTES 

1.- Corporate meaning 'collective' with equal power distribution 
among the members of the Uranma. 

2. This classification is not based on any analysis but is used 
only to follow the classification in the Devaswom Land 
Registers. 

3. See, entry in Nalvali (paddy only) 1924-25 - Kilit~ 
Ayyankoikkal Ksetrattii' Nadattiyirunna Ale Matti Ned·ikat"'oru 
Marane Niyogicl!a Nityanid§nam pujavakakke epi.~C!a vakayil -
Oru para celavv. 

4. Here village society is not the territorial village Kidangoor 
which has only a low percentage share of Devaswom lands in the 
total lands. The major share of land holdings come under the 
Pandaravaka. One is talking about the temple domain with the 
main temple at the centre in articulation with lands in other 
desams or territorial villages. It is this 'system' that one 
is referring to. 

5. Jenmikaram registers began to be maintained after the 1932 
Jenmi-Kudiyan (amendment) Act which incorporates lands only 
under Ka~apat~om. 

6. The smallest administrative (revenue division) unit equal to 
a village in Travancore and Cochin. 

7. a. 

b. 

Kuttu Virutti is a tenure under which land is given 
to a Cakkyar in return for which the Cakkyar 
performs kutty - a traditional theoretical temple 
art form as a service to the deity. 
A Virutti land is assessed and out of the full 
assessment the value of the service attaching to it 
is deducted and the remainder if any is paid as the 
Mi~cavaram payable. To this a Rajabhogam tax on 1/8 
or 1/6 of full assessment or the deduction made for 
the service. 

8. All favourable tenures (Karamo!ivu i.e. all the other than 
Verump~ttom which is liable for full assessment) emerge into 
Otti in.cases of extract. They are also convertible into otti 
(except kudi-jenmi) which alienatin by that takes place. This 
latter rule is enforced only in respect of a tenure like 
Adima, Anubhogam, Thiruvalam, Kudumba Virutti, Anubhaga 
v:i.rutti, Anjil Rendu karanma, KudiyiruppV, Pariappad and 
Kudumba Neetu. . " 

9. Revenue survey and Settlement of Travancore (printed in 1905) 
- Kerala State Archives (No. 1038 Publication list) p. 18. 

10. From Blue Book containing important papers relating to the 
land revenue settlement of the Cochin State 1903-1909 A.D., 
Vol. I, Part I & II, Central Archives (No. 17 Publication 
list). 
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11. It is a reduced rent. It is a certain proportion of the 
assessment or a residue after deduction of Interest (Mic~a
balance; Varam -share) 

12. From Bluebook containing important papers relating to the land 
revenue settlement of the Cochin State 1903-1909 AD, Vol.I, 
Part I & II, Central Archives, No. 17 Publication list. 

13. A light quit rent. According to Keralolpathi it was 
introduced as far back as A.D. 216 when Kyaperumal was brought 
from Kayapuram and inducted as the first King of Kerala. · 

14. Naduvakoor is the planters' share literally. A reduction 
aliowed on the assessment during the period of gestation of 
new plantings or it is a remission paid for improvements. 
This is 25% of the full assessment or Pattern. 

15. With the Jenmi-Kudiyan Regulation of 1896 more power had 
already been vested on the Kanapattom tenants and the 
Christian tenants as we already know held most of the Devaswom 
land under Ka~apat~om. 

16. This is a term by which unalienated jenmam lands are 
recognized in the Sirkar accounts. It means that which is 
one's own in all its fulness. 

17. For example it could so happen that a 'bad' land type would 
along with it have the incentive of low assessment and this 
would evolved into a particular type of tenure (for example 
in the case of reclaimed land) . 



CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF REDTSTRIBUTION 

For a temple to be called an institution, it has to fulfil 

three conditions {i) It should be a 'sacred space' an 

architectural structure that is the sacred abode for the deity 

enshrined who is considered the sovereign {ii) It is a 'process', 

having a redistributive role, where resources and services are 

offered to the sovereign {deity) and returned by the deity to be 

worshippers, as 'shares' depending on the honours. {iii) It as a 

'symbol' or a system of symbols, symbolising certain essential 

South Indian conceptions of authority, worship and exchange - i.e. 

temple as a 'metasocial' institution {Appadurai 1981: 18-9). 

There is not much literature existing with respect to the 

redistributive role of the South Indian temple. There are a few 

studies by Stein {1960, 1961, 1978, 1980) Appadurai (1976, 1981) 

and Breckenbridge (1981), Spencer (19~8), and a few others. In 

the Kerala context there is just one study pertaining to the period 

between 8th to the 12th century A.D. (Gurukkal, 1980). 

The period from the 8th to 12th century A.D. saw the 

proliferation of a large number of temple nucleated Brahmin 

settlements on the fertile river banks of Kerala. The most 

important resource base of the economy being agricultural produce 

and the temple being the chief land owner during the period, it 

became the crucial centre of agrarian activity and so the society 

itself. Temples became cause for the expansion of agriculture 

because they had the power {though ideological coercion and command 

on land as a means of agricultural production) to organize society 



for various activities enabling higher agricultural production 

(Ibid 1980: 1) 

Each Brahmanical temple formed the nucleus of a Brahmin 

settlement and the brahman corporate was the custodian of the 

temple. The Brahmin corporate also played the role of the 

proprietor of the village or the Ur. It consisted of the heads of 

each of the Brahman families (14 numbers) of the village and was 

called the Ura~ma or the Sabhal which managed the temple and the 

village (Ur). Uranma is an 'honour' conferred on the Brahman 

elders just as Kar7mma or the temporary rights is on the non

Brahmans (chiefly Nairs) and Kutima with the artisans and craftsmen 

(Ibid: 9) • 

There is a hierarchy of power in terms of varying rights over 

land which forms the different strata of the 'feudal' society. 

The Brahmans had a jenmam, right over it. Lands belonging to the 

temple (Devaswoms) were distributed among the members of the 

'oligarchic caste council' the Ura~ma, who in turn distributed the 

lands to tenants and the tenants to sub-tenants (Ibid, p.8). The 

temple helped integrating the landed class, tenants, sub-tenants 

and the tillers into a production-distribution system which was 

based on ties and obligations from the base to the top. (Ibid: 

7) • So, 

various 

the Brahman oligarchy was able to establish control at 

social levels and keep the society well knit and 

subordinate to the central authority (the temple, otherwise the 

Urtu?-ma). 

The basic structure of the temple and its role in integrating 
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the village economy through the principle of redistribution more 

or less remains the same in the greater part of the study i.e, from 

1903-1969/70 (pre-land reform period). 

Sahlins has rightly pointed out that in non-market economies, 

the social order is such that the control of resources (land and 

labour) and the control of returns (agricultural produce and 

artefacts) is vested in a very few people (Brahmans here). When 

the redistribution is organized though the Uranma (oligarchy) , then 

there is no democracy and the consequence of redistribution becomes 

crucial. The motive behind redistribution would be to increase 

their political power in the society. The oligarchy receives the 

agricultural produce and services as 'gifts' (obligatory) for the 

U$e of the jenmam land in terms of 'rent' or 'taxes' (Pa~~om, 

Miccavaram, Jenmibhogom etc) the quantity of which is determined 

by the conditions of gifting and countergifting (i.e. it depends 

on the land tenure on which it is leased, See also Sahlins}. So, 

this leaving out of land to the tenant can be seen as an act of 

conditioned reciprocity where the reciprocity is conditioned by a 

specific quantity of return and for a specific period of time (for 

example, if it is a Ka~apa~~om lease, the gifting is for 12 years 

if it is Mar~pa~~om, it is a gift for almost 30 years or more}. 

The rights on the returns (agricultural produce) and the 

concomitant obligations of benevolence is associated with a 

'chiefly model'. (Sahlins 1972: 189 also, Appadurai 1981: 34}. 

Sahlins calls the organized demonstration of these rights and 

obligation as redistribution (Ibid: 89-90). This appears to be the 

most sui table definition of redistribution in this particular 
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context of a temple centred redistribution. 

The 'Chief' here is the enshrined image of the "Lord" at the 

Centre of the temple (Garbhagrham - the womb)2which is the Centre 

of religious (moral) and economic transactions too. (Appadurai 

1981: 34). The 'Lord' is bestowed a personality, he is the 

sovereign before whom everyone else is a subordinate. The fact 

that the deity is seen as a 'person' is clear from the rituals of 

daily worship in the temple (Ibid: 21-22). The main temple ritual 

is the puja (worship or adoration) which is a daily ritual. (Ibid: 

23). Puja is a 'redistributive ritual because it involves 

offerings to the deity of flowers, fruits, milk ·etc. which in 

return is distributed as prasadam (leavings of the deity) to all 

the worshippers. In the Kidangoor Subramania Swami temple, five 

pujas are_conducted pertaining to the different times of the day. 

Starting with abhi~ekam (cleaning with milk etc.) the u;a pwja, 

(morning), Edirte puja (between morning and noon, Pandira~i puja, 

Ucca puja (noon) and finally the Atta!a puja (night) with which the 

'Lord' is put to sleep3 • In 1929-30, the quantity of boiled rice 

(U!!akkal Ari) used for these pujas (Nityanidfmam) was 3 Para for 

one day.and in 1985 it was just 3 Idabhali for one day. 4 
' .. 

Redistribution according to.Sahlins has two main functions 

which has already been seen in the previous section. The temple, 

as the centre of redistribution can be seen to be performing these 

two functions - the 'logistic' function which is sustaining the 

community in a material sense. The temple had tenants and sub-

tenants who were people belonging to the Nair caste, Chettiars, 

Iyers, Namoudiris, Elavas and it has been seen that, almost 52% of .. 
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the tenants were Christians. Agricultural output, produced by all 

the tenants of different castes reached the temple Nelpura every 

year just before the festival time. (Kumbha Masam/Feb-March). The 

tillers of the soil, included the Pulayas who were not allowed 

entry into the temple until the early 1940's Pulayas were hired 

labourers and worked specially on paddy lands. They were related 

to the temple rather indirectly. The· temple as an institution was 

able to integrate the various castes of the society, all 

subordinate to the omnipotent 'deity' whose lands they tilled and 

produced food. Land as everywhere was used as the powerful 

integrating factor. 

Labour in terms of services included the many groups of 

artisans and craftsmen like the Ataris, Kollans, Tattans settled 

on the temple land at the disposal of the temple. There were many 

temple functionaries who offered service with regard to the temple 
r 

rituals like the Marars who were called the Kottikal played 
v 

instruments like the Mrdangarn, Idakka and Cenda or blew the conch 
C) 

{Sankhu) before each puja, the Muttad who looked after the temple 
0 

treasury and also were responsible for the Elunallippu {deity in 
•• • • 0 

procession ·during Sr'ibeli} and for Nitya Parikarma, around the 

Srikovil, the Varrier, who cleaned and swept the internal temple 

premises, the Pi~harody who made ~lower garlands for the puja, the 

Cakkyar whose duty it was to perform Kuttu in the Kuttambalam, non-

Malayalee brahmins such as the Iyers who sat on the elephants 

during temple festivals and other auspicious occasions etc. For 

rendering these services, these temple functionaries were given 

plots of land free or rather with a light quit rent on it called 

the Jenrnibhogarn all of which come under the service tenure called 
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Virutti, lands given on different types of virutti existed 

depending on the function rendered in the temple like the Kllttq 

Virutti, Mala Virutti, Sankhq virutti etc. 

~-N_a_ir_s __ ~IJchristians 

Integration through land 

Devaswam Lands l 
(Managed by the Urapma) 1 

I 

1-E.~avas r Chettiars t I IYers IIAmbalavasis I 
Sub-tenants 

Tillers (mainly Pulayas) 

Per1anent Te1ple Functionaries 

Integration through Labour 

Tantri 

\ . ~- . I Mebant1 
!Inner functionaries 

Kilsanti 1 

II Parikani 

I 
lMarar Muttad Varrier Pilarady ~akkyar Pa~ikkar Kurup/Kaimal Iaran•a 
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Outer functionaries 

Maramatt Aminadar (renovation and maintenance) 

Civil Agent (legal matters) 

Na~va~i Ka~akkapillai (maintaining daily registers) 

.De~avaJi Mutalpagi (revenue collection from Desavalis) 
.. 
Candram (collecting articles from the rituals) 

Kalakam (in-charge of subsidiary temples) 

Ka~aheripeon (Uranma office peon) 

Yogatu~kal Secretary (Secretary of the Uranma Yogam) 

Jenmikaram Clerk (in-charge of maintenance of Jenmikaram register) 

Nellukutu (de-husking and pounding paddy) . 
0 

Nelpura Kaval (granary guard) 

Matilakom Kaval (temple security) 

Maniyadi (ringing of the bell) 

Ka~avuta~i (scavenging the bathing ghat) 

Valutanakuli Madomtali (scavenging the residence of the priest) .. .. . 
Matilakamta~i (scavenging the greater temple premise) 

Kalavarata~i (scavenging the store) 

. U~tupurata~i (scavenging the feeding room) 

Nelpurata~i tscavenging the granary) 

Puramtuppu (scavenging the outer temple premise) 
0 

Anakkaran (mahout) 

There are 8 families (Nairs) for scavenging, dehusking of 

paddy etc. staying close to the temple (all females). Nelpura 

Kaval, Ma~J.tilakorn kaval and Ma:r_1ia~ii done by males (Nairs) . The 

families were Purattakattu, 
•• 0 

Purattakattu Karottu, 
0 ••• 

Kururnullur, . . 
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Tirutti, c,\erukot:J.il, Camun~ayil,.., Mundat:J.danam and MaJ?.~akom. 

There are 4 'Marar' families for performing on the instruments 

(musical) and vocal before each of the 5 daily pujas which 

including blowing the conch (Sankhuvi~i), playing the ~e~da, 

uru~t;uct:enda, nadaswaram and Iqakka accompanied by the 

Somana t tmigal Pattu. .. " They belong to four traditional families 

supportedly specially established here for performance of functions 

at the temple at the time of the Manakkal A~iyo~i Nair. (See 

Appendix I) . The families being Kiceri, Puttettu, Turutti (Saqi} . .. 
and Varikka. 

Sambandhi Maramar are the Marars who also perform the function 

of Srik5vil K~val. 

The two Muttad families are the Kulan:hara Muttad and the 

Narayanamangalatiu Muttad. . . The former carne from Valapilli in .. . . 
Changanacherry and the latter from Adityapurarn nearby. The 

Ku~a~~ara Muttad was brought for Muttu~anti~. 

There is one Calakkal Varrier, one Padi~~redattu Pisarody and 
' . .. 

one Kulimattattu ~akkyar living on lands just around the temple. 
•• • • 0 

The Tantri appointed is always from the Kidahna~eri 

Taranalloor family of Irinjalakuda. His duties are limited to 

special occasions for activities like Kala~am, Utsava kodiyettam . . . 
etc. All 'purification' of the temple are done by him. His ritual 

status is much higher than the Melsanti whose duties confine him 

to the sanctum sanctorum and has a very low material status as 
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compared to the Nambuthiris of the Uraz:tma. (Gurukkal 1980: 12). 

The Melsanti was expected to stay (Valutanakuli Malika) within the .. .. 
geographical limits of the village practising Brahmacarya for 3 

years after appointment. He was called the Purapa~a Santi. He 

was helped by two k~Asanthis, who help make sandal paste, prepare 

the 'food offering' (Pal Payasam) Nivedyam as it is called in the 

Ma9apally (the kitchen inside, used only for preparing food for 

offering to the deity). 

For the construction of the temple it was believed, artisans 

and craftsmen were brought from different places ultimately making 

the village self-sufficient catering to production of agricultural 

and non-agricultural produce (Unni 1979: 202-11, See also Gurukkal 

1980: 11). The four families of artisans (Asari) and Mambatasery6 , 

Varikkat;u~ery, Devalan~ery and Tatt;usery Asaris brought and settled 

from Vaikom. The Blacksmith family brought for settlement was 

Kalayipa+~i Perinkollan. Foundary work was done by the family 

Musariyattu Musari 
0 

There were two families of Goldsmith 

T\.attamatt~l and Pantall~r. The stone work of the temple was done .. . . . . 
by artisans from Ettumanur, a nearby village. They were all given 

land on the eastern side of the temple for living due to Ayittam 

they were shifted towards the South and established there. So, 

we have a picture of the temple functionaries who offered services 

to the temple and lived around the temple for convenience of 

~~rformance of services. 

he second function of redistribution according to Sahlins was 

the ' · f instrumental function' which meant redistribution 1n terms o 

a (especially during the grand festival of 



the temple in our context) and of subordination to a central 

authority. This function is manifest, clearly during the 10 day 

T:~iru: >tsavam of the temple beginning on the Kartika star of the 

Malayala month Kumbham anQ ending on the day of the Utram star. 

Actually, on careful analysis it may be seen that there are 

2 types of redistribution taking place. The temple management 

redistributes land and land rights (dictated by the land tenure). 

Agricultural produce from these lands is returned by each producer 

(tenant) as a token of 'conditioned reciprocity' (whether it be 

Pa~tom or Miccavaram or Panccaphalam etc.) to the temple where it 

gets pooled to and during the daily rituals (Nityanidanam) Masa 

visesams (monthly festivals) etc. 

A yearly festivals (A~~avi~e~am like Utsavam) it again gets 

redistributed to the society, especially to the 'sterile class' 

(non-producing in the sense of not producing food) artisans other 

functionaries and also to the leisure class - here the temple 

corporate or the Uri:mma. So there is a daily, monthly and an 

annual redistribution taking place. The members of society 

incorporated under redistribution during the monthly and annual 

festivals are much greater share the number (limited to the temple 

kara~ma) than during the daily ri,tuals. 

Again, what Sahlins says namely that the pooling is a sum of 

reciprocities or an.organization of reciprocities holds good here. 

Each tenant for use of the temple land given to him for cultivation 

returns a part of the produce to the temple in whatever form. So, 

produce from each tenant or individual reciprocal acts put together 
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gives way to another act of redistribution during the festival time 

(mainly utsavam) . 

Diagramatically represented -

(sett ed) 
Redistribution 
of land and land 
rights. 

Redistribution of 
aricultural produce 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

Ncn-pr:odlring classes 
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To understand the dynamics of Redistribu~ion of agricultural 

produce, Tirutsavam A~iyantirarn Registers are alrnos t the only 

sources. Perusal of these registers makes one settle down on the 

temple festival register of years 1903 (1078 M.E Kumbham - earliest 

existing) and 1919 (1095 M.E. Kumbham). 

This is because the accounting methods used in each register 

seems to be different depending on the Ka~akkapillai's method. The 

temple festival register of 1903 throws light on certain aspects 

while 1919 makes clear certain other aspects of redistribution. 

Using the two in a complementary manner is most conducive in 

understanding the redistribution dynamics. of the Sri Subrahrnania 

Swami temple. The Tirutsava AQiyantira Registers have been 

maintained very well giving detailed entries for paddy and money 

incoming an expenditure during the festival. 

One can start off by understanding the dynamics of 

redistribution using first the 1919 temple festival register. This 

is because the items of income (in terms of agricultural produce, 

money etc.) and the items of expenditure (which is what expresses 

redistribution are clearly accounted for our purpose). 
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Table 4.1 

PADDY* INCOMING {Nellu Varavq) 1919 A.D 
------------------- --------------------------

Sl. 
No. 

Source Quantity Percentage 
Share in total 

1 Elanji De~avali 
(from Elanji paddy 
fields) 

2. Rayamangalam 
De~avali 
(from Rayamangalam 
paddy fields) 

3. Pa~avaippu Va!i 
by way of voluntary 
donations) 

4. Pirivil Ninnum 
Nell't 
(by way of colle

lction of revenue 
jfrom De~ava!is) 

469 para 9.25 edangali 15.42 

1070 " 8.30 " 35.30 

61 " 3.00 " 2.00 

1434 " 3.00 " 47.28 

!Total · 3033 " 6.50 " l 100.00 
---l_ ----------------- -------------------------- --------------
Source: Compiled from Tirutsava Aqiyantira Register 1919 
* The incoming is in 'rice'. This has been converted into the 

corresponding paddy amounts using the paddy-rice conversion 
ratio of 2.2:1. 

For the purpose of the festival, paddy from Elanji and 

Rayamangalam Desavali's reach the temple. A major portion of paddy 

required for the festival is brought from Rayamangalam and Elanji 

totalling to 50.7 % of total paddy incoming. 48% comes from the 

item Pirivil Ninnum (rent collection). This includes Miccavaram 

vakayil, panc~aphalam vakayil 1 Sandhya Vela Para Pa~am 1 Vittukkal 

vakayil, Utsava Koppu Vakayil 1 • Kala~avari vakayil 1 Para vaippu 

vakayil, Jenmibhogam vakayil, Rak~abliogam vakayil, Policceluttu . .. 
avaka~am vakayil, Kuqisika vakayil. The D~;avali Mutalpadi, the .. . 
rent collectors7 for each d~§avaJi goes collects the rent at 

regular intervals and returns after a stay there. 
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Paravaippu Va!i which constitutes the lowest percentage of 

paddy incoming is collected by way of the ritual called Paravaippu. 
0 

(See Paddy redistribution chart} 

When it is time for the festival preparation to begin letters 

are sent to Elanji and Rayamangalam Desava!i Mutalpaqi to bring 

the paddy required. For example we have an entry that says E!uthum 

Pa~i Cumattu Varav~. Lack of motor transport is clear. The paddy 

was brought in sacks loaded on the backs of men from the two 

places. They also had a stick in other hands for support. They 

stepped on the way to take a draught of country liquor which they 

supposedly paid by taking handful of rice from the sacks. 

Looking at the Paddy Outgoing (Nellu Celavu) for the festival 
0 

year 1919 A.D. 

Sl. 
No. 

1. 

2. 

) . 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Table 4.2 
PADDY* OUTGOING (Nellu telavv) 1919 A.D. 

(for 10 days of the festival) 

Expenditure Item 

Akattu Pa9itaram 
(Ritual estimate} 
Elunallippu vaka 
(For procession} 
Arahnukkaru vaka 
(For entertainment) 

·Sadya ~~ .elav11 
(For feast) 
Ari Koppu vaka (Rice 
for self:cooking) 
Maramattu vaka 
(Mainten~nce and 

renovation) 
Pala vaka 
(Miscellaneous} 

Total 

Quantity 

400 para 1.5 Idanha;t,i 

569 " 3.0 " 

324.15 " 

1037 " 3.5 " 

677 II 8.75 " 

10 " 

11 II 3.75 " 

3033.65 f'O.Y/)l 

Percentage 
Share in total 

13.18 

18.76 

10.78 

34.19 

22.35 

0.33 

0.38 

IOo ·00 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava Adiyantira Register 1919 
* Quantity required for each item of expenditure is given in rice 
and not paddy. This has been converted to the corresponding paddy 
amounts using the paddy-rice conversion ratio of 2.2:1. 
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The i tern with the highest percentage share { 34 .19} is the 

total expenditure is the Sadya Celav~. The feast is meant for the 

Nambudiris and the Iyers. It is conducted in the Uttupura (Feeding . . 
room or Sadyalaya} in the temple. There is a Sadya on the 9 days 

of the 10 day festival - on some days lunch (Mutta!am} and dinner 

(Atta!arn) and on other days just lunch. The second major item Ari 

Koppu Vaka (22.35%) is paddy/rice which is taken home by 

Nambudiris, Muttads, Varrier, Pisarody, Marar, Devaswom 

Udyogasthanrnar, Devaswom ~evukakkar ('all K'l;etra sarnbandhika~} store 

keepers 1 lamp lighters 1 rnasapac:Iis etc} • Kurup, Kaimal, Nairs 

{Akarnpa4ikkar) , Adi~cutalikkar . (Scavengers), Raksabhogakkar 

{protection/security), Utsavakoppu Elpic~avarkku (the people who 

brought the articles needed for the Utsavam), Sthanakkaru 

(carpenters, blacksmiths etc), ve ~ u t~~~edanrnaru (Washermen}, 

Desava~iyil ninnu vannu kudiy7mavanrnarkku (tenants from other 

de~ava!is who visit the temple during festival time) 

Payments as salaries and wages, rice for the Karanrna members 

to take home (Swayarn pakarn} and the rice for the Namh,_Jothiris to 

take home together comes to 22.35 of the total rice redistributed 

under this item which is almost 12% less than the expenditure on 

the feast which was meant for only the Brahmins. 

The next major item (18.76%) of expenditure of paddy is for 

the E!una~~ippu vaka (Procession}. E1una~~ippu takes places for 

each Sr~beli (circambulation of the outside of the sr'ikovil with 

the deity's image carried by the k~~santi with the accompaniment 

of the Ksetrasarnbandhikal) . There are more occasions for the 

procession during the Tirutsavarn. Elephants are required with the 
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numbers used for the procession increasing after each day of the 

Utsavam. The last day of the Utsavam (Arattu) requires the most 
•• 0 

number of elephants with the biggest elephant carrying the image 

of the Lord Sri Subrahma~ia Swami on it. 

Akattu Padittaram (Rituals estimate of the srik~vil) comes . . 
next with 13.18% of the total paddy incoming being used for it. 

The composition of Akatt'] Paqi ttaram ( 1) Gal,lapati Nivedyam (2) 

Upari Nivedyam (3) Vi§~l;al Nivedyam (4) Ucca Pujakky Kiiqut-. _al 

Nivedyam (5) Sastavungal Vi~esal Nivedyam (6) Prasadam Sudhi (7) 

Rak~anga~a Homam (8) Vastu Homam (9) MelpaQ.i Kalasam (10) Sasta 

Sudhi (11) Dhara (12) Navakam (13) Panccadravyam (14) Pan~akam (15) 

25 Kalasam (16) Kala~am AQ.ipuja (17) Sr;bhuta Beli (18) Padrnapoqi 

(19) Karuvaka (20) VaH::::~yam Vaka (21) Ko9-ikayaru (22) Jala Dror_:li 

(23) Dhara ·Vaka (24) Varrier (25) Pisarody (26) Maranm-ar (27) 

Mula.!du (28} Mandapatil Mulapuja ( 29) Kiirapopi t:·.ram ( 30) D .... anam . . . .. 

(31) Tantri Daksil,la (32) Mel§anti Daksi~a (33) Parikarmi Daksina 

(34) Pa~i (35) Kaivi~akku (36} Vahana Puja (37) uccapuja Payasam 

(38) Panccagavyam Payasarn (39) VaQ.akkumdevane Nivedyarn (40) 

Trikka~~apuratv Nivedyam (41} Utsava Beli (42) Pa~~i Vetta Pitham 

(43) Mahabharata Vayana (44) Pallikuruppine Apparn (45) .. Palli . . 
U~arttu (46) A.rattu Beli .. " (47) Arattu Kadavil 

' t 0 • 
Puja (48} 'Arattu .... 

Kadavil Kalasam (49) Tantriyuqe Alakku vakakku c\.~~,lavu (50) 

Pa~~iyu~artt~ Ma~dapat~il Puja. 

'l'he temple festival includes expenditure on entertainment 

which comes to 9. 75% of the total expenditure on paddy which 

includes Murajaparn - chanting by otatty Nambudiri, N~~umel Ka~i, 

Karan am "-Cattam, .. Cakkyar Kuttu r Kathaka~i, 
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., . . 
Ceppac;l1 V1dya. 

A decomposition of the expenditure in terms of paddy on each 

of these major expenditure itemsr reveals the following: 

Sl. 
No. 

Table 4.3 

Akattu Pa~ittaram (Ritual Estimate)A 
[Total Expended on A = 400 Para 1.5 Idannali) 

Expenditure on Nellu(Paddy} Percentage 
(Para} Share in 

total paddy Rs. 

Money 
(Panaro} 

Ch. Ka. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Tantri 14.91 
2. Tantri's 

Assistant 11.00 
3. MiH~anti 7.15 
4. Parikarmi 2.20 
5. KJI~anti 2.20 
6. Special 

Parikarmi ( 2Nos.} 2.20 
7 . Utsava Belike' 

special Parikarmi 1.32 

Total 40.98 

36.38% 

26.84% 
17.44% 

5.36% 
5.36% 

5.36% 

3.22% 

100.0 

7 24 0 

0 0 0 
4 8 0 
1 12_ 0 
1 12 0 

1 12 0 

1 8 0 

17.7 British 
Rupees. 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava Adiyantira Register 1919. 

Of the total 400 Para 1.5 Idannali paddy was spent on the 

Rituals r 40.98 Paras was spent on paying wages to the Taatri r 

M~l~~ntir etc. The rest i.e. 359.17 Para was spent on making the 

Nivedyam (offerings to God in the form of ricer rice pudding etc}. 

Sp 10.24% of the total paddy expended on item A was paddy money or 

paddy used as money to pay wages to the people rendering ritual 

related services. Actual money in terms of Rs/ch/ka spent on wages 

is 17.7 British rupees (see AppendixiX for currency conversion) 

wages were partly paid in kind and partly in money terms. 
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Table 4.4 

Procession (Elunallippu)B 
(Total paddy expended on 8' is '569 Poara 3 Idannali} 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Sl. Expenditure on 
No. 

Paddy 
Para 

1. Rent on Elephants 
and for the foods 57.2 

2. Wages and food for 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

the Mahouts 50.6 
Drum beaters 
(80No.} Cenda 115.06 
Ilatalam (45No.) 
Cymbai Players 62.70 
Naaaswara Melom 
(1GNo.> ' 72.75 
Rurunkulalkkaru 
(8 No} " · • 11.88 
Kombukkaru (6No.) 10.78 
Somanatuhkal 
Pa~~u (9 No.} 1.54 
Velat.ullal 
(including music} 20.46 
(a) Oil for lamps 

(236 codana) 
(b) Cloth for lamp 
wicks (700 palam) 21.00 

(c) Vessel for 
pouring oil 

(d) For wielding the 
umbrel!a, camaram, 
(fan) Alava~t:_om 
on the elephant 
(e) For wielding the 
above on the accom
panying elephants 
Fireworks 
Conch Blowers (4No) 5.28 
Tambourine players 
(3 No) (Maddalam) 3.96 
Wages for lighting 
lamps, holding the 
Depa Yas~i(Torch 136.07 
bearers) 

Total 569.28 

Percentage share 
in·total paddy 
expended on B 

10.04 

8.89 

20.21 

11.01 

12.78 

2.08 
1.89 

0.27 

3.59 

3.59 

0.93 

0.70 

23.90 

100.00 

Rs. ch. ka. 

28 

12 

105 

22 

120 

12 
12 

12 

11 

720 

0 

0 

7 
97 

14 

20 

2 

2 

21 

1 

5 
11 

3 

0 

18 

25 

25 

4 
7 

19 

12 

0 

8 

8 

8 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

13 
BritishRupees 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava A~iyantira Register 1919. 
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Here, 569.28 Paras of paddy were used as paddy money, in terms 

of paying wages in kind (which include food and travel allowance). 

1419.13 British rupees were the wages paid in cash. Not all of 

them were paid in kind and money, oil for lamps (quantity 235 

~odana or 2632 Idanna!i [1 codana = 12 Idanha!i]) was bought paying 

cash worth 720.63 British rupees. The cloth needed to make wicks 

for lamps was paid in paddy. The barter ratio was 1kg of lampwick 

= 0.37 para paddy or here 700 palam (or 56 kg) = 21 para Paddy. [1 

P~lam = 0.8 kg]. 

For the entertainments or stage performances a total of 327.15 

Paras of paddy were expended. All of them (except performers of 

patnakom and Vi~adhari) were paid in kind (paddy) and cash (307.91 

~ritish Rupees) included travel allowance (Yitra Ayapp~) since most 

of them carne from d{fferent villages, some very far off, we get the 
( 

barter ratio again for lampwick and paddy. For 6 kg of lampwick 

2.25 paras of paddy is given ie. 1 kg. lampwick = 0.37 Paras of 

Paddy. (See Table 4.5) 
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Table 4.5 
Entertainments (Arahhukaru Vaka/Stage Entertainments) (Total 

Expenditure of paddy on C = 324 paras) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Sl. 
No. 

Item Paddy 
(Para) 

Percentage 
share in 
total paddyC 

Rs. Ch. Ka. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Murajapam 
(Nambuthiris 6No} 

Nhanumel Kali 3No) 
(Somersault) 
Karanam Cattam 
(3 No. 1 S~t) 
.. _ -
Cakky'ar Kuttu 
(4 No. 1 Set) 
Pathakam (4 No) 

6. Vesadhari (3 No) 
(Fancy Dress) 

37.18 

20.90 

3.96 

6.23 

7. Kathaka~i (4 sets) 97.68 
(2nd to 8th Utsavam} 

8. bttamt~ullal(13 Sets 
4·~os. e~~h) 66.00 

9. Kuratti A~tom 
(Gypsy dance) 
(5 Sets,4 Nos.each) 29.04 

10. Valleru 37.18 
(sword Show) 
(6 sets,4,7 No.each) 

11. Ammanattom 11.22 
(Ball Play) 
(2 sets, 4Nos. each) 

12. Mayilattom 4.29 
(Peace~~ dance) ~ 
(1 set 3 Nos.) 

13. Ceppa9i Vidya 11.22 
(2 sets, 4 Nos. each) 

Coconut Oil 
(16 codana) 
75 Palam or 
wick (6 kg) 

Total 

for Stage Lamps 

lamp 2.25 

327 .15 

11.47 

6.45 

1.22 

1.92 

30.15 

20.37 

8.96 

11.48 

3.46 

1.32 

3.46 

0.68 

100.00 

2 
(14) 

(6 

(1 
4 

(5 

(0 
4 

(32 

2 
( 15 

(1 
2 

(14 
0 

3 
0 

(0 
0 

(3 

192 

(300 

4 
8 

2 

0 
8 

24 

20 
22 
16 

24 
7 

4 
4 

8 
16 

0 
6 

20 
20 
12 

225 

.0 
-) 

-) 

0) 
0 

8) 

-) 
0 
-) 

0 
-) 

0) 
0 

0) 
0 

0 
0 

0) 
0 
0) 

8) 

307 · 91 B.ritish 
Rupees) 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava Adiyantira Register 1919. 

Numbers in parentheses denote Travel Allowance (Yatra AyapplJ) 
Expenditure on Entertainments bring about a redistribution to 
almost 80 people mainly Nambudiris and Nairs. 
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Sl. 
No. 

Table 4.6 

Sadya Celavq (For the Feast)D 
(Total Expenditure of Paddy on D = 1037 Paras 3.5 Idannali) 

Expenditure items Paddy 
(Para) 

Percentage 
Share in 
Total PaddyD Rs. Ch. Ka. 

1. For rice and Payasam 1037.35 
2. Daksina for cooks 

(Deha~~akarkv Daksi~a) 
3. Expenditure on cleaning 

(Murukkan vaka ~elav~} 
4. Coconut work + Frying 

Pappadams (T~)~nga pani 
& Pappaqam Katcqu) · 

5. 'Pan' for the person 
doing the job (4} 

6. Panc~ahgam vaka 
7. For the beginning to 

to the end of the sadya 
(sadyakk~ adya avasanam} 

8. Special Work like 
serving water 
(Sadyakku Vellom mut~~a
laya vi~e~ai§ramam 

9. Store Keepers (4 Nos.} 
(Kalavarakarkku} 

~ 

10. Vegetables & Provision· 

Total 1037.35 

100% 

100% 

58 

1 

14 

0 
2 

5 

2 
( 1} 4 
( 2) 4 
( 3) 3 
( 4) 2 

661 

24 

8 

12 

18 
12 

2 

1 
2 
2 
1 
1 

759 British 
Rupees 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava Adiyantira Register 1919. 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

8 

0 
0 
0 
8 
0 

Rupees 759 (British) were spent on the Festival Feast for a 

total of 9 days. The helpers were paid wages in cash only. 
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Table 4.7 

Ari Koppu Vaka (Rice to take hane for Swayam Pakam - Self cooking) E [Total expenditure of Paddy on 
·E = 677 Paras 8. 75 Id.aiThaJis] 
------
Sl.. Expenditure Item Paddy Percentage Pa!?Ei!dans Money 
No. (Para) Share of Plantains Rs. Ch. Ka. 

paddy in 
total 

------
1. For Nambudiris 127.26 18.77 2624 

(25 Families, 79 No.) (53.13 para rice) (2624) 
------
2. For Miittads 21.56 3.18 416 

(15 Nb. 4 Families) (9 .8 para rice) (416} 

3. For Temple Funct.iona.ries 
(Kalakakkara & J<Setra.- . 204.60 30.18 
sambandhikal > (93 pcira rice) 

Fran neighbourhood (1.0 No.) 
Varrier, Pi~arndy, 
Ma.rar. 

------
4. For Devaswam Staff 84.15 12.41 

(9 No. All Na,irs except 
one MUttad) Mutalpa~ 
+ 8 Ka~akkapillamar (38.25 para rice) 

------
5. For Devaswam Store keeper 

Lighting of lamps, 39.56 5.84 
Masapadimar (7 Nbs.) . ., (17.98 para rice) 
(Devaswam sevukakkar 

------
6. For Akamba~ikk-ar (14 No. 66.11 9.75 2 22 8 

Kurup, Kaimal/Nair) (30.05 para rice) (2 8 -) 

7. For Devaswam Scavengers 57.09 8.42 
(Devaswam Adi~taJi) (25. 95 para rice) 
10 No. Nairs 

------
8. For RaksabhC:lgakarku 6.01 0.88 

(19 No.Nairs) (2.73 para rice} 
------
9. For the people who brought 4.86 0.71 

articles for the Utsavam 
(13 No.) (2.2 para rice) 

'\ 

--------------------~---------------------------------------------------
10. For Sthanakkaru (Carpenters 24.00 3.50 

Blacksmiths etc .. 9 No.) (10.90 para rice) 

--------------------~--------------------------------------------------------
11. For Washermen and 3.30 

T.Jasherwanen (2 No. ) (1. 5 para rice) 
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Table 4.7 Contd ... 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sl. Expendi tnre Item 
No. 

Paddy 
(Para) 

Percentage 
Share of 
paddy in 
tota1 

12. People who came fran the 
nes;:nra~is 

39.38 5.80 

From Rayamangalam Desav~~i 
(15 No.) 
Fran Neelur DeSaval.i (2 No) 
Fran Kariyur DMa~~~i (20 No) 
Total fiO No. 

Total 

(17. 9 para rice) 

677.88 
(308.13 
para rice) 

100.00 

Source: r..anpiled fran Tirutsava AQ.iyantira Register 1919. 

Pappa dans 
Plantains 

3040 Pappadans 
3040 Plaintains 

24 7 people including Nambudiris, Nairs, Varrier, 

Money 
Rs. Ch. Ka. 

4 30 8 
or 5.07 

British Rupees 

Pis\_.arody, 
...; 

Hi'irar, Carpenter, FJlacksmi ths, Goldsmith, Washermen were given rice 

to take home. The amounts given above were the paddy amounts that 

got redistributed for a total of 10 days to these different 

sections of society. The Brahmins including the sub-sects like the 

Virrier, Pi~h~rody, M~ttad etc. together took home 52% of the paddy 

set a~_ide ( 677.88 para) for this particular i t.em of Swayam Pakam 

or self-cooking. At least 36% of the paddy set aside for Swayam 

Pakam went to the Nair Caste while the carpenter, blacksmith etc. 

artisan class/caste received 3.5% of the total paddy assigned under 

this itemE. The washermen (Dhotis) caste got less than 0.5%. 
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Table 4.8 

Maintenance and Renovation (Maramatty Vaka)F 
Total Expenditure~ on F in terms of Paddy in 10 Paras 

Sl. Expenditure Item 
No. 

Paddy Percentage share Money 

1. Cleaning the temple Court
yard, the way to the 
bathing ghat, 14 No. 5.6 

2. Whitewashing the temple 
walls 3 Nos. 1.2 

3. Bathing ghats and making 
improvised bathrooms 
2 Nos. 0.8 

4. Cleaning the route to the 
Arattu (lOth day) 0.8 
bathing ghat- (1.5 km) 
2 Nos. 

5. Sharpening the grinding 
stones 2 No. 0.8 

6. Repairing the Store and 
Kitchen 2.8 

Total 10.0 

of Paddy in totalF Rs. Ch. Ka. 

56 

12 

8 

8 

8 

8 

100 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava A~iyantira Register 1919. 

Here, in Fat least 25 Nos. get parts of (a total of 10 paras) 

the total agricultural produce redistributed. By rendering 

services like cleaning up the roads, paths, repair work etc. they 

receive wages in terms of paddy. All these add up to prove the 

role. of the temple in the integration of the society through 

labour. For any such work (repair etc.) one member received 4 

Edangalis of paddy. No money was paid. It was all in kind only. 
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Table IV.9 

Miscellaneous (Palavaka telavu) 
Q 

[Total expenditure of Paddy on G = 11.33 Para 

Sl. 
No. 

Expenditure Item 

1. Travelling expenses 
to bring articles from 

Paddy 

Kottayam 4.52 
2. 3 Bamboo Poles 
3. Travel allowance for the 

Contractor who brought 
the vegetables, provision 
etc. + Coolies 6.80 

Total 11.33 

Percentage Share 
of paddy in G 

39.89 

60.02 

100 (90. 92) 

1 

1 

Money 

1 7 

1 7 
or 1. 04 British 

Rupees 

Source: Compiled from Tirutsava A9iyantira Register 1919. 
Note: Travel allowances and expenses were also mostly paid in kind. 

The 1903 Tirutsavam A9iyantira Register gives the money 

incoming (in Panam) [1 Panam = 4 Chakram]. THe paddy incoming, paddy . . 
and money outgoing separately. It is more detailed than the 1919 

Thirutsavam A~iyantira Register and it is the earliest register 

maintained. It shows 4 channels of paddy incoming. 

(a) 'unbroken rice' from Rayamangalam Kut~umadorn, Mutalpa~i (887.7 

para paddy) 

(b) 'Broken rice' from Elanji Desava~i, Mutalpa~i (609.07 para 

paddy) 

(c) Rice got after dehusking of paddy from the temple Nelpura 

(collected at earlier points in the Nelpura in terms of 

Pattam, Miccavaram etc.) Dehusking is done at the temple .. 
i 

Uralpura (1125.74 para paddy. 

(d) PRddy received through Pa~avaippu at the foot of the Ko9imaram 

(Koqirnara Cuvat~il) [43.56 para paddy] 
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The quantity of rice received in 1903 has been converted to 

quantity of paddy received using the paddy-rice conversion ration 

2.2:1 para. So, total paddy received just before the Tirutsavarn of 

1903 AD was 2666.07 para as agsinst 3033.65 para in 1919 AD. Paddy 

from (a) in 1919 was 475.95 para paddy as against 609.07 para in 

1903. Paddy from (b) was 1070.8 para paddy as against 887.7 in 

1903. Paddy from (c) called Pirivil Ninnurn in the 1919 Tb.irutsava 

Adiyantira Register, totalled up to 1434.3 para paddy while in 1903 . 
it was 1125.74 para. Paddy from (d) in 1919 was 61.3 para as 

against 43.56 para in 1903. This is just for a comparison to see 

what the 'state of affairs' was at 1903, 16 years before 1919. 

This register is a more detailed one in the sense, it gives 

details like under-Rayamangalam Ku~~rna~orn Mutalpa~i 'unbroken 

rice', these are separate entries for rice through ~umattp varav~ 

(loading on backs) equalling 51.5 para, rice rather than paddy 

brought as response to letter asking for rice to be brought for the 

Utsavam which is as per conditions of leasing land called E~utbum 

padi (Adharam) Cumattu varavu totalling to 291 para rice etc. 
• • 0 

Extra rice is given as Parava~i or extra for incidental loss 

because it is brought from so far loaded on backs of men. Extra 

for incidental loss is equal to 1/10 of the total amount. Charge 

for unloading is 5 para for every 100 para paddy. Charge of 

dehusking is 1.5 para paddy for every 10 paras of dehusking. Rice 

brought from Pulinkunnu, Chenankari etc. were brought in boats 

{Valloms) till the temple bank (kadavu) . The boat charge and the 
.. • • 0 

rowing change werepaid in paddy worth 3.5 paras. 
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The share of paddy given to each Mel~anti, Kilsanti, 

Parikarmi I Tantri 1 Marar 1 Varier I Piit~3irody, 
*"~- ..- • Cakkyar etc. rema1n 

the same in the 1903 AD and 1919 AD. In fact the share that goes 

to each of the remains the same throughout, only the total amount 

that gets redistributed varies. The shares are the 'honours' or 

the Avaka~am of each of the karanma members. 

A look at the 1924-25 Nalva~i (for paddy only) shows us 

another channel into which redistributed paddy goes. A total of 

1126 paras of paddy every year went to the 14 uranma members. This 

amount was actually shared between the Sabhas before the 

contribution of the Uranma. This was their subsistence allowance. 

After the dissolution of the sabha, this amout got divided among 

the 14 members. This was given under the Adukkavatu right called 
• 0 

- • <I- • Sabha Jev1tam Sant1 Adukkavatu. For example under this right the 
• 0 

-Oni.yopulattu Illam got 50 para of paddy, the Kohhorpally got 80.43 
• e 

paras, Madhuramcira 40.43 para etc. 

Every !>uja is an act of redistribution. Since there are pujas 

daily some monthly and some yearly redistribution also becomes 

daily, monthly and ye~rly affairs. The only difference among the 

three being the number of people incorporated for redistribution. 

The redistribution is biased in that Christians, Elavas and Pulayas 

are not incorporated. It is the Christians and the Pulayas who 

are responsible for the agrarian produce produced from the Devaswom 

lands. So one can say that the integration is partial with respect 

to these castes/communities. The yearly redistribution 

incorporates the largest number of people. The monthly one comes 

next and the daily pujas incorporate the least nurnber of people 
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restricted only to the kara~ma members - Muttad, Pi~arody, Varrier 

and ~arar. The shares that go to each of them of the leavings of 

the offerings of the deity are equal. The ura~ma members do not 

get a share of this. The 'honours' belongs only to the karanma. 

(See table 4.10) 

'Honours' not only signify the rank or status but are also the 

'constitutive features' of culturally privileged roles in 

relationship to the deity. A share would consiss of the right to 

serve the deity through prescribed ritual functions or through 

endowment, it could be the right to mobilise resources set aside 

for a ritual, the right of authority on the persons involved in the 

realisation of the given ritual, the right to perform a defined 

role in a complex ritual event, and lastly worshiping the deity by 

simply witnessing the ritual. Depending on the role one plays in 

the ritual process the share has a different context. This share 

when given public expres!;ion and when constituted institutionally 

becomes honours. (Appadurai 1981: 46). Honours on certain days may 

be for a particular set of people. For example the uraJ).ma members 

given a brahmaswam varam which is a feast exclusively for them and 

their families. Accordina to the 1924-25 nalvali, 30.05 paras of - " .. 
paddy was set aside for t.he brahmaswam varam which took place every 

month. 
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Table 4.10 

Frequency of ritual 

(Based on naJva li of) 
1924-25) . .. 

Dailv f>Uias 
(Ni tyanidanam) 
usa Piija 
Edirte PU.ja 

Pant~radi PUja 
u<:ea. PUja 
Atta1a Piija 
Namaskaram 

(Based on the Nal vali of 
1924-25) 
Monthlv Piiias 
(Mcisavis~am) 9 

Karuttavavu .. 

Veluttasa'§ti . . 

Veluttadwadasi 

Annual PUjas/ Festival 
fktav··U~esam) ... 
Ti':irutsavaro (1903) 

Kartika 

't'haip'Uyam (1924-25) 

Panikkar[Nagaswaram]) 
Nihputtari (1924-25) 

'lbe ritual calender (1903/1924-25) 

Star/month Duration 

Total 

-- ' 

Paddy expended 

3.3 I~ahbaJi 
6.6 " 

13.2 II 

26.4 II 

8.8 II 

61.6 II 

(or 6.16 para) 

2.25 para 

1 II 

2,72 II 

t<art:ika/Kumbham 10 days 3172~85 para 
(Feb. -March) 
Ka:rtika/Vriscikam 1 day 
(Nmr. - Dec.) 

Pllyam/Makaram 1 day 47.85 para 
(Jan. - Feb.) 

Vrischikam 1. month 
(Nov.- Dec.) 

Chinnam 1 1 day o. 2 para 
(July-Aug.) 

Redistribution/honours 
(food only) 

4 no. MG.ttad 
rmar 
V~rier 
Pi~karopy 

(15 .4 r~aima!i each} 

5 nos.MU.ttad· I Marar I 
Varier I Pi~) :arocJy 
Melsanti(0.3para) 

[all the rest get 
0.49 para each in 

· addition to 15.4 
Idannali daily] . .. 

5 nos. Melsanti get 1.5 
Idannali and the 
rest 2:2 Idahbali .. 

4 nos. 0.18 para each 

900 nos. (approx.} 

37 nos.1o 

7 nos. (Virrier 1 Milttadt ~ 
Pi~ar~y I 3 Marars 

4 nos. 0. 5 Idanna~.i each 

Source: Canoiled fran Nalvali 1924-25 and Tirutsava Adiyantira Register 1903. .. . .. . 
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Having had a structural-functional snapshot of the dynamics 

of the redistribution including the 'shares' of 'honours' accruing 

to the different members of the society (temple domain) of the ~~~i 

Subramania Swami Temple of village Kidangoor. It would be 

interesting to compare this Brahmin settlement with its Gramak~etra 

with the Brahmin settlement of Tiruvalla with its Mahaksetra. 

This Tiruvalla Settlement (Veluthat 1978: 41-3) is conducive 

for study of various c:tspects because of the existence of the 

Tiruvalla Copper Plates:. The copper plates unearthed from the 

temple number fourty three. The surviving portion (some have been 

lost} runs into six hundred and thirty lines, each containing an 

average of thirty five letters. It is a series of inscriptions 

codifying endowments ~nd decisions taken from time to time. The 

exact date of the execution of the document is not clear, but it 

is believed not to be far away from the twelfth century (Veluthat 

1978: 40). 

This settlement is supposed to have become so prosperous that 

it even had Upagramas. As evidence other than the Copper Plates 

mentioned above, there are the Va~apa~fi Copper Plate of 

Rajat;ekhara (AD 830} and the Tiruv"'ri:·uvay Copper Plate of Sthanu 

Ravi (AD 861) both pertaining to the Upagramas of the settlement. 

-BP-s ides this Namm-al var in Tiruvaymo~i and Tirumangai Alvar in 

Periya Tirumo~i have praised this temple. (Ibid.} 

The Brahmin settlement to this village also as was the general 

pattern was promoted by Land Grants. This becomes clear from the 

Tiruvalla Copper Plates. An important section of the temple 
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properties comprised land. Income from these lands especially in 

~erms of paddy were put to different uses mainly for rituals and 

for the Nambudiris. 

) Table 4.11 

Income and Expenditure excerpt of .the Tiruvalla Manaksetra 

Income {from Land) Expenditure 

1 . From 12634 Kalam seed capacity 
of paddy fields and some garden 
lands 

2. 2000 (approximately) kalam seed 
capacity of paddy fields 

3. Revenue of 13685 paras of paddy 

4. Revenue of 13500 para1s of pr.~ddy 

5. Revenue of 1237.5 paras of .paddy! 

Source: Veluthat·~ 1978: 45 

For feeding Brahmins in 
the tmeple 

For burning perpetual 
lamps {Tiruvatavilakku) 

For dail-;y lamps 

For daily food offering of 
the deity 

For purchasing ghee for 
temple requirements. 

I 

La~d was one of the major sources of income. Gold donations 

and receipt in equivalencies of gold were also common. Royal dues 

were also given to the temple. Another instance records the gift 

of a whole village Kutavur along with the righ~ to exact eighteen 

kinds of taxes and market duties together to the temple by the 

Governor of Venpolinatu, Iravi ~irikantan {Ibid: 42-3). 
• •• • 4 

The wealth acquired by the temple was set apart for many uses 

which included expenses for daily pujas {Nityanidanam). From the 

record it is clear that there were five pujas every day. This 

pfactice continues to the present day. {To recall, ~ri Kidangoor 

Subramap.i'a Swami Temple also has five pujas daily performed.) Apart 

from these as was the case with the ~ri Kidangoor Subrama11ia Swami 

Temple, there were the rituals bathing of the deity 
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(nlra~~upa~~i-abhi~eka) and the procession around the inner prakara 

( Rri:heli) . Property was set apart to meet these expenses. The 

second (Pantira<;li) puja was to be conducted with Nivedyam made out 

of 12 nali rice which is equal to 3 idaiu1ali (or 6.6 idahbali 

paddy). (Ibid: 43). This is against 13.2 idanhali paddy expended 

for the same in the ~ri Kidangoor Subrama~ia Swami Ksetram during 

the period 1924-25 which is more than two times the paddy expended 

in the former. 

There were in addition to daily expenses, fortnightly e~penses 

(masavisesam) for the conduct of the dwadasi festival which is the 

twelfth day after full moon and new moon. The expenses for this is 

not mentioned in the inscription. The ceremony continues in the 

temple to this day in the form of feeding Brahmins. (Ibid, Ibid: 

50, 16 fn.) This is also done in the ~ri Subramania Swami temple 

with an expense of 1. 25 idannali for Brahma~abhojanam (as per 

na~va~i 1924-25). 

There was the yearly festival (i~tavise~am) like the 'seven 

day temple festival' at the Tiruvalla temple. The por~ion 

describing the festival seems to be missing but there is a mention 

of certain lands set apart for the purpose. (Ibid: 44) . 

Redistribution takes place with every puja but as already mentioned 

the 'spread' of the redistribution varies with the speciality of 

the puja. The mothly and annual festivals incorporate more number 

of people for redistribution as compared to the daily pujas. 
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In the Tiruvalla Copper Plate inscription, is a detailed 

schedule of the conduct of the annual festival during Ava~i O~am. 
'-

This can be compared with the annual festival (Tirutsavam) of the 

~ri Subramania Swami TemplE!. 405 paras of rice (or 891 paras of 

paddy) was to spent on that day. 38.5 para paddy was used to 

~provide offerings of rice to the eastern and western deities on 
'i 

that day, half of which for feeding the ~attirar. The sub-deities 

like Varahappan, Kuravaran, Ayyappan etc. were also to be given 

special food offerings on that day. Then follows a list of what 

\ the 1temple functionaries and dependents were to be given. It has 
'• 

been given in terms of rice (in nali). This has been converted ito 

paddy (para) to facilitate comparison with the shares going to the 

different functionaries during the Tirutsavarn of the ~ri Kidangoor 

Subrarna~ia Swami Temple. We can at least make a comparison of the 

list of functionaries, to see if these functionaries exist in the 

period of our study. (Ibid: 46). 



Table 4.12 

Redistribution in the Tiruvalla Manak~etra 
(during the festival of Ava~i Onam) 

---------------------~-------------------------------------------
No. Designation Payment (paddy in para) 
----------------------~-------------------------------------------
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 

19. 
20. 

2 chief priests 
5 subordinates to the priest 
Vedic Professors (Bhattar) 
Priest of Ayyappan 
Subordinate Accountant 
5 Treasury Guards 
Supplier of plantain leaves 
Watchman 
33 drummers & blowers of pipes 
4 inside sweepers 
Supplier of firewood 
Potter 
Accountant for the day 
For garland makers 
Outside sweepers 
Sweepers outside the outer prakara 
Vedic Professors (each) to 
participate in scholarly discourses 
Lamp attender and ·the supplier of 
arecanuts 
4 Devadasis 
Drummers 

Total 

0.5 para 
1.25 para 
0.10 para 
0.10 para 
0.10 para 
0.50 para 
0.10 para 
0.10 para 
2.48 para 
0.20 para 
0.50 para 
0.1"3 para 
0.13 para 
0.20 para 
0.20 para 
0.10 para 
0.38 para 

0.08 para 

0.30 para 
0.90 para 

6.35 para 

Source: Veluthat 1978:.45-6. 

Temple functionaries were paid emoluments both in gold and 

rice and also in the form of lands under service tenure of Virutti 

meaning in Sanskrit (Vrtti) - livelihood. Emoluments in rice are 
"' 

called Jevitarn (to rE!Call with respect to Sri Kidangoor Subrarna~ia 

~ 

Swami Temple, in nalvali 1924-25, there are entries Santijevit\arn . .. . 
A~ukkavat'l,- giving the number of paras of rice as emolument). 

The administration of the Tiruvalla settlement even in details 

followed the general pattern· in other contemporary Brahmin 

settlements in Kerala. One has seen the same administration set up 

in the pre-Land Reform period in the ~ri Kidangoor Subrarnania Swami 
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Temple too. (An idea of this administrative set up was derived from 

the nalvalis examined) . . .. 

Kesavan Veluthat attempted to reveal the process by which a 

typical Aryan Brahmin settlement developed. One can look at the 

development of the Brahmin settlement of Kidangoor given the 

informations about it in the earlier paragraphs. At first, a small 

collection of ten or twenty families was established with a village 

temple (Gramak~:\etra) as the centre. Slowly, more subordinate 

deities were consecrated in the temple and the temple was extended. 

(See Appendix I on the historical background of the ~ri Kidangoor 

Subramania Swami Temple) . Festivals of the temple increased which 

meant more dependants or greater 'spread' of redistribution. This 

also meant more donations to the temple to meet the increasing 

expenses. For the administration of the increased number of 

festivals new sub-committees (Ga~am or Ka~am) were constituted to 

help the uralars. Small temples subsidiary to the Gramak~':c,etra 

were also incorporated into the system. (Ibid: 47-8). This is 

again seen with respect to the temple of our study. 

Redistribution is not only of paddy {food or of kind) but also 

of money. Money comes in the form of voluntary donations or 

through the conversion of articles received from the temple into 

money. This money goes out of the temple to different dependents 

~nd functionaries along with payment of kind in most cases. Wages 

were both in kind and money as seen from the tables on paddy/money 

expenditures during the annual festival. The 1903 Tirutsavam 

A~iyantira Register clearly accounts this unlike the 1919 register. 
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Barter ratios (using paddy as money) have been calculated for 

many articlr=!s. (see Appendix IX). A comparison of prices of 

commodities in 1903 and 1919 has also been done. 

What holds the different functionaries together is not a 

hierarchy of functions or authority but a shared motive and 

dependence on the sovereigni ty of the deity they serve and the 

logical interdependence without which the ritual process breaks 

down. Even the managerial roles (each member of the Ur1u.nna is aprt 

of a Ganam which has its own norms to conform with) are not 

considered superordinate. They are authoritative as long as they 

do not disturb the shares that must be in harmony to keep the moral 

and economic cycle of the temple ritual going. (Appadurai 1981: 

4 7) • 

From the above analysis one is able to 

redistributive dynamics and the temple's role 

ritual and economic integration of the system. 

understand the 

in it through a 

One sees the 

expression of the 'logistic function' (as Sahlins terms it, Sahlins 

1974: 190). In the whole process of redistribution which is what 

sustains the community effort (or community) in a material sense. 

It also sustains the structure in a social sense (the instrumental 

function according to Sahlins) through a ritual subordination to 

the central authority. (Ibid.) 
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NOTES 

1. Sabha has a different meaning with respect to the Kidangoor 
Sri Subramania Swi~. Temple: Sabha was a person who was the 
winner of a"n open competition in the reciting of the Vedas 
held in the Kiittambalam in presence of the King's 
representative. A multifaced ball made of wood (believed to 
have had 64 faces) with letters inscribed on each face was 
rolled in front of each competitor. when the hall stopped, 
the competitor closest to it had to start reciting the verse 
beginning from the letter inscribed facing him. Failing in the 
competition would lead to being expelled out of the temple and 
the sacred thread of the Nambudiri broken by a person assigned 
for the job. The winner was called the Sabha and he headed the 
Uranma. All decisions were taken by him and was given an 
allowance on the right of Sabha Jevit:<am. {Unni 1979: 202-11). 

2. ,See the pictorial rt:!presentation of the 'Anatomy· of the 
temple'. 

3. For each of these pujas. Piyasam (rice pudding) is prepared 
and see Appendix VIII. 

4 . From Nalvali (Nelly.rn~itram) 
respecti"vei"y. 

of 1929-30 and Nalvali of 1985 . .. 

5. A standby. If the Nir~yanamahgalattu Mfittad is not a~le to 
present himself for the E),una:l:.~ippt/ for the three Sr(belis 
daily due to 'Pollution' in the family on account of a death 
or birth for a period of 14 days. 

6. On one of the wooden pillars (14 in all) in the Kuttambalam 
is an inscription which says 'Mamba;J;aseri Darnodaran Kaippa:r;li' 
(Handiwork of Mamba~aseri Dim~daran) . 

7. These only collected revenue and did not supervise the actual 
production of the agrarian produce. 

' 8. Oral communication from Ayyappan Pillai, 85 years. 

9. See Appendix VIII. 

10. Fran 19224-25 nalv~+i (Nelll.l only) _ 
20 no. Sambandhimarar to take care of Sr!tbeli lamps, get = 20 i~anna!i rice (4.4 para paddy) 
1 no. Nagaswaram P~ikar gets : 4 II (0.88 II 

For the elephants (3 nos.) and the mahout 
9 nos. Masappadi, get 

(3 nos.), get = 7.7 11 (1.7 II 

1 no. s!"..avenge~ {puramt~ .. upw, Mai:-ia) 
Kavagy carriers (10 nos.) 

Total nos. = 34 (minus the elephants) + 3 {Varrier, 
Pis~Jarooy, Mat"ar > = 37 nos. 
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CHAPTER 5 

LAND REFORMS AND THE TEMPLE-SOCIETY INTEGRATION 

By 1900 tenurial simplification was achieved to a large extent 

in Travancore through legislative action in the course of the 

eighteent~ and nineteenth centuries and with the land revenue 

settlements at the end of the nineteenth century. Of the 

legislations enacted and implemented there were three which were 

specifically important. The first one was the Devaswom 

Proclamation of 1922. Through this, the earlier distinction made 

between the Pand~ravaka and Sircar Devaswom vaka was abolished. 

Two-fifths (approximately) of the total land revenue was kept apart 

for the maintenance of the temples that were incorported into the 

state at the time of Colonel Munro. The separation between the 

"Revenue Account" and "Devaswom Account" achieved through this 

Proclamation caused grave leakage on the State Revenue. The second 

legislation is the Jenmi-Kudiyim (Amendment) Act of 1932 which 

converted Kanam tenants of Jenmom lands (including Ura~ma temples) 

into proprietors of such lands and they were called Kudiyan. They 

only had the obligation of payment of Jenmikaram (which is the 

commuted value of the rent due to the Jenmi) to the Jenmi. The 

State mediated between the Jenmi and the Kudiyan to collect the 

Jenmikaram from the Kudiyin and remit the Jenmikaram to the 

respective jenmies. The third important legislation was the 

Travancore Land-Tax Proclamation of 1946 which brought almost all 

the assessed lands under a uniform rate of assessment. All lands, 

excluding those belonging to the Sree Pai_ldaravaka, Sree Padom, 

Kandukrishi and Edavagai were charged with a uniform tax of 14 

ann as ( Rs. 2 .1 0) per acre of land. As the rate of assessment 



introduced was uniform, (that is without any allowance for 

differences in fertility or yield) the owners of the better lands 

benefited relatively to the others. 

The Jenmi-Ku?iyan Act applied only to Kal}am tenancies of 

Jenmom lands and not: any other. Even in the Jenmom lands only the 

Kal)apa~~om holders were granted proprietary rights. (Varghese 1970: 

138-9) . 

There were certain provisions entered into by the rulers of 

Travancore and Cochin at the time of Integration in 1947, with 

respect to the management of temples. The Covenant gave the 

authority to two autonomous bodies - the Travancore Devaswom Board 

and the Cochin Devaswom Board to manage all temples, both Sircar 

and Private (Ura~ma Temples) in the respective areas. There was 

also a stipulation of an yearly transfer of Rupees fifty lakhs to 

the Travancore Devaswom Board and Rupees Six lakhs to Sri 

Padmanabha Swami Temple from the "Consolidated State Fund". This 

administration by independent statutory bodies of the Temple lands 

added to the Tenancy problem of the State. (Ibid: 139). 

Along with the Kerala Agrarian Relation Bill, (See Ibid: 143-

6) The 1957 (Communist) Ministry had brought forward the Jenmikaram 

Payment (Abolition) Bill to abolish the recurring and periodical 

payment of Jenmikaram to jenmies under the Travancore Jenmi and 

Ku?iyan Act of 1896 (as amended in 1932), by paying compensation 

to the jenmies and by conferring on the Jenmikaram tenants 

(KusHy"~m) full ownership rights over their holdings. The jenmies 

were to be paid compemsation with respect to a graduated scale 
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ranging between four and twelve times the amount of the Jenmikaram. 

The Act made a distinction between the mode of compensation 

payable to religious or charitable institutions of public nature 

and that payable to other jenmies. With the former (which includes 

the temple of our study) , the State undertook the responsibility 

of annual payment of Jenmikaram which the institution was entitled 

to receive in perpetuity. For the institutions and individuals 

(Brahmaswom Jenmies, M~~ampies etc.) a lumpsum compensation was 

given. (Ibid: 146). 

A new Legislation was brought out by the Government called the 

Kerala Land Reform Act of 1963. This new Act was entered in the 

Statute Book in 1964 replacing all the important legislation that 

existed in the State governing land relations. 

The Act provided for fixity of tenures for all tenants who 

were subject to a limited right of resumption by the owners either 

for personal cultivation or for extension of places for public 

worship or even for the construction of residential buildings. The 

rent rate prescribed by the New Act was higher than the ones 

prescribed by the! earlier Kerala Agrarian Relation Act of 1960. 

The Kerala Land Reform Act, 1963 provided for a ceiling both 

on existing holdings and on future acquisition. The ceiling limit 

in terms of ordinary acres was not to be less than 15 acres or more 

than 36 acres or 12 standard acres. (One standard acre varies from 

one acre to four acres depending on the land type). (Ibid: 147-8). 
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Coming back to the Jenmi and Ku~iyan Act of 1896, the most 

important feature of which was that it conferred the right of 

permanent occupancy on Ka~am tenants of Jenmom lands (which in our 

case, a majority of them being Christians). Arrears of rent and 

other dues payable by the tenant were made the first charge on the 

holding of the tenant, and provisions were made for the recovery 

of dues through jenmies filing suits at the civil courts for the 

same. The jenmies were given the right to increas the rent at the 

time of the periodic renewal (Po~ice~utt~) of the Rinapa~~om (once 

in twelve years) either by increasing the gross rental of the land 

or by reducing the interest allowed on the ka!J.artham advanced or 

through both whil1e the ku~iyan had only the alternative to have the 

rent reduced only through a·reduction in the gross rental of the 

land. (Ibid: 220). 

The Act was made applicable only to the lands that came under 

the last four revenue categories in the Revenue Settlement (1911) -

Uranma Devaswomv·aka . (lands of private temples like the 
~ . 
Sr1 

Kidangoor Subran1ania Swami Temple), Brahmaswom, Mac;lampi and 

Karamo~ivu (favourable tenures). The maximum rate of jenmi-pat~om 

(the gross rental from which the interest due on the Kanartham was 

deducted to obtain the miccavaram) to be paid to the jenmi was 

' 
fixed as one-fourth of the gross produce, but there was no easy 

method to calculate it. The only method was filing sui~s in civil 

courts. The renewal fees was not regulated by the Act and the jenmi 

still had the power to increase the mi~cavaram on every renewal of 

the kanam lease. (Ibid.} 

With the Jenmi-Ku~iyan Amendment Act of 1932 the Ku~iyim was 

treated not as a tenant but as an owner only subject to certain 
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ohJ.ig~tion~ imposed by law. 'T'he jenmi. (in our case the private 

temple) was deemed to have parted with his proprietary rights in 

favour of the Ku~iyan. Absolute proprietary right was conferred 

on the Ku~iyan under the only obligation of the yearly payment of 

jenmi 's dues known as Jenmikaram and the customary dues were 

commuted into 'money' payable in annual instalment. The Jenmikaram 

was required to be paid only in money. The State repaired records 

according to the Act called Jenmikaram Register after a proper 

settlement of the Jenmika~am land. (Ibid: 220-1). 

Given this background of the legislation pertaining to the 

land reforms, by the enactment of which the temple (as a private 

jenmi) had lost its lands (which as already seen in the previous 

chapter was dominated by 'superior' forms of tenancies like 

Kanapa t tom) . . . . The legislation was in favour of the Kanapa t tom . . . 
tenancy holders and the temple began to receive a Jenmikaram 

Compensation Allowance. 

We had seen that the temple played an active role 'integrating 

the village' {or temple domain) mainly through its lands. This 

implies that the chief resource base of the temple had become non-

existent. So, the question would be - how did the temple responded 

to an exogenous "disturbance" (in the form of the Land Reforms) to 

maintain its "equilibri urn" and continue its role as a source of 

"integration" - the integration in the post-Land Reform period 

being only of the 'ritual' kind. The temple reduced to become just 

the "cultural subsystem" of the village-society . 

Jan Kieniewicz explains 'transformation' in terms of a set of 

rules which define the impact of everything that happens 'within' 
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and 'without' the system upon its identifying variables 

segmentary division as reflected in the production relations, caste 

hierarchy, traditional Hindu values etc. Transformation is 

inevitable both to maintain and alter identity. Fixed 

transformation allows adaptations and regulation of the inner 

dynamics without altering the structure. But there could b'e 

transformations that lead to important changes in the structure 

resulting in a new identity. (Kieniewicz 1980: 38) . 

One major structural change was the alienation of its lands 

and the consequencies. l~hat was the material base that substituted 

land which was its main source of income? This can be understood 

by examining the components of the income accruing to the temple 

in the post-Land Reform period (1969-70- 1985). One can do a 

comparative study of the two periods taking the Land Reforms as the 

benchmark for the analysis and show the shift in the main 

components of income and expenditure in the two periods. This also 

gives us a picture of the budgetary position of the temple in both 

the periods for various years including the period of the Great 

Depression to see if it had an impact on the components of income 

and expenditure. This would reveal the temple's response to the 

TJand Reforms. 

For this purpose the daily account registers (Nalva~is) have 

come to be of immense use. The Nalvalis of the years 1924-25, . .. 
(separate registers were maintained for paddy and for money this 

year and this was the earliest Nalvali existing and available for . .. 
use), 1928-29, 1929-30, 193-31, 1933-34, 1941-42, 1952-53, 1955, 

1961-62, 1962-63, 1963-64, 1964-65, 1965-66, 1972, 1975, 1978, 
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19RO, 19e2, 1983, and 1985 have been used for this purpose. 

Paddy/Money Incomes 

On perusal of these registeres we are able to seggregate five 

major components of paddy/money incomes. 

The Income component [Mi] {or Income from Revenue and Rent) 

The first one [Mi] constitutes paddy/money incomes from the 

Desavalis in terms of Micdavaram, Panccaphalam, Sandhya Vela Para 

pa~am, Vittukal, Utsavakoppu, 
0 

Pali1a, Kala~avari, 

Jenmibhogam, Raksabhogam, Policeluttu Avakasam and Pattom. 
• • • 0 ... 

The Income Component [S] (or Allowances from the Government) 

The second one is [(]S} which comes from the Sirkar or the 

State (State Devaswom Board}. This Ura~ma temple comes under the 

"supervision" of the Ettumanoor Group Devaswom, not for 

administrative purposes but for certain allowances in terms of 

paddy and money. An entry in the Nilva~i of 1924-25 (1100 M.E.} 

states 'For Trikidangoor ~ri Subramania Swami • Temple an 

allowance of 18 Para 7.5 Idanhali paddy on the first of every month . .. 
' 

as per orders of the Superintendent, Ettumanoor Group Devaswom. 

Another income from thE! Government is the Valipadu allowed 
•• 0 

every year in commemeration of the 'Cittiratirunal Tirumanasile 

Tripadiyettam' as per orders from the Ettumanoor group Devaswom. . . . 
A representative of the Raja visited the temple every year, stayed 

there to supervise the rituals performed and participated in the 



pa~~adanam ceremony for the Nambudiris. (This representative was 

. ' . from the Vann1pu~a Madom of today's Pathanamthitta district. 1 

As stated earlier, the ~ri Subramania Swami Temple had under 

its administration 17 subsidiary temples. The Edavetti . ... 
Kri1i.maswami temple in Thodupuzha is one of them and it receives 

Rs. 8 16 Chakrams (or Rs.8.04) from the Trikariyoor Devaswom Group 

for maintaining a Vi~a Vi~akk~ (~erpetual lamp) . 

The above comprise the paddy/money income from the Government. 

Income component [A] {Income through sale of articles received as 

offerings 

The next item under paddy/money income is [A] which consists 

of money got from selling oil received as offerings, food offerings 

(Appams), paddy, sandalwood that comes by way of Tulabharam, 

plantains, pepper from the Devaswom gardens, sale of used oil tins, 

rent from the temple!' s elephant, rent from Devaswom buildings 

leased out to shops etc. rent from feasts conducted in the temple 

Uttupuras, income from renting out temple vessels for functions 

etc. 

The Income component [1~] {income through auctioning of articles and 

making contracts 

The item [L] stands for paddy/money income received by way of 

auction (Lelam). This includes as an entry in Nalvali 1933-34 says . . . 
~ 

Tulabharam Vaka Mund~ Lelam Ceitatty. Auction was of dhoties, of 
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plantains, of jaggery, sugar, of livestock, (K5~a Mfiriye Na~akke 

Va~cat~), milk, curds, mats, coconut fronds (tehnola), varriol~ 

etc. 

The "right" to get the contract of conducting the 'fireworks' 

for a whole year was also done through auction 'Veqi Vepp~ avaka~am 

l~larn ~eitatinu'. The "right" to sell oil- was also cution- the 
0 

right is through an auction - 'Velic:.enna Vil'la1nulla Avaka~am'. . . . 

The Income component [V] (income from Corban and voluntary 

donations 

The last major item in paddy/money income is through Valipadu 

(corban). This can be in many forms. The articles used for puja 

and other rituals are rice (special types like O~akkal Ari, Cama 

ari, Gingely oil (from black gingely seeds i.e.unskinned), coconut 

oil, coconuts, milk,· sugar, honey, scrubber (Inja-a special tree 

fibre), Astagandha etc. These are generally offered to the deity 

.in the form of Valipadu by the worshippers. This could be by way 
•• 0 

of Tulabharam (which meant offering articles equivalent to one's 

own weight which may be in terms of plantains, sugar, jaggery etc.) 

or offering sandalwood for annointing of the deity with it 

<candanam carttu> , 
0 

offering livestock, Valipadu for repentence 
•• 0 

(Prayascittam Vakayil), Natakke Satyam Ceita Vakayil in Nalva!i 

1924-25 (for money'), (making a promise), A~ima Vakayil (namesake 

offering of 'generally' a baby to the deity for having helped 

during a certain crisis), Jaladroni Vakakke, Valipadu also takes 
• •• 0 

the form of sponsoring of the expenditure of a whole day's pu.ja or 

may be just the incurring the oil expenditure or conducting an 
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Utsavabeli (Sr~bhutabeli), sponsoring special pujas on the days of 

the grand festival (Tirutsavam) or as lately sponsoring cultural 

performances like Kathakali, -Ottamtullal etc. . . . . . . Valipadu in this .. . 
particular temple quite often takes the form of offerings through 

This could be '"ith offerings of milk, (Pal kava<!i) of 

Camphor ( Karpura kava~i) of rosewater(panineer kavadi), of 

sandalwood (Candana kavadi), of tender coconuts (Karikku kavadi) 

etc. The Nalva~i of 1933--34 neatly lists out the offerings of 54 

no. of Kava<!i for the Taipuyam festival of the temple offered by 

10 Iyers, 25 Nairs, 6 Asaris (Carpenter caste), 2 Narnbudiri~, 1 

Chetty, 1 Varrier, 2 Pisharody and 2 Cakkyars and 5 E~avas) made 

there offering~. 

Va?;.ipa~u ca.n also take the form of conducting Navakams -

Navakam can be of coconut oil, of coconuts, of milk, of sugar, of 

curds, of thread (for lamp wicks) for turmeric and for Daksi~a. 

All these offerings in kind i.nclude money in the form Santi daksi~a 

(daksi~a for the priest conducting it). These offerings could also 

be made solely in money equivalent to the articles involved in that 

particular type of Va~ipa~u and a daksina. 

The income component 'miscellaneous' 

There is a 'miscellaneous' i tern which consists among many 

things, money or paddy accruing to the temple with regard to fines 

as punishment etc. showing the power the Uranma had over the people 
' . 

working for it. In the 1924-25 N~lvali one can see an entry that . .. 
says that one 'Janaki' and 'Karthiayani' were fined 7 chakrams for 

having talked loudly in the Uralpura (paddy dehusking room) while 
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pounding paddy required for Nityanid~nam. 

Paddy-money expenditure 

Corning to the Paddy/Money expenditure components 1 one can 

categorize them under eight major items -

The Expenditure component [AP] (Expenditure on rituals and related 

activities) 

The first one (AP) is expenditure with regard to performance 

of the daily rituals (Nityanid~nam). The expenditure involved with 

regard to rituals during the annual grand festival (Tirutsavam) 

has been excluded from this and listed separately to make it more 

revealing for analytical purposes. This temple has to incur the 

expenditure on rituals of these temples too. The estimate on 

rituals is called Akattupa~itaram. One can take a glance at the 

varying expenditure on Nityanidanam in the four major subsidiary 

temples (Upak~etrarn and the main temple 1 §ri Subramania Swami 

Temple in Table 5.1. 
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Name of the Temple 

1. Net:i.kattu AiyankOikkal · 
~tram • 

2. Filavetti Kri~naswami 
KS~tram, 'l'hodupuzha 

3. Parivararnailgalattu . . 
Murtittukavy (2 temples) 

Area 
(acres) 

1.50 

4. N"elUJ1 'l'aravat?tty 2.36 
K..~tram 

5. KllTI1llaJlOOOr Nada.kkarolrunriel 
Bhagavathi Kavu# . 

6. ~ri 'l'rikidangoor 
Snbram.aJ;lia Swami KSetram 3. 27 

TABLE 5.1 

Period Deity Elcpenditure of paddy for 
. Ni tyanidanam 

30 days Sasta 3 para 
(folk deity) 

30 days Vaisnavite 10 .3 para 

30 days (a) Bhagavati {folk deity) 6 para 
{b) Vaisnavite 

30 days 

30 days 

29 days 
1 day 

Saivite 

Bhagavathi 
{folk deity) 

Saivite 

3.3 para 

2.73 para 

210 para, 9.38 Id~i 
3 para. 1&1/8 Idahn~i 

Source: canpiled fran NUvalis, 1929-30, 193Q-31 and 1933-34. 
# Incorporated into Kidangoor Devaswan only in 1950. This estimate is based on the Nalvali 

of 1955. In 1950, it was realised by the private management of the temple that it was 
impossible to maintain the temple any mor•~ with their material resources and is gave it to 
the Kidangoor Deva..<nlall for management. 
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For certain monthly festivals of these subsidiary temples, 

extra paddy and money are kept aside. For example, in the year 

1933-34, for the monthly festival of Pariyaramangalam Temple' an 

additional Rs. 2.79 was allowed. 

The Expenditure component [Sh] (expenditure on wages/salaries/ 

uc_Jama) 

The next major item of expenditure [sh] consists of the wages 

paid to the different temple functionaries not only in the 1ri 

Kidangoor Subrama~ia Swami Temple but also functionaries in the 17 

subsidiary temples. The different functionaries have been 

mentioned in the previous chapter. People on daily wages have also 

beP.n included under this category. Wages paid of whatever type are 

put together under this category. 'Mariam' (Pulaya) who performs 

the function of Puramtuppu or sweeping of the exterior of the 
~ 

temple gets 3 para paddy as monthly wage according to the 1933-34 

Nalvali. The same job done in 1964-65 gets paid not in paddy but 
. . . . 

in money as Rs. 8. In 1955 it was 5 Para or (20 chakrams = Rs. 

0.70). This is just for a comparison. 

Expenditure component [St] (expenditure on articles purchased and 

' travel expenditure) 

Another major item of expenditure is [st] which consists of 

all kjnds of expenditure on articles purchased for purposes of the 

temple like stationery items for official purposes. The Na~va~i of 

1924-25 gives us a series of stationery items. 2 and their prices 

bought from a stationery store in Kottayarn and in 1933-34 
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stationery being bought from the ~lappu~a 'Munro Shop for 

Stationery' . 

This includes incidental expenditure like seen in Nalvali 

192.4~25, an entry that says 14 chakrams were spent for offering 

betel leaves and arecanuts to the Devaswam Commissioner Rajaraja 

Varma Tampurin when he had come to Kidangoor on inspection rounds. 

Another expenditure brought under this category includes 

travelling expenditure incurred when articles had to be bought from 

far off places or when the ~tutalpiqis of the different De~ava!is 

had to travel to and fro,, travel expenses incurred by the manager 

when visits were made to the Alappula Taluk, Jenmikaram Settlement 

Office etc. When travel was maae through boat, the Valla Kiili 

(boat charge) and Unnu Kuli (rowing charge) were to be incurred . • 
The 1929-30 Nalvali gives the boat and rowing charge was 2 chakrams 

and 11 kaash (10 paise). 

Expenditure on transportation of goods and articles like an 

entry in the 1929-30 Na~va~i, which mentions paddy collected from 

the Desava~i Kavalam brought in one 'Ulahannan's boat and brought, 

through the Meenachil river to the Nelpura Pumukham (courtyard of 

' the temple granary) a to;tal quantity of 3258 Para and 1 5/8 

Idah~a!ls of paddy. The "unloading charge" was 5 Paras for every 

100 paras of paddy unloaded. Expenditure of this kind are also 
I 

included under this item of expenditure. 

Yet another expenditure that comes under [st] is the 

expenditure on food for the elephants brought for special purposes 
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to the tAmple; entry regarding medicine from a diseased elephant. 

The mention is made in N3lvali 1933-34 of spending Rs.12 and 27 . .. 
Chakrams and 4 kaash (13 thirteen British Rupees) for collecting 

articles and herbs meant for treatment of the elephant named 

"Velayudhan". Food for peacocks (maintained in the temple premises 

as the "vehicle" of the deity) and in 1955 Nalvali there is a .. 
mention of expenditure incurred for extraction of oil from a dead 

peakcock for which Rs. 2 and 8 Chakrams (or 2.28 British Rupees) 

were charged. 

F.lectrici ty came to the temple only in 1952 and till then 

kerosene and coconut oil lamps were used on a wide scale. 

Expenditure incurred with regard to this is also included under 

this item [st]. 1929-30 Nalvali makes a mention of 9.5 Tudam of 

coconut oil kept aside for use for a period of 3 months worth Rs. 

2 and 3 chakrams and 6 kaash (2.12 British Rupees) in lamps kept 

at the bathing ghat, granary and office (Kacahri). Kerosene used 

for lighting purposes wa!; 138 Tudams worth Rs. 1 and 18 Chakrams 

(or 1.63 British Rupees}. 

The Devaswom incurred expenditure "of 10 Paras of paddy and 

new dhoties" together with money worth 25 Panams (or Rs. 3.50} in 

terms of a right of the Kara~ava~ (head of the family} in whose 

family there has been a death. This is called Pulakuli Vaka Pativ~ 

1mubhavam. 

Devaswom also incurs expenditure on 'eleemosynary purposes' 

Dharma ~fflavv Vaka. There is mention in Nilvali 1933-34, and in . .. 
Nalvali 1Q41-42 of money kept aside for making donations giving 
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(Dharma Soujanyam) articles of money worth Rs. 29 for a year. In 

the 1933-34"N~lvali, there is an entry that says one sack of rice . .. 
worth 5. 5 British rupees were allowed under the written orders 

( Kalpana) of the Yogam (tira:r:tma) to North-"tndi an 11 landlords 11 who 

were seeking refuge due to the 'scarcity' situation (owing to the 

Depression) along with 300 people for a meal which was altogether 

worth Rs. 5 and 15 chakrams and 8 kaash. 

All the above expenditures come under the item [st] for our 

analytical purposes. 

The expenditure component [Utsavam] (expenditure on the grand 

annual festival) 

The next major item of expenditure is on Utsavam. This being 

the most important ritual (annual) and most expensive. A look at 

the money/paddy_ spent on this festival for different years is very 

interesting. The money spent on it reflects the budgetary position 

of the temple in that particular year. OnF 6an look at the whole 

scene of the festival as an instance of ·potlatch' 3 where the' 

festival is made grand to show the material power of the persons 

involved_ Tt. could also, be seen as an investmP.nt in ·Cultural 

' Capital' Further elaboration of this is given a little later . 

.... 
Expenditure component [U] (Expenditure in aid of the Uranma) 

Another expenditure item categorized is expenditure on the 

6r~~ma (U) in terms of allowances made in paddy and money, in terms 

of special rights during the festival, expenditure for them through 
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the Brahmaswamvaram (feast for t:he Nambudiris once every month). 

Under the right of Sabhajevi tam Santi Adukkavatu' 
• • the Uranma 

members depending on the number of members in each of the Illam 

(Nambudiri family), are allowed a spe;cific number of paras of 

paddy. The 1924-25 Nalvali . .. (Nellu M§tram) has entries showing . co 

this. Under the above mentioned right, Madhuramc,~)ira Illam gets 

40 Paras, Madhavappalli Illam gets 60.98 Paras, Kobl'i"orpally Illam .. 
gets 80 Para and 5 Idaru1ali rice~ so on. 

Expenditure component [M] (Expenditures on repairs and Renovations) 

The next i tern of e~pendi ture is on Maramat (M) - repair, 

renovation, Kala't;a adjustment· E!tc. This includes expenditure on 

repair after destruction by an 'unstable' elephant attack etc. 

(which happened quite often during the festivals). There was one 

major Maramat undertaken in the year 1929-30 just before the 

Utsavam which came up to 78% of the total expenditure for that 

year. Maramat undertaken in th1e subsidiary temples have not been 

included under (M) but has been included under the next item of 

expenditure below. 

Expenditure component [D] (expenditure incurred in the subsidiary 

temples of the De~ava!is) 

This is (D) or expenditure related to the Desava!ls. This 

includes money expended on articles purchased, repairs done etc. 

in the temple of the De~avahis. 
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Expenditure component [K] (expendidure on legal issues) 

The last item of expenditure is (K). This is expenditure on 

court dealings which includes fees for the advocate etc. An idea 

of expenditure on court dealings gives us a clue to the "conflicts" 

over ownership of landholdings. 

The above was an explanation of the different categories 

(components) of paddy/money incomes and paddy/money expenditure. 

TABLE 5.2 
Paddy/omey- Yearly total :incares and total expenditure 

Year Paddy (Para1) Money (Rs.) 
Incane E:Kpa..nd:i. ture In cane Expenditure 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (5) - (4) 

1. 1924-25* 9,872.00 10,272.80 9,684.20 9,214.13 -470.07 

2. 1928-29 13,447.94 10,4'76.78 25,952.60 23,469.76 -2482.84 

3. 1929-30 4,430.65 5,007.19 18,385.70 18,646.43 260.73 

4. 193<r31 7,989.35 8,93·/.32 8,650.48 9,047.18 396.70 

5. 1933-34 16,576.22 15,846.,29 11,825.58 12,708.68 883.10 

6. 1941-42 6,566.99 5,691.00 27,067.38 27,782.76 715.38 

7. 1952-53 981.11 1,285.70 116,337.70 134,454.52 18116.82 

8. 1955 3,289.48 2,682.20 29,511.88 27,085.27 -2426.56 

9. 1961-62 3,027.98 2,687.93 18,501.56 24,323.71 5822.15 

10. 1962-63 2,443.63 4,253.85 29,229.15 122,717.96 93488.81 

11. 1963-64 2,904.95 2,720.30 35,124.15 29,953.59 -5170.56 

12. 1964-65 237.12 2,342.37 58,645.94 38,927.09 -19718.85 
13. 1965-66 882.60 1,012.55 36,309.75 41,959.63 5649.88 

14. 1972 59,043.25 60,199.99 1156.74 
15. 1975 50,075.92 72,118.58 22042.66 
16. 1978 82,920.45 78,084.39 -4836.06 
17. 1980 95,638.81 90,521.18 -5117.63 
18. 1982 11.5,647.40 200,202.18 84554.78 
19. 1983 175,497.20 176,443.74 946.54 
20. 1985 198,012.15 217,142.52 19130.376 
------------------------------------------
Source: Totalled up fran the respective Nal.valis and canpiled. 
* This year had two Na:J,vaJ.is maintained (a) i)addy alone 

(b) ooney alone. 
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Intervals between the years is not uniform since the 

accounting methods used inc ertain years are different from the 

general pattern and comparison is therefore not possible. 1924-25 

' was the oldest Nalvali available and so this is the first entry. . .. 
The year 1929=30, 1930-31 are deliberately chosen to see what 

effect the 'Depression' had on the paddy/money incomes and 

expenditure in the temple. The year 1933-34 was chosen to look at 

the year while the 'effect of the depression was waning'. The years 

1941-42, 1952-53 and 1955 are merely chosen to represent. the 

decades of the 40's and the 50's. Perusal of the Nalvalis of the 

40's did not show any major events or changes in the temple 

economy, hence only one representative year of the 40's has been 

chosen. Five consecutive years beginning from 1961-62 have been 

taken for consideration because the effects of the Land Reforms 

were beginning to be se~n already during this period. The Nilvalis 

of 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971 were not available for use. 1972 

comes next, which is the year just after the Land Reforms 

enactment, and so an interesting year to look at. This marks the 

beginning of the Post-Land Reform period of our study. 

The above Table gives us a bird's eye-view of the budgetary 

position of the temple economy during these twenty years before and 

after the Land Reforms. One is ~ot able to come to any definite 

conclusions by just looking at this 'aggregate' table. To get at 
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the heArt of its working one has to conduct an income and 

expenditure analysis. The income and expenditure totals have to be 

decomposed into the items respectively the income and expenditure 

as explained in the above paragraphs. This was done for the years 

1924-25, 1929-30, 1933-34, 1955, 1964-65, 1972, 1975, 1978, 1982 

and 1985 (10 years in all). 

TABLE 5.3 

Decomposition of paddy income 

PADDY INCOME (Para) 
Year ----------------·------------------------------------------------------

Mi s A L v Misc. Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1924-25 9872 9872 
(100%) 

1929-30 3642.27 694.53 93.00 4430.fi5 
(82.2%) (15.68%) (2.10%) 

1933-34 14511..32 225.25 943.3 896.35 16576.22 
(87.54%) (1. 36%) (5.70%) (5 .41%) 

1955 2198.8 1090.31 3289.48 
(66.84%) (33.14%) 

1964-65 217.50 19.62 237.12 
(91. 77%) (8.28%) 

1972-85 

Source: Compiled from the respective Nalvalis 
Mi - income from Land Revenue; S - income from Government; 
A. - Income from Rent and sale of articles; L - income from auction; 
V - income from voluntary donation 
Misc. - Miscellaneous 
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Table 5.4 

Decomposition of paddy expenditure 

PADDY EXmml'I'URE (PARA) 

~'P Sh u St Utsavam M K D 
Year 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 

1924-25 2617.83 3498.14 780 3376.83 
{25.48%) (34.05%) (7 .59%) {32.87%) 

1929-30 1025.89 1323.75 815.22 28.3 695.80 9.35 1108.87 
{20.49%) (26.44%) (16.28%) (0.57%) (13.9%) (0.19%) (22.15%) 

1933-34 4801.79 1818.55 394.9 926.131 1954.50 53.8 33.9 5651.72 
(40.3%) {11.48%) (2.49%) (5.8~;) (12.33%) {0.34%) (0.25%) (36.67%) 

1955 ?.679.56 8.64 
(99.9%) (0.10%) 

1964-65 2312.04 21.33 
{99.9%) (0.91%) 

1972-85 

Source: Cmpiled fran the respective Nalvaiis 
Ap - Expenditure on rituals; Sh - Expenditure on wages; U - Expenditure on Uranma; 
St - Expenditure on articles purchased; M - Expenditure on repair and renevation; 
K - Expenditure on court dealings; D - Expenditure on desavali temples. 

Total 

9 

10272.8 

5007.19 

15846.29 

2682.2 

2342.37 

Table 5.2 and 5.3 clearly shows that paddy income stopped with the 

year 1964-65. After this i.e. from 1972 all income was solely in 

terms of money. 

Looking at the amount of (Mi) for the different years we see 

a very steep fall in paddy income,in the year 1955. This could be 

a sign of alienation of Devaswom lands or it could also be that 

[Mi] (income from Land Revenue) was being remitted more in terms 

of money than in terms of paddy. This could be because the tenants 

kept the paddy with themselVE!S to courter the scarcity of food and 

money owing to the Depression and postponed remittance of (Mi) to 

the temple until better times came by. So, in 1933-34, we see a 
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large number of tenants remitting under Ku~i,ika or arrears and 

the Mi was high relative to 1929-30. By 1964-65~ the enactment of 

the Land Reforms, had taken deep roots making the income from Mi 

paltry and in 1972-85, one can see that there was no revenue in 

terms of paddy. 

Moving over to the Expenditure analysis, Table V.4, the item 

contributing highest towards the expenditure of paddy in the year 

1924-25 was [sh] or wages paid to the temple functionaries. Wages 

were predominantly paid in kind rather than money. The Utsavam the 

second highest expenditure i tern ( 32. 87%) redistributed 3376.83 

paras of paddy. Expenditure on Akattu Pa~ittaram [AP] for rituals 

came third ( 25. 48%) . In the year 1929-30, the same order of 

expenditure holds - expenditure of paddy was most in the case [sh] 

paying wages. Paddy for rituals was only second. The data for 

paddy expended for Utsavam could not be clearly ascertained from 

the Nalvali. . .. There is a major change in the year 1933-34. Here, 

the highest item of expenditure unlike the [sh] in the previous 

years was [AP] . Paddy was predominantly being used only for 

rituals . including the Utsavam. [AP] is the major item of 

expenditure of paddy for the year 1955 (99.9%) and 1964-65 

(99.09%). Paddy was used for rituals and not for payments. 

Now, a look a~ Table 5.3 and 5.4 helps in analyzing income and 

expenditure in terms of money for the years considered. This gives 

an idea of how paddy (kind) gets gradually replaced by money as 

monetization process sets in. 
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~;ABLE 5·5 

tleaJRilOSitiat of lbley incane 

KM'{ INal1E 

Year Mi s v L A Misc. Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

19?A-25 6361.7 216 1.511.5 66 1533 9688.20 
(65.69) (?..33) {15.6) (0.6) (15.8) 

1929-30 1762.08 736.6 11539.55 244.97 2794.49 1308.01 18385.70 
(9.58) (4.00) (62. 76} (18.3) (15.2} (7 .11) 

1933-34 8497.6 100.38 1455.4 367.5 1695.14 11825.58 
(71.85} (0.85} (12.31) (3.10) (14.33) 

1955 16518.77 11207.38 417.12 1241.19 127.42 29511.88 
(55.97) (37 .. 98} (1.41) (4.21) (0.43) 

1964-65 35157.84 513.51 20536.33 1747.00 691.26 58645.94 
(59.95} (0.88} (35.01) (2. 98) (1.18) 

1972 28756.15 22643.00 2813.50 4840.60 59043.25 
(48.69) (38.35) (4. 77) (8.20) 

1975 27723.64 152015.68 700.00 6346.11 99.49 50075.92 
(55.36) (30.37) (11.48) (1?.. 67) (0.2) 

1978 27182.15 3944H.98 6377.5 9709.62 202.2 82920.45 
(32.78) (47 .57} (7.69) (11.71} (0.24) 

1.982 ?.71.82.15 74911.35 1.751..5 1.1802.4 115647.40 
(23 .5) (64."17) (1.51) (10. 21) 

1985 27382.15 151426.65 2050 17353.35 198012.15 
(13. 72} (76.47) (1.04) (8. 76) 

Source: Canpiled fran the respective N<tlv~is 
Mi - incane fran Land Revenue; S - incane fran Government; 
A - Income from Rent and sale of articles; L - income from auction; 
V - inccroe from voluntary donation 
Mise. - Miscellaneous 



Table 5.6 

Deootqxlsiti.oo of 1t:ney ER:peOOiture 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KOftEY EXP~JDITORE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'fear Ap Sh 0 St Utsavn 
" 

J n Loan lise. Total 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 10 11 
------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1924-25 1241.11 1081.26 161.94 1446.69 2866.73 1440.31 976.49 9214.13 
(13.48) (11.73) (1.16) (15.70) (31.11) (15.63) 00.6) 

1929-30 906.29 158.51 335.88 1335.63 14562.41 429.9 317.15 18646.43 
(4.86) (4.01) (1.8~) (7.16) (78j (2.31) (1.1) 

1933-34 3012.06 1014.94 13.63 1644.33 1668.66 122.54 4311.53 629.12 165.87 12108.68 
OLIO) (7. 99) (0,58) (12. 9) (13.13) (0. 96) (34.45) (5.00) (1.3) 

1955 10988.66 3434.77 175.53 4468.23 6617.02 m.96 134.39 313.11 27085.27 
{40.57) (12.69) (0.65) (16.4) (24.43) {3. 52) . (0.5) (1.16) 

1964-65 12165.30 6631.01 1212.00 1144.83 13989.94 3601.68 182.33 38927.09 
{31.25) (17 .03] {3.11) {2. 94) (35. 94) (9.25) (0 .47) 

.J 

1972 11601.2 15296.01 4930 7333.17 18139.96 305.4 1915.00 611.25 60191.99 
(1U1) (1.5.41) (8 .19) (12 .18] 1.10.14] (0. 51) (3.18] (1.12) 

1975 2265.25 12860 1841.83 23433.5 22304 ~110 1298.00 72118.58 
(3.14) (11.83] (5.33) (32.49) (30.93) (8.47) 0.8] 

1978 578.7 13105 8'108.75 33031.31 97 8. 64 1142.00 3020.00 17000 520.00 18084.39 
(0. 74! (16.80) 01.15) (42.3) (1.25) (1.46) (3.87) (21. 71) (0.67) 

1982 750 29515.85 7565.98 60818.9 98466.46 614.00 2471.00 200202.18 
(0 .37) (14.47) (3.18). (30J8) (49 .18) (0.01) (1.21) 

1985 1138 26895.00 60348.48 96243.04 4926.00 moo 92.00 211142.52 
(0.57.) (IU9) (21.19) ( 44. 32) (U7) (12.66) (0.04) 

-------------------------------------------------··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: Co•niled fro• the resnective lalvalis . . .. 
Ap - llpenditnre on rituals; Sh - Expenditure a~. rages; 0 - Expenditure on iranu; 
St - Expenditure nn articles purchased; K - Expenditure on repair and renevation·; 
r - E1penditnre on court dealings; n - Expenditure on desavali telples. 
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One can begin by comparing Table 5.3 and Table 5.5. This is 

to first of all see how remittance of [Mi] (or revenue from land) 

shifted towards payment in money rather than paddy ·from around 

1955. This can be clearly seen when the two columns sharing [Mi] 

in paddy and the other in money are compared. 

Before the year 1972, remittance of [Mi] had totally stopped 

and (Mi) which till then even in terms of money (as seen from Table 

5.5) was the source of at least 60% of the total income and the 

highest of all sources of income [Mi] was the chief resource base 

that the temple ecomomy until 1964-65 based itself on. 

Looking again at Table 5. 5 the second highest source of 

income, ofcourse considerably less than (at least by half) income 

from [Mi] is income from [V] uptil the year 1964-65. In the 

depression year 1929-30, all the i terns had behaved differently 

compared to the previous years prior to and after the Depression. 

In this particular year [Mi] generated only 9. 58% of income as 

money which can be clearly explained by the general depression in 

th'e world system (economy) leading to severe scarcity of money and 

goods. This fall in income from [Mi] was compensated for a 62.8% 

incoming through (V] - voluntary donations, offerings made in 

different kinds etc. to kee.p the temple economy going. 

Incidentally this seemed to resemble the state of the temple 

economy that was to come from the year 1972 i.e. the post-Land 

Reform period - [Mi] ceased being a source of income for the temple 

having alienated-its lands to the tenants (at least 52% of them 

being ~hristians) on account of the enactment of the Land Reforms 

which did not leave untouched the Devaswom properties. 
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This was a major structural change related to the temple 

functioning. [Mi] ceased to become the major resource base which 

it was until the year 1964-65 and it was replaced by an income 

source which had a tremendous potential of strengthening the 

financial position of the temple economy. 

There is a second source which is a considerably low 

contribution to the temple income compared to [V] . This is the 

income accruing from the Government annually (i) Rs. 14038.15 as 

Jenmikaram Compensation Alloance and ( ii) Rs .14708 as Interim 

Annuity. This is an almost constant amount as seen from the table. 

In any case, the crucial variable is [V] which becomes the 

core of the temple economy. This is very significant for the 

temple. [V] becomes the material base of the temple. The natural 

re~ponse was to enhance [V] . 

One can take a second look at the rate with which the 

percentage contributed by [V] increases from 1972 to 1985 showing 

the temple's response to the Land Reforms its survival strategy). 

A careful scrutiny of the money expenditure reveals that a 

major item of expenditure has bE~en on [AP] or on the temple rituals 

(crucial for ritual integration of the society). In the years 

1924-25 and 1964-65, expenditure on 'Utsavam' was higher than that 

expenditure on [AP]. Taking them together (Utsavam also being a 

temple ritual), one notices that this has that those have been the 

major source of expenditure. Payment [sh] to the temple 

functionaries was very secondary with respect to expenditure on 



(AP] and 'Utsavarn'. One can argue that [sh] in money has not shown 

itself as a major item of expenditure because the rest of the [sh] 

were paid in kind {paddy) as seen from Table 5. 6. But this 

argument holds good only until 1964-65. Here, we see that [sh] 

has not shown an increase, even after payment was being made 

totally in money, i.e.in the post-Land Reform period. It was only 

in 1972, immediately after the Land Reforms that it rose to 25% 

from the previous 17% in 1964-65. But after this one can see that 

[sh] as an expenditure item has been sharing a falling tendency. 

This can be very revealing. 

The survival strategy which is very much predictable was as 

follows - [V] {Voluntary donations) had to be increased by all 

measures and [sh] and [st] had to be reduced. Expenditure item 

[st] was not reduciblH leaving only these two variables for ample 

manipulation. In 1972, the old list of temple functionaries had 

become redundant and a 'srikariam' office was set up in the temple 

with a person {n charge. 

Reduction in [sh] .led to conflicts among the temple 

functionaries (especially the inner ones-- Muttad, varrier etc.}. 

The Na~va~is of 1972-85 do not mentioin these Ambalavasis anymore 

as rightful receivers of offerings to the deity - Anubhavakkar or 

Karanmakkar but they are given ~ambalam/U~arna (or wages) just as 

other outer temple functionaries. One can see this from the 

respective Nalvalis. Neither were wage rates inside the temple 

revised with respect to the general wage rates leaving the 

functionaries dissatisfied. 
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The temple inspite of being based on a functional 

interdependence of independent agents is not an ill-disciplined 

collection of people. Certain authority does exist and certain 

norms for this authority existed. These norms which varied from 

temple to temple are legitimised by conventions in the history and 

on a very fragile consenses. So changes in the social and 

political ·environment of the temple could accept this delicate 

system easily and conflicts would emerge. When the 'share' of an 

individual or group is threatened, conflict is only natural. For 

this it becomes clear that the only authority the individuals in 

the temple recognise is that of the deity's. (Appadurai 1981: 47). 

The Muttad had and the Kulannara Muttad) had an additional 

function care takers of the De11aswom treasury. This function 

seemed to have been disregarded by the management leading to 

unaccounted money and gold transactions for private purposes. As 

a disapproval of the state of affairs the Miittad gave in a 

resignation from the role of a Muttad in the temple in March 19824 

stating the reasons for the resignation as a dissatisfaction with 

the money received as monthly income which was hardly enough to 

make ends meet and unhappiness with the misuse of the treasury with 

almost 900 gms of gold taken away and not recorded anywhere from 

the Muttad hold. 

Along with these structural changes, a new group of persons -

- the 'Donors' came to play an important role. The 'Donors' were 

mainly of the Nair, Goldsmith and Tamil Brahmin castes. The rituals 

during Utsavam and on the ordina.ry days get sponsored by these 

Donors. It was just not the rituals that get sponsored but the oil 
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meant for lighting lamps on special occasions, fireworks, cultural 

entertainments like Kathakali, Ottamtullal, Pathakam etc. which . . . 
initially were conducted unde!r the aegis of the Devaswom, have 

become sponsored by different donors. 

The motivations of these 'Donors' could have been different. 

Some sponsor say for example a sribhutabeli puja during the Utsavam 

not because they can really afford to sponsor it but was done as 

as a promise to the deity for having helped during a crisis in 

life. But the major share of donors are business people {of mainly 

these three castes) who use the occasion as an advertisement and 

to gain societal regard. 

Another strategy adopted for increasing Voluntary Donations 

adopted was to change the Aratt:u route - whcih was the carrying of 
•• 0 

the image of the deity on the final day of the Utsavam on elephant 

back by the Mel~anti {head pri,est) along the roads of the village 

so that the people could make offerings to the deity from their 

homes {it is akin to the deity visiting the houses of the 

villagers) . These offerings are called Para Vaippu. • A specific 

amount in money is paid on account. Offerings in kind are also 

made. Para Vaippu was done only during the return journey of the 
0 

deity to the temple which was in the early hours of the morning. 

Now, the route has been changed to accommodate collection of 

offerings from greater number of houses. The procession now leaves 

much earlier, almost at noon {while it only left after sunset 

previously) and returns early morning the next day. 



After 'land', rituals seem to have occupied the place of the 

chief resource base of the temple. Every ritual seemed to have a 

'Donor' behind it to incur the expenditure involved. It is at this 

juncture that one sees the Kerala temple resemble the Tamil Nadu 

and Andhra temples who <:~lways have a strong patronage from a 

section of 'Donors'. Ofcourse these donors of the Kerala temple are 

different from the donors of the ancient Tamil Nadu and Andhra 

temples in that they do not donote.as part of an investment. 

The Tirupati inscriptions dealt essentially with a list of 

religious endowments of land and money. The temple during the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was favoured with the patronage 

of the Vijayanagara rulers. Between 1456 and 1570, the temple was 

granted more than a 100 villages and large quantities of money as 

endowments whose income was utilised for the performance of rituals 

in the names of more than 300 'Donors'. The land endowments had 

two functions - to yield an income to maintain a specified ritual 

service in the name of the 'Donor' of the land and to provide a 

productive place to invest funds granted to the temple for the 

performance of services in the name of the 'Donor' of the money. 

(Stein 1960: 163-4). 

' Stein classifies the 'Donors' into three groups - the State 

Donors, Temple functionaries and local residents and merchants. 

Throughout the sixteenth century, the 'Donors' granted money to the 

temple because their endowments were to be invested in the lands 

of the temple. In short, the temple economy was strongly supported 

by a section of patrons of 'Donors'. {Ibid: 165). 
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In the Tiruvalla Copper Plates mention is made of land 

donations. They were donations of different forms and for 

different purposes. But the nature of donation seemed to paltry in 

terms of monetary value from that of the donations made in the 

Andhra and Tamil Nadu temples. For example, looking at the list of 

donors of the Tiruvalla temple. (Veluthat 1978: 42-3) There an 

entry of one Virachola Kilan Alikal who made donation of a 

Tiruvilakku (lamp), a Vaniyan (merchant) from Ceylon made a 
• 0 

donation of a Tiruvamirtu (food offering}, Raman rotavarMa~ made 
0 

a donation equivalent to the expenditure in oil expenses etc. This 

just shows the contrast in the scale of donations made in the 

Brahmanical Kerala temple~ and that of similar temples in the other 

States. 

The temple only partially integrated the non-Hindus and the 

Pulayas into the system. The cultivating skills of Christians and 

Pulayas were exploited to ensure returns to be used for rituals and 

redistribution to the upper strata (Uranma and Karanma). The 

redistribution incorporated only members of the society with a 

certain ritual status. This was lacking with respect to the 

Christian community and the Pulayas. This being so, in the post 

Land Reform period after the temple had lost its assets in land, 

it could not incorporate Chri'stians to give a prop to its 

disintegrating economy. The only resort were the Hindu 'donors'. 

The main reason behind the temple performing the integrated 

functions was its ability to incorporate members of different 

communities into one community of worship. (Spencer 1968: 292). 

Patronising of temples was used as a strategy for creating 
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r:~ll.eg:i r:~nces on t.he 1 oct=~] level in 'T'Rmi l N!'!du during the Vi.jayanagar 

Age. (Appadurai 1977: 55-9}. One can see a similar motivation 

behind the sponsoring of rituals in an institution like the temple 

through which social political and economic status could be 

enhanced. 

' 
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NOTES 

1. Oral communication from Alathingal Raman Pillai, Age 84 years. 

2. To mention a few - based on the (1924-25) Nalvali (for money) 

Rs. 
1. Leather Book 1 no. 10 
2. Ink bottle 3 
3. Perumalchetty Pencil 
4. Mashi Gulika (ink pellets) -
5. Ordinary pencil 
6. Nib (4 nos.) 
7. Feather pen (2 nos.) 
8. Holder (2 nos.) 
9. 12 Rathel paper 

Price 
Chakram 

6 
8 
7 
2 
1.5 
2 
5 
4 

14 

Kashu 
8 

3. See Helen Ulrich 'Hindu Potlatches: Ceremonial Reciprocity and 
Prestige in Karnataka' in Ulrich (ed.) Competition and 
Modernisation in South Asia, pp. 27-59. 

4. Oral Communication with Narayanalllangalatbu Mootha.d family 
headman and reading a copy of the resignation. 
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CH.A.PTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present study aimed at analyzing the temple-society 

articulation in a transitional village. Here, the village was not 

defined in the geographical or territoral sense but in terms of a 

'temple domain' which compri:3ed of lands situated in various 

villages under the control of the tmeple. The temple was seen to 

have played a role similar to that of a 'segmentary state' with its 

own domain or area of control. The village was viewed as a self

sufficient unit based on simple division of labour with the temple 

being the major instituion and the focal point of the system. This 

institution expressed itself as a decentralised structure of power 

having political, economic, ritual and cultural dimensions serving 

to integrate the village economy. 

The Indian village has its own peculiar institutional 

arrangements with regard to the production, consumption and 

distribution of produce among its members. It requires a set of 

tools different from the ones used in formal economic analysis 

adopted in studying the capitalist-societies. This study therefore, 

was conducted with a substantivist stance using the fundamental 

approach of the Polanyian school which views the economy as being 

'embedded' in the social fabric of the village society. The 

'embedded' economic substratum expresses itself in specific forms 

of transaction like reciprocity and redistribution. This is 

precisely what one sees in varying forms in any Indian village 

society in transition. In the Kerala context, the temple as an 

institution is seen to be the structure of power which legitimizes 

rights and obligations (or reciprocal transitions) of economic 



significance and thereby influences the allocat 1"on of resources, 

the level of income and the distribution of wealth. The object of 

study on hand is a society based predominantly on reciprocity 

articulating through its major instituion - the temple. 

The formalist analysis was rejected because formalist 

definition of social value is equal to just a sum of the private 

values. Its biggest limitation, was that it ignored social change. 

The substantivist approach on the other hand viewed the economy as 

a component of culture rather than an end-satisfying sum of 

individual labour. One realizes that terms like demand, supply and 

price are to be substituted with concepts like requirements, 

resources and equivalencies (Barter ratios) to understand these 

kind of societies which have their own institutional arrangements 

instead of the market. However, one observed that the substantive 

approach also has its own limiations and is not suited for all 

situations. In our study, for example, a blending of the 

substantive approach with the sytem - sysystem approach was found 

beneficial for a more comprehensive understanding of the temple-

village economy situation. 

We began our analysis by looking at the institutional 

arrangements with regard to agrarian production because integration 

becomes possible through land and labour. The chief resource base 

of the temple being la;nd and distribution of rights over land 

varying across tenants belonging to different castes, an analysis 

of tenurial patterns had become necessary. This gave us an 

understanding of the varying access to the means of production and 

the pattern of allocation of land to different sections of the 
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society. The jenmi-kudiyan sampradayam being the traditional land 

system in Kerala, an understanding of the landlord (temple)-tenant 

relation became improtant. In other words, what is required is an 

understanding of the rights and obligation of the landlord and 

tenant based on reciprocity or functional interdepdnence and not 

one of market transactions. The different types of land tenures 

have been looked at as a relationship based on 'conditioned 

reciprocity' between landlord and tenant. Some tenures are of a 

temporary nature or tenancy-at-will (like Vei-umP"att;:om) and some of 

a more permanent kind (the Kanapattom and Ma}apattom) . . . . . . Since 

different tenures signify different landlord-tenant relationships, 

it was felt necessary to find the dominance of certain kinds of 

tenures on these Devaswom lands. 

The first quest was to enquire into the relationship between 

the size of holding and the caste of the tenant. It was found that 

the ~hristian tenants had the largest number of holdings. The Nair 

tenants followed next. The other tenants who cultivated the 

Devaswom lands were the Ezhavas, Nambudiris, Ambalavasis, Tamil 

Brahmins (Iyers), K~atriyas, Ve~+ala Pillai and Muslims. 
' 
The 

Christian tenants dominated every size category including the 

~argest size category (20 and above acres) . The total acreage held 

by the Nair tenants was 71.5 acres while.the Christian tenants held 

813 acres. But the avera<;Je size of holding of Nair tenants was 

twice the average size of holding of the Christian tenants. This 

is because the number of Christian tenants is much higher than the 

number of Nair tenants. It is interesting to note that the temple 

lands were cultivated by Christian tenants more than the Hindu 

tenants. 
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An attempt was made to find out if there existed any 

relationship between the~ land tenure - type and the caste of the 

tenant. In other words the attempt here is to find out if tenants 

of a particular caste had cultivated the lands under conditions of 

a particular tenure. For example certain service tenure like the 

Kijttu Virutti are performed by a particular caste. It was found 
0 

that the dominant tenures were the Tnettam and Kanapattom tenures. . . . .. 
This is significant because they suggest a superior relationship 

between the landlord (temple) and tenant. These tenancies show a 

mortgager-mortgagee relationship and not a master-slave 

relationship as signified by a tenancy-at-will type of tenure. 

Dominance of these superior types of tenancies show upon the wealth 

status of the tenants. It has been seen that inferior tenancies 

like Ve~umpa~~orn (tenure under which full assessment is made) are 

almost nonexistent. The service tenures like the K~ttu Virutti, 
0 

Anubhoga~ and A~ima are mechanisms by which integration exclusively 

through labour was achieved. The service tenures were predominantly 

cultivated by Hindu tenants since the conditions of lease required 

specific services to be rendered to the temple and the Uranma. 

Based on the tenure under which the tenant cultivated, they 

occupied a hierarchy of economic positions. A simple lease holder 

held a lower economic position than a permanent lease holder ( who 

were wealthy landholders). But this does not always have to be so. 

Some tenures are ca.ste/ri tual based. So, the dominance of a 

particular tenure signifies the ecomomic and social position of the 

majority of tenants initiating the Devaswom lands. The attempt to 

unravel the relationship if any between a particular tenant caste 

and a particular land-type revealed that the superior type of land 

(which is the most fertile) wer~held by the Christians. This could 
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be because the Christian tenants were in a better economic position 

to bargain with the ~r~~ma with respect to the other tenants on 

account of their higher economic status by the early twentieth 

century. It could also mean that the Christians being the more 

'needier' of the tenants and therefore more willing to cultivate 

peripheral land which was under the Uranma. They were willing to 

take up new lands for cultivation by clearing forests, reclaiming 

land from water bodies etc. These lands being cultivated for the 

first time would be more fertile. The relationship between the 

land type and tenure here seemed negative. 

The temple helped integrate the landed class, tenants, sub

tenants and the tillers ito a production-distribution system based 

on this and obligations f:rom the base to the top. The lands 

redistributed by the temple to different sections of the society 

on specific conditions of lease received in return fixed shares of 

produce in terms of Pa~~om, Miccavaram, Jenmibnogam etc. Pattom and 

Mi~cavaram being assessments and Jenmibhogam move a form of tribute 

than assessment. This is when, one realizes the necessity of 

viewing this kind of economy with a substantive stands rather than 

using a formalist per~pective. 

The produce from the Devaswom lands got pooled in the temple 

granary in terms of Pat~om, Miccavaram and other forms of revenue. 

More than half of the Devaswom tenants were Christians. It is this 

section of tenants that provided most of the produce. The 

redistributed shares accruing to the members of the leisure class 

(Ura~ma) and the sterile class (Artisans etc. not directly related 

to the production of agrarian produce) were estimated to spot the 
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beneficiaries. Paddy and money redistributive charts were prepared 

to get a structural and functional view of the process of 

redistribution. More than half of the producing class were 

Christians but the redistribution incorporated exclusively the 

Hindu non-producing sections of the society. Almost 40% of the 

total produce redistributed was received by the superior caste, the 

Nambudiris, around 30% by the Ambalavasis, 29% by the Nairs and 

only 1% by the Artisan caste. It is the leisure class that 

benefitted most from the redistribution since it is structured in 

such a way as to benefit them which means that political status of 

the centre of redistribution is vi tal in deciding the shares 

received by different sections of the society. For example, if it 

is a feudal set up as seen in our case the shares would be 

favourable to the 'Feudal lord' and so on. The analysis of 

redistribution shared the functional interdependence that the 

temple institution maintained to help reproduce relations of 

production (or stabilit~·). Redistribution 

demonstration of right::; and obligations 

is but 

and 

an organised 

reflects the 

integrative role the temples play in the village economy. 

With the Land Reform (by 1969-70) the temple had lost its 

chief resource base that was land and was compensated only by a 

pal try sum of money by the State. Land Reforms acted as the 

exogenous 'disturbance' threatening to disintegrate the village 

ecomomy or the temple domain. For understanding the response of the 

temple to the Land Reforms and its integrative role thereafter, the 

post Land-Reform period was studied. This was in aid of finding at 

the factor that could have substituted land as the maternal basis. 

The Land-Reforms brought about a major structural change to the 
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temple domain. A comparative analysis of the paddy/money incomes 

and paddy/money expenditure was conducted for the pre and post Land 

Reform periods. Of the major component of income, the income from 

land (almost 90%) was the highest in the pre-Land Reform period. 

While in the post Land reform period the hgihest share of income 

was from the component 'Voluntary donations'. This is significant 

because it reflected the rise of a new group of people called the 

'donors' who were to become important to the temple economy in the 

post-Land Reform period. This set a trend of 'commercialization of 

rituals' with the donors sponsoring every ritual and increasing 

competition amongst them for sponsoring the costliest ritual 

especially during the annual ground ten day festival. 

Indigenous social institutions like the temple had a very 

important role in integrating the various elements of the village 

community into a structural whole through the ritualistic and 

economic status it enjoyed in the Kerala society. In an agrarian 

society Land is the chief resource base, the hold over which 

ultimately determines the nature of social organization. A drastic 

change in the production relations therefore radically alters the 

micro system of the hierarchy of power, with certain social 

institutions losing the grip over the economy which gets slowly 

disembedded following the development of the capitalist mode of 

production. Kerala temple appears to be one such example of a 

social institution which over time lost its importance as a major 

integrating force in.the village economy. However, although this 

particular role of the Kerala temple has ceased to exist, its 

ritualistic and ideological significance gives it a p:fQ,m:inent 

position as a socio-religious institution in the village society 
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even today. But its survival is based on the donations from the 

public and not on its-own agrarian surplus. 

The redistributive role of the temple merely remains symbolic 

representing the collapse of the old socio-economic structure with 

the temple at its apex. 
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APPENDIX I 

Historical Background of the Sri Subramania Swami Temple, Kidangoor 

The political structure of the present day Kerala in olden 

days was characterised by segmentary autonomous administrative 

units, each ruled by a Samanta Ksatriya. Nothing can be 

conclusively said about the existence of a centralised Government 

comprising all these units at any point in history. 

According to the oral tradition of the village Kidangoor, the 

temple was built by a Ksatriya Samanta called Manayil Adiyodi who . . 
is supposed to have migrated to 'Tekkan Vendanad' (the old name for . . . 
Kidangoor) from north Kerala. Nothing is conclusively known about 

the period of this event or the factors behind it. It is said that 

the A4iy;~i family returned to north Kerala when their sway over 

the regions had come to a close. Their descendents are believed to 

be still existing. 

The temple was built on the southern bank of the Meenachil 

river at a sharp bend with Lord Vishnu as the chief deity. 

Subsequently another deity Lord Subrahmania was also consecrated. 

Since there were few temples worth the name nearby, people from far 

and near came to worship there. Consequently the temple complex was 

slowly enlarged by building additional structures like Balikkalpura 

and Nalambalam. Structures like 'Manqapam' and 'Naqapura' 

~haracteristic~ of Brahmanical temples in Kerala are absent here. 

It is worth enquiring whether this implies that Brahmins had no 



sway over the temple affairs in the initial phase. But it appears 

that control ~f the temple was later taken over by the NambUdiri 

Uranma. Due to lack of space, it is the Mukhaman<;lapam situated 

between the present Madapalli door and southern wall of the Srikoil . . . 
that is used for Veda chanting by Brahmins. 

The history of the eme~rgence of the Brahmin settlement in 

Kidangoor is still not clear for dearth of evidences. The legend 

is that a {:rift among the Nambudiris of the Panniyur Settlement 

over treatment of Pa~ade1i BJrahmins who had migrated to Kerala led 

certain Nambudiri families to leave the settlement and go 

southwar.ds. A section of these Vedic Brahmins were welcomed by the 

Adiyodi family to settle down in Kidangoor. Nambudiris by degrees, . . 
gained total control over the temple and the Aqiy5~i family had to 

leave the place after giving away the temple and its lands to a 

governing committee of Nambttdiris. This committee comprised the 

senior members of the Nambudiri families, Kongorpally, 

Oniopullattu, . ~~:eruvalli, 
• • 0 # • 

Tirutti, Calatirutti, Malamel, 

Malavelippuram, Muryothumalatmel, Nellipula, .. Kallampa~~y, Va~ana, 

-y;,. • y;, ' • Oc,_)er1c:.s:eruva111, MadhavappatlltJi and Madhuram~:,_>ira, all of which 

still exist. 

It was the establishment of the Nambudiri rule that the name 

of the village was changed from Tekkan Vet:tqana? to Kidangoor, 

following the erection of a mud wall between the Vadakkumkoor and 

Tekkumkoor states with a 'Kidangu' 
• II 

(i.e. a deep trench} . The 
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remnants of this fort can be seen even today. 

The establishment of smaller temples in different regions 

under the administrative control of the Sri Subrama~ia Swami temple 

began from very early times. Temples at Uttamasivapuram, 

Ayyankoikkal, Murti ttuka,ru, Edavetti, Kava lam, Mev ada, Elanji etc. 
• • 0 • • • • 

gives testimony to this fact. 

A short description of the native perception of the history 

of the region and the temple is provided in Unni (1979: 202-11). 
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lPPEIDII II 

L11d leaister Entry Systea 

••.•. Talui ••••. Patuti 
--------------------·------------------------------··----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Survey lo. Revenue lo. Vastuvinte 

Vis term 
A C 

lila a/ 
Purayidu 

Inu lndu Tbandapern 
lnaber Juaber 

m 4 84 Purayidn lanap1,ttaa 1105 12 
2857 

61 0 87 Jilu Venpattaa 1086 134 
2125 

lndonnukku 
!dayn 

lellu Panu 
Rs/Cb/l P/E/K 

Kndiyanavante 
Poornmya 
Peru 

4/5/12 1/ 2/4 Jerikkattukara, Vettukattil 
lunjiaaaa Parvatbiaaaa 

12/6/- -/5/- Alunkal Kadattil !uttu 
lrishnayyan 

The settlement register follows the same pattern as in the 
land register but has extra columns after the column 
Nilam/Purayidam which shc>ws the 'Tarataram' (Land type 1-13}, 
another column that shows the number of coconut trees with a sub
column showing the coconut: tree type (1-8}, a next column showing 
the number of arecanut trees and yet another column showing the 
number of jack trees. The final column shows the amount of 
Settlement Pattern payable by the tenant. 

The Jenmikaram Register follows the same pattern as in the 
Land Register but deals with only lands on kanappattam tenure. The 
final column shows the jenmikaram payable by the tenant. 
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No. of 
holdings 

62 
1 

488 
2 

226 
5 

674 
24 
43 

153 
1 

91 
133 

7 
1 
1 

81 
363 

11 
1 
3 
2 
3 

12 
3 

132 
243 

APPENDIX III 

Area (in acres) based on the Jenmikaram Register 

Taluk Pakuti Area 
Acre Cent 

Meenachil Elakkad 31 63 
" Uzhavur 36 
" Kidangoor 382 81 
II Kidangoor 1 26 
" Puliyannur 365 68 
It Bharanganam 2 40 
II Meenachil 790 47 3/4 
It Ramapuram 148 79 

Thodupuzha Karikkodu 34 15 
u " 1232 38 
" Thodupuzha 2 11 ,. Manacaud 59 35 

Muva1ttupuzha Piravam 66 49 
Vaikkom Kadunthuruthi 4 99 
Chan.ganacherry Vazhappalli East 1 70 
Thiruvalla Kurattisseri 5 77 
Ambalapuzha Pulinkunnu 31 45 
Kottayam Akalakunnam 477 13 

" Kottayam 8 7 
" Kummanam 52 . 
II Thiruvarppu 7 80 
II Panachikkattu 10 57 
II Nattakam 3 82 
It Ettumanoor 23 80 
" Imanam 11 18 
" Vijayapuram 95 56 

Kun1nathunad Rayamangalam 181 82 
-------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------
2763 3982 08 
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Pakuthy 

APPENDIX IV 

Jenmikaram from the Desavalis in Paddy and Money 
{based on the Jenmikaram Register) 

Jenmikaram in Money Jenmikaram in Paddy 
Para Edangazhi Veesh Rs. Chakram Kashu 

Kidangoor 

Elakkad 

Uzhavoor 

Puliyannoor 

Bharananganam 

Vijayapuram 

Piravam 

Akalakunnu 

Ramapuram 

Meenachil 

Karikkod 

Thodupuzha 

Kaduthuruthy 

Manacaud 

Kottayam 

Vazhappally East 

Pulinkunnu 

Rayamangalam 

Kurattisseri 

Kummanam 

Aimanam 

Thiruvarppu 

Panachikkad 

Nattakam 

Ettumanoor 

1337 

194 

4 

261 

159 

616 

524 

19 

247 

126 

18 

65 

238 

115 

60 

362 

1430 

20 

6 

107 

203 

87 

27 

54 

6279 

2 

8 

2 

6 

8 

3 

2 

3 

l. 

9 

3 

6 

1 

8 

6 

9 

7 

8 

91 

or 6288.70 para 

16 

4 

8 

8 

4 

4 

12 

8 

8 

12 

8 

8 

8 

4 

8 

120 

388 

28 

370 

8 

66 

377 

190 

781 

823 

4 

3 

27 

2 

41 

75 

6 

1 

3 

3 

4 

3 

11 

3214 

37 

24 

11 

9 

18 

12 

18 

16 

23 

26 

5 

8 

9 

13 

21 

3 

10 

12 

13 

6 

27 

1 

9 

331 

or 3225.98 British Rs. 

14 

12 

1 

11 

5 

6 

11 

14 

15 

4. 

5 

11 

4 

5 

8 

14 

6 

2 

7 

14 

169 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX V 

Formulating some main tenures 

There are simple leases subject to the payment of full rent, 
some liable only to the tax of Rajabhogam called favourable 
tenures which actually means recognition of full proprietary rights 
and between these two the conditions of tax are combined in 
different ways and each combination gives a reduced rent named 
Michavaram. Michavaram and the Rajabhogam are generally 
inseparable elements. Michavaram is a varying quantity while 
Rajabhogam is a constant quantity. No Michavaram will be found 
chargeable without Rajabhogam. The latter alone can exist without 
the former. 

If (A) denotes full assessment, (D) Demand actually paybale 
to the Devaswaom and (N) for Naduvakoor, one can express these 
tenures as the following: 
Venpattam tenure > D = A (full assessment) 
or if N is allowed D = A-N 
N can have different values locality specific. 
A Viruthy tenure would be subject to a simple Rajabhogam (R) which 
can be expressed as D = A/8 or A/6. (as the rate may be 1/8 of 1/6 
of full assessment) . 
For the rest a combination of Michavaram and Rajabhogam would be 
payable > D = R+M. 
The tenure can be expressed as D = R + A/2 or A/3 (1/2 or 1/3 of 
full assessment.) 
The above can be of two types: 
(a) When Michavaram is a certain portion of the assessment. 
(b) When it is a residue after deduction of interest (like in 

Kanapattom or Otti)t 

The Otti tenure can be expressed as D = R+A-I. Where I is the 
Interest on the Kanartham or Otti Artham. An Otti tenure could 
become a pattom tenure through a process of revision in case of 
alienation of the lands by sale. The mortgage amount recognised 
in the acc-ounts is reduced by 25% and the interest on this 
percentage is added to the tax. This process is repeated at each 
alienation which must eventually extinguish the capital and convert 
the property into venpattom (pattern) subject to full assessment. 
This process of revision is called Otti Vilakam. 

1 From Revenue Survey and Settlement of Travancore 
(Reprinted in 1905) Publication List No. 1038, Central 
Archives, Trivandrum. 
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APPENDIX VI 

Nalvali Entry System . .. 
Examples based on 1924-25 (Paddy only) Na~va~.i 

Chingam 1 

s abhajevitam ~anti Adukkavatu 
9 niopulatt~ Illatekky 
c ellendatil 
( to the Oniopulattu Ill am 
u 
s 

• 0 
nder the r1ght of 

K 
K 
N 
p 

abhajevi tam) 

ilitu Ayyankoikkal .... 
~etrathil Kalakam 
adathiyirunnu Ale Matti 

• . a • .. • 
akaram Nerikkattu Oru • • :0 

M 
N 
E 

aran~ Niyogic~adinum 
ityanidana Pujavakakk~ 
lpiC!~a Vakayil 

0 

(expenditure on daily rituals 
in the subsidiary temple of 
Ayyankoikkal and for having 
changed the temple in charge) 

Note: 4 Na~.i 
10 Idanhali . .. 

= 1 Iqanna!i 
= 1 para 

Varavu 
e 

Para Idanhali . .. 
- -

- -

J 1 
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Nali .. 
-

-

I 

Celavu 
0 

Para Idannali Nali . .. .. 
50 - -

1 - -

I I I 



APPENDIX VII 

Decomposition of the Paddy Expenditure for the Rituals 
~~ily and monthly) 

For Nityanidanam (daily rituals) 

~ -Usapayasam 
Edirte puja 
Pandfradi puja 
uc"ca Puj"a 
Attala puja 
For N''amaskaram 
For Yek~hi 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

·~ 

Nivedyam for Sasta= 
Niv~dyam for 
U~tameswaratt~ Devane 
R1ce for Appam 
Total rice 

= 
= 
= 

1.5 
3 

Idah~ali rice 

6 
12 

4 
3.75 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 

0.50 

" 
.. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
' ' . 3 para 1.5 Idannal1 

For Masa Vi~e~am: (a)l on the Karutta vavu 
(monthly rituals) • 

Pativ~ Vavq Namaskaram 
Idannali For 1 Namaskaram = 1.5 rice 

For 6 " = 9.75 II 

Kiiruvaka for 
the priest = 1.5 II 

Brahmana Bhojanam = 3.7 " 
Vai~yam Tiikkam = 0.75 II 

For Nivedyam = 3.75 II 

For Masa Vi~~~am: (.b) on the Velutha Sasti 

·For Sastinamaskaram = 4.5 Idan'nali rice ' . Kuruvaka for the 
priest = 0.5 " 

Nivedyam for Yak~hi = 0.25 II 

Nivedyam for 
Vadakkumde"van 0.50 II . ... -

For Vaisyam Tltkkam = 0.25 II 

For Brahmana Bhojcmam= 1. 25, II 

Nivedyam for 
Subramanian = 1.25 " 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Barter Ratios and Prices (British Rupees) for 1903 & 1919 

Sl.No. Item 1903 1919 
.------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27~ 

28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 

(2) 

Mature jackfruit (1 no.) 
Tender jackfruit (1 no.) 
Raw mangoes (1000 nos.) 
Curds (1 para) 
'Chama' paddy (1 para) 
Horsegram (1 para) 
Tamarind (1 kg) 
Gingelly (1 para) 
Big Pappadams (1 kg) 
Cloth for lamp wicks (1 kg) 
Small pappadams (1 kg) 
'Kadali' platains (1000 nos.) 
Bananas (1060 nos.) 
Plantains [Padattukai] (1000 nos.) 
Plantains [Kannankai] (1000 nos.) 
Plantains [Poovankai] (1000 nos.) 
Plantains [Palayantodan] (1000 nos.) 
Yam (1 kg) 
Cherukizhangu (tubers) (1 kg) 
Kachil (another tuber) (1 kg) 
Pumpkins (1 no. or 2 kgs) 
Thadiyankai 
Cucumbers (1 kg) 
Brinjal (1 kg) 
Bitter Gourd 
Drumsticks 
Snake Gourd 
Green chillies 
Mustard (1 para) 
Cumminseeds (1 para) 
Urad Dal (1 para) 
Green gram (1 para) 
Tur dal (1 para) 
Coriander seeds (1 para) 
Methi seeds · 
Small lime (100 nos.) 
Gooseberries (1 para) 
Crystal salt (1 para) 
Dry chillies (1 kg) 
Coconuts (100 nos.) 
Coconut oil (1 para) 
Jaggery (1 kg) 
Sugar (1 kg) 
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(3) ' 

1.23 
0.70 
0.70 

26.87 
0.21 

0.13 

1.40 
0.80 
1.80 
1.40 
1.81 
1.40 
0.10 
0.01 
0.04 
0.14 
2.46* 
0.07 
0.02 
0.04* 
not used 

" 
0 .10** 
1.49 
1.66 
1. 33 

11.60 
not used 

3.50 
not used 
0.56 
0.10 

not used 
2.86 
1.12 
0.08 
0.29 

(4) 

0.05 para paddy 
0.04 para paddy 
2.00 para paddy 
0.80 para paddy 
1.50 para paddy 
1.44 para paddy 
0.12 para paddy 
4.97 para paddy 
0.50 para paddy 
0.37 para paddy 
0.50 para paddy 

1.43 (in British 
12.00 " 

3.94 " 
3. 21 " 

3.21 
0.09 
0.07 
0.08 
0.14 
0.08 
0.07 
0.02 
0.08# 
0.13 
0.09 
0.53# 
1.86 
7.37 
2.39 
2.75 
2.85 
2.42 

1.65 

0.78 

6.60 
2.55 
0.50 
0.87 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Rs.) 



{1) {2) 

44. Pepper (1 kg) 
45. Ginger (1 kg) 
46. Dry ginger {1 kg) 
47. Gingelly oil (1 Idannali) 
48. Cows ghee (1 Idannali) 
49. Turmeric (1 kg) 
50. Sandal wood {1 kg) 

* for ten numbers 
** for one Idanhali 

# for one kg. 

(3) 

0.87 
0.12 0.13 

0.22 
0.61 

0.42 1.69 
0.01 . 1.18 

1.14 

APPENDIX IX 

Units of Area/Measure/Currency 

Conversion Table for Measure 

1 Travancore para = 
4 Nali = 
lO Idah'nali = 
1 Thulam ·· = 
1 Pal am = 
5.5 Pal am = .. -2.2 Rathal = 
1 Codana. = 

Conversion Table for Currency 

1 Panam 
16 kasu 
28 chakra'ITI 
28.5 chakr.am 

Conversion Table for Area 

100 cents 
1 acre 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

13.1 li tres. 
1 idanhali . . . 
1 para 
100 pal am 
0.08 kgs 
1 Rathal 
1 kg 
12 idar\nali .. 

4 chakrams 
1 chakram 
1 Sircar Rupee 
1 British Rupee 

1 acre 
0.40 hectare 

1~2 

{4) 

" 
" 
II 

" 
" 
" 



Abhi~ekam 

Adi~~utalikka'ru 
• 0 

Adima . 
Ac;Iiyantiram 

Agampadikkaru 
0 

Aaattuoadittaram 
- • 4 

Alakkuvakakku 
0 

Alava~tam 

Ammanattam .. 

~, ' .L. 
Arannukarva~a 

-' Arattu 
•• 0 

Arikoppu 
0 

Attavi~e~am .. 
AttaJam 

Avaka~am 

Ayittam 

Brahmaswarnvararn 

>I 

cakkyar 

~umattu .... 
Carnaram 

"' Celavu 
~ 

Danarn 

Devaswom 

Devaswomvaka 

GLOSSARY 

consecration by pouring oil, ghee, rice 
etc. on the head of idols, Kings etc. 

scavengers 

see as Ku~ijenmam 

occasion or ritual 

people accompanying the 
(Kaimal, Varrier etc.) 

'procession' 

:ritual estimate 

for laundry purposes 

fan made of peacock feathers 

a type of ball play by the women folk of 
Kerala in olden days 

for the stage entertainers 

final day of the ten day Festival 

articles of rice (broken rice, unbroken 
rice etc.) 

carpenter; of the carpenter caste 

annual festival 

:supper 

honour or right 

taboo (untouchability and 
unapproachability) 

. of the brahmins; lands belonging to the 
Nambudiries 

belongA•to the Arnbalavisi caste 

loading 

:flywhisk 

1expendi ture 

gift (of land) 

torch 

belonging to the deity; here, belonging 
to the temple 
of the temple property 



Ohara 

Epi~cavarkku • 

Edirtepuja 

Elunallippu 
••. • • 0 

Eluttumpadi .. . 
Garbhagrham .. 
Gr~mak~etra 

Gramam 

Idanhali . .. 

Ilattatam 

(E)I~avas 

In am 

In am 

Jenmikaram 

,J enmam 

Kacahri 

Kadavu 

Kanakkapillai . . . 
Kalas am 

Kalasavari 

Kalavara 

Karamolivu 
.. f) 

a ritual consisting of pouring water, oil 
or ghee continuously over the idol's head 

on whom the responsibility was thrust 
upon. 

the second (after the Usa puja) of the 
five pffjas performed daily 

the deity taken in procession 

by way of letter 

sanctum sanctorum 

village temple 

village (brahmin settlement) 

a measure equal to 4 nalis . . 
a percussian instrument 

largest caste group of Kerala belonging 
to the 'backward' category 

land granted free to persons holding 
particular office~ or performing services 

tenure type 

the commuted value of the rent fixed by 
the State for the lands covered by the 
Travancore Jenmi-Kudiyan Act of 1896 and 
Travancore, Cochin, Kanam, Tenancy Act of 
1955. The rent is collected by the State 
and paid to the concerned Jenmis. 

customary birth right on land 

office 

bathing ghat 

accountant 

purificatory ritual 

paddy extracted from tenants as part of 
revenue in aid of the purificatory ritual 

store 

a lease for a period of twelve years, held 
in mortgage on payment of a certain amount 
in cash or kind. 
favourable tenure (tax free) 
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Karanam ~attam 

Karanavar . 

Kaval 

Kilsanti 

Kollan 

Kombu 
0 

Koppll 

Kottikal 

Kodiyettam . . . 

Ksetram 

Ksatriya 

.. 

Ku'!ijenman 

Kudi~ika 

Ku~iyan 

Kudiyanavanmarkku 
• 0 

Kumbham 

Kurattiattam .. 
Kuttambalam 

Kutima 

K1:ittu 
0 

somersault 

·male head of the matrilineal family 

temple servants, generally four, placed 
by Uralars for the management of lands; 
·tenants who hold the land for a long 
series of years and possess a freehold. 

guard for security 

subordinate priest 

blacksmith; of the blacksmith caste 

musical horn 

articles 

drum beaters (of the Mirir caste} 

hoisting of the temple flag from the flag 
post ('ko~imaram'} marking the beginning 
C>f the festival. 

temple 

name of the warrior caste in the Hindu 
c:aste system 

also known as A~ima; free-hold right 
emjoyed by members belonging to lower 
caste through grants from the original 
landowners 

a1rrears 

tenant (usually a Jenmikaram tenant) . 

for the tenants 

mid-February - mid-March 

gypsy dance 

structure built at the performance of 
kuttu by the ~akkyar 

" 
tenancy 

ancient theatrical dance form rendered as 
service to the deity by the ~akky"ar 

auction 

local 'baron' or land lord 
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Madapalli , . . 

Maddalam 

Madilakam 

Malika 
; 

Maniaqi 

Marammat 

-\- -
Marapat:~am 

Marar 

- • +--1 Masav1.sesam 

Mudaloadi . . 
' . MuraJapam 

Muttusanti 

Nalvali 

Nambudiri 

Navakam 

Nellu ... 

Nelpura 

Nellukutt'J 

'' -Nnanummelkali . 
Ottamtullal .. 

bttat~.A 

Pahdiraqi 

Pandaravaka 

temple kitchen where the food offering 
{Nivedyam for the deity) is prepared 

musical instrument (percussion) 

the temple premises 
. 

upper storey of the building \ 
\....._ 

ringing the bell 

repair and renovation 

a permanent lease (lease for not less than 
30 years duration) 

a caste of Antarjati. see also Kottikal . . 
t.'l\onth 

monthly festival 

the above 

the head priest 

revenue collector of the Di~avalies 

nonstop chanting of the Vedas 

standby priest 

daily account register 

a variation of the Nayar caste 

Malayalee brahmin 

a type of ritual 

paddy 

,granary 

beating-or dehusking paddy 

acrobatics on rope 

a theatrical rendering of a story as part 
of entertainment (Mono-acting) in the 
temple premises 

the Nambudiris who chant the Vedas. 

the third puja (after the Edirte puja) of 
the five pujas performed daily 
belonging to the State 



Pahdaravaka Otti 

Pal Payasam 

Pathakom 

Pitham 

Policceluttu 
• ... 0 

Pu'ramtuppu • 

Sadya 

~- - " Sevukakkaru 
0 

Somanattungal pa~t~ 

-Sribeli 

Sribh-utabeli 

srikovil 

Sthanakkaru 
0 

~ 

Sudhi 

Svayampakam 

Tali 

Taluk 

Tantri 
Tar am 

Tat tan 

,.., ..J -. UccapuJa 

favourable tenure of Government sort lands 
having the characteristics of mortgate 

non-favourable tenure of Government sort 
lands on which full rate of land revenue 
is charged 

rice pudding made with milk 

story telling based on mythologies as part 
of entertainment 

stasre/platform 

rene!wal of the K'a~apa t ~om tenure 

sweeping of the outer premises 

a light quit rent; share that is due to 
the King 

dues paid for rendering of the service of 
prot:ection 

feast 

store keepers 

hymns sung by the Marar before the 
Pandfra~i and Dipar~dhana pujas 

procession with the deity around the outer 
prakara 

a special ritual performed from the second 
day of the festival 

inner prakara 

artisans 

purification 

self cooking 

' 
sprinking water for purification after 
sweeping 
a revenue sub-division of a district which 
consists of numerous villages 

agamic instructor (generally hereditary) 
types; the types of land classification 
for the purpose of land revenue settlement 

goldsmith; of the goldsmith caste 

the fourth puja (after the Pandiradi puja) 
of the five pujas performed daily. 
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Udyogasthanmarkku ... 

Ur 

Uralar 

Uranma 
I 

Uraryma Devasvamvaka 

"J -· Usa puJa 

Utsavam 

Uruttucenda 
•• 0 • 

U!-~upura 

vall'eru 
" 

Varavu 
" 

Varrier 

vastu 

Velakali 

vesadhari 

Virutti 

.~ 
V1snu 

for the temple 
:functionaries) 

village 

functionaries 

member of the Uranma 

{outer 

corporate management of the temple 
comprising of the heads of the Nambudiri 
families 

lands belonging to the private temples 

the first puja {just after Abhisekam) of 
the five pnjas performed daily 

the grand festival 

a musical instrument {similar to the 
cenda) with tightened belts for speedy 
rendering 

feeding hall 

target striking with knife as part of 
entertainment 

incoming 

of th1~ Ambalavasi caste performing the 
role of scavenging the inner temple 
premis.es 

structure or building 

exhibition of martial arts by the Nair 
caste as part of service and entertainment 

non-favourable lease or tenancy-at-will 

fancy dress as part of entertainment 

service tenure of Travancore 

one of the most important deities of the 
Hindus 
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